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When Sonny, a bright little lad,
Said " I'm making a wireless,

too, dad !"
Father answered "All right,
You can use my FLUXITE."
But the boy said he already had !

See that FLU XITE is always by you-in the house- work
ihop wh peedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
g eeeee moult works and by leading ngineeirs and manufacturers.
Of Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., Sd., 1/4 and VS.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET-
compact but substantial-complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " soft " soldering and ask for
Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS

with FLU XITE.
To CYCLISTS I Your wheels will NOT keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings and SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE FLUTE GUN
is always roads to put Fluxing on
the soldering lob Instantly. A
little pressure places the right
quantity on the right spot and
en charging lasts for ages.

Price 1/6, or filled 2 6.

i'LUXITE
IT SD1PLIFIES ALL SOLDIERING
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. TV). DRAGON WORKS. BERMONDSEY ST, S.E.I.

STABLE VOLTAGE
the only

solution to the
problem of
unstable supply

voltage is the

STABILOVOLT
CURRENTS UP TO 200 mA

Write for new pamphlet giving
reduced prices and additional
ranges. Full particulars from

MARCONPS
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD.
Electra House, Temple Place,
London, W.C.2.

ilk

TELEVISION

AERIALS

L KITS

Belling & Lee Ltd., now supply
four standard Television Aerial
Kits, together with a combined
Television and All -wave Anti -
Interference Radio Aerial. All
are normally supplied with balan-
ced feeder, which is often pre-
ferable to coaxial cable and much
cheaper. Coaxial, however, can
be supplied to order if preferred.

AT YOUR SERVICE
The Belling -Lee Research and

Service Departments are always
ready to help and advise the trade.
Do not hesitate to approach us on
any problem.

No.
321

TELEVISION AERIALS ONLY (List Prices).
Wall mounting dipole without reflector. With
stand-off arm and wall bracket.

£ s. d.
1 15 0

No.
32I L

Dipole only with stand-off arm and chimney
lashing.

£ s. d.
2 5 6

No.
323

Dipole and reflector with spacing arms and
casting for mast head fitting.

s. d.
3 5 0

No.
323L

As No. 323 but with 16 ft. mast and lashings for E s. d.
chimney, without cable S 17 6

COMPLETE TELEVISION AERIAL

As No. 321 but with 65ft.

KITS (List Prices).
No. E s. d. Complete kit in-

321 K feeder cable, lightning
arrestor and plug and
socket.

2 12 6 stalled by Belling -
Lee Service Dept.

E4 17 6

N o. As No 32IL but with s. d. Complete kit in-
321LK 65ft. feeder cable, light-

ning arrestor and plug
and socket.

3 3 0 stalled by Belling -
Lee Service Dept.

£5 8 0

No. As No. 323 but with £ s. d. Complete kit in-
323CK 100ft. of feeder cable,

lightning arrestor and
plug and socket.

4 4 0 stalled by Belling -
Lee Service Dept.

LiS 7 6

No. As No. 323L but with E s. d. Complete kit in-
323LK 100ft. of feeder cable,

lightning arrestor and
plug and socket.

6 16 6 stalled by Belling -
Lee Service Dept.

ES, 0 0

COMBINED TELEVISION AND ALL -WAVE RADIO AERIAL.

No.
390LK

Dipole and reflector complete with 16 fc. mast
and chimney lashing. Reflector incorporating
all -wave " Eliminoise " anti -interference
system for radio. With 100 ft. of both twin
and screened feeders.

£ s. d.
10 10 0

All Metal parts supplied with anti -corrosive finish.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

%,[6720
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NO SOONER HAD OUR ANNOUNCE-
MENT OF THIS NEW EDDYSTONE
RECEIVER APPEARED LAST MONTH
THAN WE WERE GRATIFIED BY A
VERY PLEASING POST-BAG-SHOWING
THAT WE HAD, AS WE INTENDED,
PRODUCED SOMETHING A LITTLE
BETTER, MORE OUTSTANDING. IN CASE
YOU MISSED LAST MONTH'S ISSUE,

WE REPEAT DETAILS

OF THE LATEST

EDDVIONEll COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
(Type E.C.R.)

We particularly invite every reader of this announcement-including YOU-to post the coupon, rightaway, for literature dealing with this new
" Eddystone " Wonder-for we feel that here is a Receiver that in appearance, construction and performance will win the enthusiastic approbation
of even the most critical user.
The Chassis, Coil Unit and Crystal Unit are die-cast and the most complete screening is employed everywhere. The layout is such that all leads area minimum length. No more
valve stages than necessary are employed and reduction of noise level has been an ever-present thought during the design.
The Superheterodyne circuit comprises 10 valves, including Rectifier, with the following stages :-High Frequency, Mixer, Electron Coupled Oscillator, two 465 Kc/s, 1.F.s, Double
Diode Detector, Beat Frequency Oscillator, L.F. Amplifier, Tetrode Output and full wave Rectifier.
Switched Coils cover a waverange of 9.5 metres to 190 metres, 33 megacycles to 1.6 megacycles, divided POST THIS
into 4 wavebands. Electrical bandspread tuning is employed. A crystal gate is fitted with phasing
condenser and variable selectivity control. Volume controls for R.F. and L.F. adjustment. An

R" meter calibrated in decibels is on the front panel. B.F.O. control and switch and A.V.C. on
and off. (3 Watts Output).

PRICE £45
Be sure to post this coupon for descriptive literature and performance specification of
this wonder Model to :

STRATTON & Co. Ltd.,

E

ea°

trj
c.)

0 U P 0 N ----
To Messrs. STRATTON cE CO., LTD., Bromsgrove St., B'ham.
Please send me literature regarding the new "EDDYSTONE.'
Communication Receiver, Type ECR.
Please also send me the " Eddystone " Component Catalogue

Name

Address

BROMSGROVE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 5.
T2London Agents: WEBB'S, 14, SOHO STREET, W.I.

guEfilild Ace Fstpenq

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR
Electrical Measuring Instrument.

Provides 22 ranges of direct readings. Has
an accurate moving -coil movement and a
3 -inch full scale deflection. The total
resistance of the meter is 200,000 ohms.
Complete with leads, interchangeable
crocodile clips and testing prods ;1tC in.
and instruction booklet .. IUD.

(Leather carrying case 10/-)
D.C. VOLTS A.C. VOLTS MILLIAMPS

0- 75 millivolts 0- 5 volts 0- 2.5milliarnps
0- 5 volts 0- 25 0- 5
0- 25 0-100 0- 25
0-100 0-250 0-100
0-250 0-500 0-500
0-500

RESISTANCE
0- 20,000 ohms 0- 2 megohms
0-100,000
0-500,000 0-10

Instruments are available on Deferred Terms

 WRITE FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

Radio engineers the world over
rely upon " AVO " Instruments for
rapid precision testing. In these
AvoMinors that same precision
is available for the benefit of the
keen amateur and serious experi-
menter. Combining high accuracy
with unquestioned reliability, they
are unrivalled in providing such
comprehensive test facilities at so
moderate a cost.

..................................................
The D.C. AVOMINOR

Electrical Measuring Instrument
A precision -built moving -coil D.C. instru-
ment with 13 ranges, providing adequate
testing facilities for checking valve per-
formance, batteries and power units, etc.
In case complete with leads, interchange-
able crocodile clips and testing prods ; 45/.
and instruction booklet ..

CURRENT
0- 6 mi A.
0- 30
0-120

VOLTAGE
0- 6 v. 0-240 v.
0- 12 v. 0-300 v.
0-120 v. 0-600 v.

RESISTANCE
0- 10,000 ohms
0- 60,000
0-1,200,000
0-3 megohms

"RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED"
Written in the light of present-day knowledge, this book give, the
whole routine of testing modern receivers, and explains causes of
faults in receiving and amplifying apparatus. Also shows how to
toe effectively all radio instruments. 150 pages with numerous
diagrams and graphs. Price 216 (Post free 2/10)

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:-
The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I Telephone: Victoria 3404/7

A 129
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SEE THAT YOUR NEW SET IS FITTED WITH MAZDA

MOST /FAMOUS
TELEVISION

SET MAKERS

CATHODE RAY

TUBES
AND MAZDA SPECIAL VALVES
Mazda Radio Valves and Cathode Ray Tubes are manufactured in Great Britain for the British

Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., London and Rugby, and distributed by

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE TO TECHNICAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS

130
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COMMENT OF THE MONTH
Making History

'VINO events of great importance to the future progress of television
I have occurred during the past month. One was the decision of the

B.B.C. to allow the Boon-Danahar fight at Harringay Arena on
February 23, to be publicly televised and the other is the permission given
by Sir Oswald Stoll to enable a monthly transmission to be made from
the Coliseum. In the former case the B.B.C. are careful to point out
that the permission to reproduce the transmission in certain places of
public entertainment must not be regarded as a precedent, and that it
must not be taken that any general exension of permission for the re -
diffusion of B.B.C. television programmes in places of public entertain-
ment is contemplated. .

There is more in this apparent change of front on the part of the
B.B.C. than is obvious for it is very probable that had it not been for
the cinema relay the B.B.C. would not have been given permission
to transmit the fight at all.

It seems to us that this event provides an opportunity for making a
good start in ending the opposition which exists between cinema in-
terests and the B.B.C., and laying the foundations of a vast new industry.
Quite obviously large -screen cinema television has got to come and
advantage should be taken of this occasion for negotiations to place the
whole scheme on a basis which will allow of the rapid development of
cinema television. Up to the present progress has been entirely due to
private enterprise with no immediate prospect of reward and the Baird
Company are to be congratulated upon the foresight and research work
which have made this public transmission possible.

The Dealers' Point of View
Resolutions put to the meeting of the Wireless Retailers' Association

which found unanimous support were:-
I_ Minimum picture size should be 6 in. by 5 in., and the so -in.

by 8 -in. picture should be regarded as the normal standard.
2. Every chassis with a particular size of tube should be available

as a sight -and -sound set only, and also combined with a normal
broadcast set.

3. A standard guarantee covering a twelve months' period is
desirable.

There is one of these resolutions with which we are not in agreement
and this is the minimum picture size. As we have so frequently pointed
out the only method of reducing the cost of a receiver is by the use of a
small screen and it appears to us that with the minimum size of screen
stated a large number of people will, for some considerable time at all
events, be precluded from owning a television receiver. In cases where
the number of viewers does not ordinarily exceed three the small screen
receiver is quite capable of providing excellent entertainment.
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BUYING A RECEIVER
SOME USEFUL POINTERS

IT is fairly safe to say that the first
considerations a prospective buyer
of a television receiver will have

are price and picture size. As a mat-
ter of fact these two factors are
bound up one with the other for,
broadly speaking, the larger the pic-
ture, the higher is the price; there
are, however, several other matters
which have a bearing and merely to
base the selection of a receiver on a
price -picture -size basis would be
wrong.

Picture
Size

For some considerable time after
the present television service was in-
troduced, the general complaint was
that the pictures were too small.
This was at the time when there were
very few private viewers and the
public had, therefore, judged by
public demonstrations and in most
cases had been a considerable dis-
tance away from the receiver. For
public viewing the ordinary size of
screen is certainly too small, but
complaint of picture size is rarely, or
never, heard from those who have
receivers installed in their own
homes. It is to be admitted that for
viewing in large rooms large pictures
have certain advantages as the re-
ceiver can be placed at a considerable
distance away and viewed in comfort.

Picture size is closely concerned
with .definition; a very large picture
cannot be viewed at close range with-
out the scanning lines being visible,
so where space is limited a moderate
sized picture is definitely an advan-
tage for the viewer. At a distance of
approximately 6 ft., the picture
detail is good and imperfections are
reduced to such an extent that they
are practically invisible.

Reference to the specifications on
other pages in this issue will show
that, excluding special projection
receivers which are in a class by them-
selves, the average screen width is
approximately 81 in., but that the
most popular size of screen is io in.
by 8 in., a size which enables a
reasonably compact receiver to be
produced at an economic price.

Now what of the really small
screen receivers? Usually these give
excellent pictures with remarkably
good detail and, considerable bright-

ness. For what may be termed " in-
timate " use, they leave little to be
desired,- but they will be found want-
ing in cases where the audience ex-
ceeds five persons. They certainly
bear out the previous statement that
price is closely related to picture
size, for they cost no more than a
good radiogram.

Price
Reduction ?

Many people are delaying buying
a television receiver because of a
belief that, as was the case in the
early days of broadcasting, there will
shortly be a considerable reduction of
price. This argument needs but little
refutation. In the first place the
modern television receiver as regards
construction, components a n d
valves, is the equivalent of three
really high-class broadcast receivers,
so a little calculation will show that
upon this comparison the television
receiver is better value for money.
Secondly, all the components used in
a television receiver are wireless
types. Price reduction in the case of
broadcast receivers was made pos-
sible by mass production and im-
proved methods of component manu-
facture, and experience of this has
obviously been available for tele-
vision purposes from the outset. It
can be stated definitely, therefore,
that little or no reduction of price is
at all likely unless some revolutionary
new system were to be developed and
of this there is not the slightest in-
dication. It may, therefore, be re-
garded as certain that there will be
no appreciable price reduction in the
near future, in fact, as many receivers
are being produced at uneconomic
prices the reverse is just as likely.

Direct or
Indirect

A comparison of the types of ordi-
nary receivers on the market will
show that the larger proportion give
pictures that are directly viewed as
opposed to those in which the picture
is viewed in a mirror placed at an
angle of 45 degrees in the lid of the
cabinet. From these proportions it
might be assumed that the former,
being the more popular, is the better.
Actually, however, it is a matter for
individual preference as there is

132

little material difference so far as the
picture is concerned. The chief
reason for using a mirror is that a
saving of space (particularly back-to-
front dimensions of the cabinet) is
possible by allowing the tube to be
placed vertically; but latterly there
has been a tendency to produce
cathode-ray tubes of shorter length
and the advantage of placing the
tube vertically has, therefore, been
nullified to some extent, at all events
in the case of receivers with moderate
sized screens. As stated, the choice
of one type or the other is really a
matter of personal preference having
regard to cabinet dimensions for
pictures of equal sizes.

Range
The official range of the Alexandra

Palace transmitter is 25 miles and it
may be taken for granted that any
receiver will be capable of giving
good results up to this distance.
This range, however, is conservative,
and as a rule reception is possible
at distances in excess of this. No
manufacturer will sell you a receiver
which will not operate in your parti-
cular district, and if you reside in an
area outside the accepted range the
makers will be prepared to advise and
probably carry out tests. Fifty miles
is, however, about the limit for con-
sistent reception without special
equipment. Some makers have
available two models of the same
type of instrument-one for use
within the ordinary range and the
other for distances, within limits, in
excess of this. A greater number of
valves are employed in the latter and
the cost is naturally a little more. In
addition there are pre -amplifiers avail-
able which will increase the range of
any receiver, again within certain
limits.

Control
Whatever make or type of receiver

is selected it may be taken as a fact
that the control is simple and quite
within the ability of any ordinary
person. Although in some cases a
number of controls are provided,
whereas in others there are, say, only
two, operation in either case is really
equally simple, for in ordinary con-
ditions of use, it is only necessary to
touch one or two.

There are a number of television
(Continued at foot of next page)
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GENERAL

ELECTRIC(u.s.A.)

TELEVISION
As announced in last month's
issue, the General Electric
Company of New York are now

erecting a television station at Indian
Ladder in the Helderberg Hills, 12
Miles from Schenectady, N.Y.

The site is the top of a 1,50o -ft.
hill with the aerial on too -ft. towers
and it is stated that it will be at least
25o ft. higher than any other tele-
vision transmitter in New York. The
equipment will incorporate many
new features developed by General
Electric engineers.

From an ultra short-wave trans-
mitter on the studio building, the sig-
nals will be relayed over the t2 -mile

General Electric's television camera. The
small, circular holes contain red lights which
glow, signalling the actors when the camera

is in operation.

gap on a 1.4 metre band to the main
transmitter in the Helderbergs,
where they will be broadcast for
public reception on a wavelength in
the 66-72 megacycle band or approxi-
mately 41 metres. The sound sig-
nals accompanying the picture will
also be broadcast on the same band,
on a frequency close to that of the
vision signals.

The General Electric Company has
been conducting television research
for the last to or 12 years, and much
of the pioneer work was done in the
company's laboratories by Dr.
E. F. W. Alexanderson ; his first
transmission was made in the autumn
of 1928, and a year or two later a
demonstration was given in a local
theatre on a 7 -ft. screen, with vaude-

SCHENECTADY TROY ALBANY
-A. r'Aprrol

The New General Electric television transmitting station will cover an area comprising
Schenectady, Albany, Troy, Amsterdam and Saratoga, known as the Capital District,
with a combined population of more than 500,000. The tower to the left supports the
receiving antenna, picking up studio signals radioed from Schenectady ; the next is to
broadcast the pictures, and the one to the right is the sound aerial. The small pole
to the right is part of the power line, bringing electricity up the mountainside to the

station.

vale actors in the laboratory studio
at a distance of about one mile. The
sound accompanying the picture on
this occasion was broadcast by WGY
on its regular wave band.

More than 25o valves are included
in the complete television trans-
mission equipment, many of which
are of new design. The antenna
used is a novel type resembling a
cube of wires strung from the three
too -ft. poles.

Last year General Electric en-
gineers visited Europe to investigate
and study television in England,
Germany, and Holland.

" Because of its ideal location and
the fact that it will utilise at least
3o per cent. more power than any

existing television station in this
country, this station should have
greater range than the one on top of
the Empire State Building," ex-
plained C. A. Priest, the engineer in
charge for General Elecliiic. " We
shall not use coaxial cable between
our studio and the station but an
ultra high -frequency sharp direc-
tional transmitter, because in our
opinion this will produce better
results."

The building and the towers at
Indian Ladder have been erected, a
roadway constructed, a well sunk to
supply the necessary water for cool-
ing the tubes, and a start has been
made with the installation of the
equipment.

"Buying a Receiver "
(Continued from preceding page)

receivers on the market which have
erroneously been termed add-on units
and adaptors intended for use in con-
junction with existing broadcast
receivers, and it appears that a cer-
tain amount of misconception exists
in regard to these. Actually, they
comprise a complete vision receiver,
but use is made of the broadcast set
by means of a convertor included in
the same cabinet as the vision receiver
for the provision of the sound accom-
panying the vision signals. Actually,
therefore, the broadcast set has -

nothing whatever to do with the"
reception of the picture or its repro-
duction. By utilising the broadcast
set for sound a considerable economy
in price can be effected and the instru-
ment made more compact.

The Aerial
Then there is the matter of the

aerial which must be a special type
termed a di -pole. One aerial, which
is a vertical type and quite compact
will serve for both sound and vision
signals and usually its erection is a
simple matter. Some makers include
the aerial and its installation in the
price of the receiver, whereas others
make a separate charge. Though the
charge is only a few pounds it is a
matter which should be taken into
account of any price comparison.

All makers give twelve months'
guarantee and free service within
that period, and it should be remem-
bered that if desired any receiver
may be purchased on hire-purchase
terms for, in some cases, a matter of
a few shillings a week.
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A
PRACTICAL GUIDE

TO TELEVISION
RECEIVER

SERVICING
By W. A. L Plews

The first of two articles on receiver repair
THE maintenance of any complex

apparatus such as a television
receiver is best attempted by the

process of splitting the receiver into
sections, and then instead of regard-
ing the set as a complex whole we
would see it instead as a collection of
units each performing an individual
function.

With an understanding of each
function the symptoms of any trouble
which may occur can be localised in
the unit from which it originates,
thus greatly decreasing the testing
time.

Fortunately, a television receiver
lends itself readily to this mode of
attack and the main units are shown
below. Of course, each unit can

For efficient servicing an oscilloscope is essential. This
photograph shows the interior of the popular Mullard

Model 3153.

symptoms should be carefully studied
in relation to the circuit diagram and
the behaviour of the relevant controls.
By carefully noting the effects pro-
duced it is frequently possible to sus-
pect the section of the receiver giving
rise to the trouble.

It is not within the scope of a
limited article such as this to attempt
any but general guidance rules and
for this reason specific circuits have
been avoided. Since once a faulty
section has been located, in most
cases the procedure will then follow
standard radio servicing methods, it
was thought most useful to classify

superhet receivers where a common
H.F. and frequency changer stage is
employed for both the sound and
vision frequencies this stage should
also be investigated if the aerial and
power supplies are in order. If the
tube is D.C. connected to a video
amplifier stage, failure of H.T. to the
sound and vision receivers will give
rise to an additional symptom

No sound or vision will in these
cases be accompanied by a brilliant
raster, since part of the tube bias nor-
mally developed across the anode load
of the video valve will no longer he
present.

Vs/oN
RECE/vER_

Bouwo

RECEI Eli

-0-
r,vc

LINE
TAAE 5,15r

IC/LTER. 6,,,,,,E

T/ME BASE

RECEIVE/?. H
ROWE,K.

PACK

79,16 BASE H.T.

Tvez). leHrsorLy.

Left : Straight R. F. Amplifier Receiver.

Below : Superhet Type with common
R.F. and F.C. Section for sound and

vision. Other units as above.

COMMON
47,F

'"h7 C.
STAGE

V/S/ON CHANNEL

SOUND CHANNEL

be subjected to further division once
the fault has been traced to it.

The units shown comprise:-
i. Vision receiver.
2. Sound receiver.
3. Synchronising filter circuits.
4. Time bases.
5. Power pack.
6. Cathode-ray tube.
When testing a faulty receiver the

faults under general headings and
these are summarised below together
with the method of localisation.

1. Faults Affecting both Sound
and Vision

Symptoms: No sound or vision.
Weak sound and vision.

The first suspects should be the
aerial and then the power pack. In

134

2. Faults Affecting Sound Only
Sound receiver. Where any por-

tion of the circuit is common to sound
and vision checking of such section
will not be required. After normal
voltage measurements have been
taken the remaining portion of the
sound receiver should be sectionalised
by using the service oscillator. This
operation should be commenced at
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the output end of the receiver and
each stage checked by injecting
signals of appropriate frequency,
working back towards the H.F. end.

In a few receivers an examination
of the circuit diagram will show that
the sound and vision I.F.'s are ampli-
fied by the same valves.

It is possible for a fault in the F.C.
circuit to affect the sound only. If
the padding condenser at the earthy
end of the oscillator coil develops a
fault the sound tuning point may be
pushed outside the range of the tun -

V
H.F.

AMP

H.F.

AMP

Ifro/ (415.m.
%be injected

Der

restoration circuit is used, a low
emission diode.

Where the receiver is at fault the
symptoms of weak modulation on the
tube should be further examined in
relation to the behaviour of the con-

Symptom: Insufficient or lack of
vertical amplitude. Suspect frame
time base,

Where either amplitude is insuffi-
cient the cause may lie outside the
time base concerned, and be found in

Two diagrams
showing frequen-
cies of signals to

be injected.

AMP

Audio

ing control, but owing to the greater
bandwidth of the vision I.F. chain,
the picture can still be obtained.

3. Faults Affecting Vision Only
No vision. Weak vision.
No vision. The first action should

be to adjust the grid control of the
tube and check whether a raster can
be observed on the tube. If no raster
becomes visible the power supplies to
the tube should be investigated, and
if in order the tube is faulty. Assum-
ing a raster shows on the end of the
screen the fault will lie in the vision
receiver section. If no vision is ac-
companied by a brilliant raster where
the tube is connected direct to the
video output, the output valve of the
vision receiver is the cause. A short
circuit in this valve may also render
the bias control inoperative, i.e., no
raster will became visible in the first
test mentioned in this paragraph.
This is due to the heavy current
through the load resistances in the
valve anode causing excessive bias
volts to be developed, and cutting off
the tube beam current.

Weak modulation or a dim picture.
A test should first be made by operat-
ing the frequency controls to deter-
mine whether or not the weak modu-
lation is accompanied by poor syn-
chronising. If the sync. is weaker
than normal for the receiver, the
symptoms are due to a fault in the
vision receiver causing low gain. If
sync. is normal the vision receiver
may be taken as operating correctly,
the symptoms now pointing to incor-
rect operating voltages on the tube,
faulty tube, or in cases where a D.C.
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trast or more properly speaking the
gain control. If the control can be
used in its normal position and no in-
crease in brightness accompanies an
increase of gain by turning up this
control the detector, generally a
diode, may be suspected.

Where the contrast control gives
weak modulation in the normal posi-
tion, and an increase only results in
the screen going evenly white, in all
probability the output valve in the
video stage has lost emission, and
can no longer accommodate the re-
quired voltage swing.
4. Faults Affecting the Synchron-

ising of the Picture
Symptoms: Picture slips both ver-

tically and horizontally. No line sync.
No frame sync.

The fault lies either in the feed
from the receiver to the synchronising
filter or in a component in the filter
circuits which is common to both the
line and frame sync. circuit. In the
cases of failure to sync. in one direc-
tion only the common feed is
obviously not at fault and the failure
is due to components in the line or
frame filter circuits only, whichever
is indicated.

Where the sync. is weak care
should be taken to observe the picture
and make sure that the slipping is not
accompanied by a weak picture, as in
this case the sync. signal is not of
sufficient amplitude to lock the time
bases properly.
5. Faults Affecting the Size of the

Picture
Symptom: Insufficient or lack of

horizontal amplitude. suspect line
time base.
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the power pack. However, where
this is the case, unless a separate
supply to each time base is provided,
the usual symptom will be insuffi-
cient picture size in both directions
due to inadequate H.T. volts. The
trouble will, however, generally show
up first in the line scan since the
horizontal traverse required is larger
than the vertical traverse of the spot.

In time bases for electrostatic C.R.
tubes if trapezium distortion is pre-
sent with insufficient scan in either
direction the second valve in the para-
phase amplifier of the time base con-
cerned should be tested.

Trapezium distortion on the raster
of a magnetically deflected beam is
usually due to shorted turns on one
of the deflector coils. A variation of
this fault occurs when one end of the
coil is earthed and a portion of the
winding short circuits to the core.
Depending on the position on wind-
ing of the short to core the symptoms
will vary from almost no scan in
severe cases to trapezium distortion
of an almost full-sized raster where
only a few turns are shorted out.

If the formation of the picture is
not a true rectangle  but rather a
parallelogram the deflector coils are
not at right angle to each other.

The presence of mains ripple due to
failure of smoothing produces unmis-
takable results on the picture. If in
the line time base, vertical objects and
the edges of the picture assume a
wave shape, the extent of the depar-
ture from a true vertical line, depend-
ing on the amplitude of the ripple. In
the frame time base the effect is to
cause either one or two patches on the
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raster, according to whether the
frequency of the ripple is 5o cps., or
zoo cps., where the horizontal lines
are more closely bunched than the
remainder of the raster. In severe
cases the vertical synchronising may
be upset.
6. Faults Affecting the General

Performance
The Power Pack. Since the power

pack is connected to every section of

Taken on black cross signal. No line sync.

the receiver, failure in a portion of
this section may obviously give rise
to symptoms which could coincide
with faults developed in any other
section. Fortunately, failure of the
power supply is one of the easiest
faults to check, and it is not proposed
to deal with the normal type of
failures since all service engineers are
fully conversant of
trouble from their experience with
sound broadcast receivers.

In general there are three main
H.T. supplies to be considered. A low
voltage H.T. supply -25o v., to the
sound and vision receiver. A higher
voltage supply to the time bases -
300/4.00 v., where magnetic deflec-
tion is employed -1,000/1,50o v., for
electrostatic tubes. In the former

Taken on tuning signal. Weak line hold.
case one main source of H.T. is
generally used, the receiver supply
being lowered to the required voltage
by passing it through the speaker
field. For the i,000 v. supply a
separate rectifier system must be
used,

Lastly, a V.H.T. (3,000/6,000 v.)

supply for the tube anode is neces-
sary. Both mercury vapour and hard
valve rectifiers are used in this
position, and since the current drain
is extremely small, high resistances
can be satisfactorily employed for
smoothing in conjunction with con-
densers having capacities in the order
of .1 to .25 mfd.

Where more than one anode supply
for the tube is needed the voltage is
broken down by a high resistance
potentiometer across the V.H.T.
supply.

Failure of voltage on any one
anode will cause stoppage of the elec-
tron beam, and in consequence no
raster or picture will appear. A
gradual falling of the mains voltage
gives rise to a corresponding drop in
the brightness of the picture together

ith an increase in the overall size.
the reason for this is that since the
acceleration force acting on the elec-
tron beam has diminished, the deflec-
tional sensitivity of the tube will have
increased.

The focusing of the electron beam
is often bound up closely with the
power supply. In electrostatic tubes
it is accomplished by adjusting the
potential difference between the first
and second anodes, by making vari-
able a portion of the potentiometer
across the V.H.T. supply. In mag-
netically focused tubes either a coil
through which D.C. is passed
(usually the H.T. supply to one sec-
tion of the receiver) is placed
around the neck of the tube, or a
circular permanent magnet can fulfil
the same function. Where a coil is
employed, adjustment of focus is
obtained both by altering the position
of the coil on the tube neck and by
shunting it with a variable resistance
so that the current passing through it
may be controlled. By tilting the
coil or permanent magnet slightly the
picture may be shifted bodily in any
desired direction.

The smoothing across these focus-
ing coils is very important, and they
are frequently shunted with large low
voltage condensers 50-100 mfd. An
open circuited condenser in this posi-
tion produces a narrow band of focus
which can be moved vertically up and
down the screen. A short circuit will
simply make the focus control in-
operative. In neither case is the
H.T. supply to whichever portion of
the set is taking its feed through the
coil affected.

Should the smoothing on the tube
anode become faulty, the picture will
he confined to one bright band.

In the time bases a reduction of the
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necessary H.T. voltage will bring
about a smaller picture and in the
worst case a spot on the screen. If
sharply focused this spot must never
be allowed to remain stationery on
the screen, since a very few seconds

Taken on black cross signal. Line time base
inoperative.

in one spot will suffice to produce a
brown spot in the florescent material
of the screen.

It should be remembered that the
mains voltage is more important in
the case of television than a sound
receiver. A large drop in the mains
voltage or an attempt to run the
receiver with the mains adjustment
tap in too high a position will often
affect the picture size, since both the
H.T. and valve heater volts will be
low.

Apart from failure of the H.T. to
the vision receiver, with obvious re-
sults, the smoothing of this supply
may become defective. In this way a
certain amount of ripple may be con-
veyed to the grid of the C.R. tube.
The effect on the picture is dark bands

Insufficient line amplitude. Photograph shows
failure of second valve in the line time base
paraphase amplifier designed for an electrostatic.

across the screen, often called hum
bands.

(To be concluded next month)
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ALTHOUGH most American
television companies of late
have solely concerned them-

selves with the development of elec-
tronic methods, the mechanical -
optical side has not been neglected in
the U.S.A. A company that has
devoted a great deal of attention to
the latter is the Kalorama Labora-
tories of Irvington, N.J., and very
successful results have been obtained.

Adequate coverage in a country the
size of America is a difficult problem,
but the Kolorama Laboratories have
developed a plan which they claim
is sound, both technically and econo-
mically, and which would permit a
nation-wide television service in the
shortest possible time.

American
Standards

They claim that this is not possible
with the standards set by the R.M.A.,
which are 441 lines, 6o fields,
interlaced, and 3 by 4 aspect ratio.
They suggest the use of two
standards : first, the present R.M.A.
standard of 441 lines 6o fields for
coverage of local areas as at present
planned and as limited by the ultra
high radio frequencies required-and

KOLORAMA TELEVISION
AN AMERICAN MECHANICAL -OPTICAL SYSTEM

Details of a mechanical -optical television system designed to operate at
comparatively low frequencies.

second, a standard using 225 lines,
24 fields, or in any event, a standard
which permits the use of a signal fre-
quency of not more than approxi-
mately 300,000 cycles ; this second
standard they state will utilise lower
radio carrier frequencies, capable of
covering large areas so that all of the
public of America can have television
without any considerable delay.

A photograph of a 5 -ft.
by 4 -ft. picture produced
by the Kolorama mech-

anical -optical system.

Kolorama pictures are scanned
with 225 lines, interlaced. The
field frequency is 24 and the frame

B

Schematic diagram of Kolorama mechanical -optical receiving system.
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frequency is 12 per second. The
highest frequency requirement is only
250,000 cycles.

Mechanical -Optical
System

The Kolorama system is entirely
mechanical -optical and the broad
principles of the receiver are shown

schematically by the drawing. As
will be seen, a pencil or beam of
modulated light from an optical
light -modulating system is projected
on the periphery of a rotatable disc
which is provided with a series of
mirror surfaces each of which is
identical with every other and nor-
mal to the radius of the disc. The
beam of light is reflected from the
surfaces upon an oscillating mirror
the axis of which is at right angles
to the axis of the disc. An arm A
is secured to the mirror and is in con-
tact with the cam C. As the cam
rotates the mirror pivots about its
axis in one direction and then by
reason of the shape of the cam C and
the action of tension spring T is made
to quickly return to the starting
position.

The light beam is thus reflected
from two moving mirrors and covers
every portion of the screen S. The
mirror disc, the oscillating mirror
and the light -modulating unit
are positioned with respect to one
another so that a beam of light
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emanating from the latter is reflected
from th,!. mirrored surfaces on to the
oscillating mirror. The rotary move-
ment of the disc causes the beam to
be swept successively along the
oscillating mirror longitudinally at a
frequency depending upon the num-
ber of mirrors upon the disc and upon
the speed at which the disc rotates.
The oscillating mirror is, of course,
sufficiently long to contain the beam
reflected by the respective mirrors as
each moves through the arc which it
subtends.

The arctuate motion produced by
means of the cam C and the contac-
tor is a saw -tooth motion, or one
which comprises a uniform slow
angular motion in one direction
during which scanning takes place

and a quick return motion in the
opposite direction to return the mirror
to its initial position. The- vertical
scanning is thus always performed in
the same direction and sense, as for
instance from bottom to top.

The cam rotates at a speed equal to
the number of pictures or images
desired per second. If twenty-four
pictures per second are desired, the
motor rotates the cam C at a speed
of 5,44o r.p.m. The motors, of
course, are synchronised by the sig-
nals from the transmitting station.

Demonstrations of this apparatus
have been given and the accompany-
ing photograph shows the results
obtained. On this occasion the pic-
ture was projected on a screen
measuring 5 ft. by 4 ft.

The Milhaly-Traub System

RECENT PROGRESS
FROM time to time we have re-

ported the progress made in the
development of the Mihaly -Traub

system. This, as most of our readers
are aware, is a mechanical system
employing a stationary arc of mirrors
with a centrally placed revolving
polygonal mirror, the advantage
gained by this arrangement being the
comparatively low speed of the
polygon, actually about 13,000 revs.
per minute.

Originally designed for low -defini-
tion television, there has been pro-
gressive development and the prob-
lems which the introduction of high -
definition television provided have all
been overcome, in fact, the results
which the Mihaly -Traub receiver
now give on the B.B.C. trans-
missions are the equal of any other
type of receiver, either cathode-ray
or mechanical -optical. Synchronis-
ing was a great problem and until
the rest of the apparatus was per-
fected mains synchronising was em-
ployed, but now the receiver is en-
tirely radio synchronised and the pic-
ture remains perfectly steady both
on the studio and outside broadcast
transmissions.

Two scanners are employed, one
for line and the other for frame, and
both are actually driven by the syn-
chronising signal after amplifica-
tion. Each motor requires approxim-
ately 6 watts so the demands are not
excessive, and as the motors are
driven by the signals synchronism is
absolutely correct unless there is
some fault in the transmission.

The present picture size is 24 in.
by 20 in., but it is considered that in
the case of home receivers, this size
could with advantage be reduced as
this would allow of a more compact
instrument and consequently, the use
of a smaller cabinet. The picture is
a sepia colour and is really very
bright, so bright, in fact, that it can
be viewed comfortably in but slightly
subdued artificial lighting.

The light source employed at pre-
sent is a self -feeding arc and this is
the only remaining feature with
which the designers are not satisfied,
because although the illumination re-
mains perfectly even over very long
periods, it is appreciated that the at-
tention it will require, such as chang-
ing carbons, etc., precludes its use
by the average person. Naturally,
the high-pressure mercury lamp has
been tried, but not with entire satis-
faction as regards life and reliability
and therefore, research is still pro-
ceeding with this final problem.

It is a point of interest with this
apparatus that though the results
now compare with those obtained by
any other method, the fundamental
system remains unaltered from the
time when it was first adapted for the
reception of the high -definition trans-
missions; the final results are almost
entirely due to a painstaking elimina-
tion of trivial faults and a general
" cleaning up."

Excluding switching on, the re-
ceiver is virtually one knob control
and is very easy to operate. The only
unit that it appears will require re -
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newal is the light source; motor wear
will be negligible and the motor
should be good for many thousands
of hours' use.

No arrangements have as yet been
made for marketing this receiver and
the price at which it will be sold has
not been decided upon, but it is ex-
pected that including all -wave radio
it will be a figure less than

Ediswan Tubes
THE magnetically -focused tubes
supplied by the Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd., are made in

three types with 7 in., 9 in., and I 2 in.
screens. These are known as :

CRM.9i and CRM.I2I res-
pectively.

'The largest size operates with an
anode voltage of 5,5oo and has a
working grid bias of 3o -6o volts.

The tubes are indirectly heated
from a 2 -volt supply and are notable
for their extremely short overall
length. The figures quoted by the
manufacturers are :-
CRM.7r CRM.9i
37 cms. 36 cms. 46 CMS.

The Ediswan short Cathode-
ray tube.

This compact dimension con.tri-
butes materially to the neatness of the
television receivers in which these
tubes are fitted.

Among the television receiver
manufacturers using Ediswan tubes
are : Messrs. Burndept, E. K. Cole,
Kolster Brandes, Murphy, R.G.D.
and Ultra.

The focusing coils require approxi-
mately 45o ampere turns at working
voltage.

The manufacturers state that at
present their whole output is ab-
sorbed by the requirements of set
manufacturers, but that these tubes
will be available for amateur use as
soon as adequate stocks are built up.
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ADJUSTING THE
MECHANICAL-

OPTICAL
TELEVISION

RECEIVER
By J. H. Jeffree

Constructional details of this mechanical -optical Receiver
were given in the two preceding issues.

THE first adjustment is to set the ball scanner on
to its spindle at the correct height, so that the
balls are 1 evel with the middle of the small

cylindrical lens. This can be done by eye.
The second adjustment is the focus of the small

cylindrical lens, with or without its spherical lens at-
tachment for the bigger picture ; if everything is cor-
rectly put together it is very simple to focus this lens.
The plate glass second scanner is set at right angles
to the beam, and the lamp moved till its light is
focused, by the light relay, on the steel balls at a
point from which they can reflect it through the lenses
on to the screen. This is done by adjusting the lamp
for height, first, and then sideways, by the screw ad-
justment provided, till its image on the balls is directly
behind the small lens. A match is stood against the
light relay, somewhere near the middle, and its vague
image should be seen across the patch of light on the
screen. It facilitates this adjustment to move the
second cylindrical lens as far out of focus as possible,
so that a wide band of light, and not a sharp horizontal
line, is produced. If the match shadow is not visible,
try moving it from one end to the other of the light
relay. When it is found, it should be focused to as
sharp a dark vertical line as possible, and the mount-
ing screw of the small cylindrical lens tightened up.

If it should be found that the range of focusing
movement is not sufficient, it indicates incorrect plac-
ing, probably, of the ball scanner. Owing to the fact
that the mains driven motor hangs from the down-
ward turned web of the frame arm B, which can be-
come bent, this is not impossible, and if it is found
that the lens cannot be focused, the motor should be
dismounted from its special plate, and the web bent,
by gripping with a spanner and holding the rest of
the arm B with the other hand near its point of attach-
ment to arm A. The motor spindle ought to be in the
position specified last month, I.4o in. behind the inter-
section of the A and B optical axes.

The larger cylinder can now be focused to give as
sharp a line as possible over the middle five -sixths, or
so, of the picture height. The lens obtainable is i in.
diameter, which is a trifle too big for critical defini-
tion of the lines over the whole frame scan, and if the
constructor wishes he can fix a stop, about i in. wide
(i.e., a horizontal slit) behind it. The best position for
this is 1 in. from the curved surface of the lens, to-
wards the screen. The writer, however, prefers the
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Schematic drawing of mechanical -optical television receiver.

extra light with slight loss of line definition, because
it is a fact that the effect of such aberrations on the
actual picture is far less than would be expected from
examination of the stationary line image. The best
focus will show, in the middle of the vertical scan, a
sharp line with a certain amount of flare above and
below, and at top and bottom a blurred line of width
comparable to the flare, but a little in from top and
bottom the definition will be quite sharp. As pre-
viously noted, the arrangements for the larger picture
help to reduce this aberration.
The Light
Source

The lamp must now be " focused " so that its
image is in focus just behind the small cylindrical lens.
Since the correct focus here depends on other settings
it is best to proceed in the way here given. First note
that the light relay is fairly closely at right angles to
the axis of arm B, and tighten its fixing screw. Then
rotate the ball scanner, and observe whether the line
traced on the screen falls off in illumination on one
or the other side. Adjust the sideways screw move-
ment of the lamp mount until the illumination is sym-
metrical and as nearly uniform as possible across the
screen, and then remove the ball scanner from its
spindle and mount a slip of card, with plasticine or
the like (but firmly enough not to move) just behind
the small cylinder, adjusting its position until the light
from the lamp is reflected from it through the cylinder
on to the screen, making a vertical strip of faint illu-
mination in the middle easily visible in a somewhat
darkened room. This slip of card should stand at right
angles to the B axis, approximately.

When the card is correctly placed, the distance of
the lamp from the light relay can be altered by slacken-
ing the main lamp fixing screw in the vertical side of
arm B and sliding the whole mount. The thinnest
focus of the filament image on the card should be
sought, with a preference rather for the woolly -edged
image formed when the lamp is a shade too far away,
than for the sharp edged, but wider, image formed if it
is too close. Having got it the main fixing screw
should be tightened and a mark made the actual dis-
tance of the lamp filament from the light relay along
arm B, so that if subsequently another bulb of different
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LIGHT -RELAY OPERATION
form is used the distance can be adjusted to the mark
without the trouble of refocusing. It will suffice if
the distance is correctly marked within about a
sixteenth of an inch.

The scanner can now be replaced, and if, on rotating
it, the illumination across the screen is not still quite
symmetrical, the sideways adjusting screw of the lamp
mount is there to correct it. This is a correction that
will have to be made occasionally, as the lamp filament
tends to warp with use. The small cylindrical lens
may also be checked for focus again and if necessary
refocused a little; a sideways movement of this lens
across the direction of strip A would upset the adjust-
ment just made, and is not permissible; hence the
recommendation that home constructors of this mount-
ing should make it a good fit against the edge of strip
A. The scanner must, of course, be replaced, after
making the above adjustment,, substantially in the
place it was removed from; large amounts of refocus-
ing of the small cylinder after this adjustment are not
in order.

There remains the setting of the light relay for black,
which can only be done with a to mc/s oscillator;
either the form which will be described in due course
for this set, or any other simple form, e.g., that given
in this journal in September, x938. The cell is filled
with common paraffin lamp oil, and the oscillator out-
put then connected across the crystal terminals, as
described in the above cited article. With the cell as
nearly at right angles to the path of the light as may
be, the Tuning of the oscillator is varied till some
spreading effect is seen. in the filament image on the
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It should be noted that the above adjustment should
be made after the other adjustments of the lamp are
correct, otherwise it will not be precisely correct either.
This completes the purely optical adjustments of the
set.

There remain those for framing the picture, which
can only be carried out on actual reception. That for
vertical framing consists simply of turning the second
scanner mount by the handle provided. Horizontally,
it is not possible with mains synchronisation, to frame
the picture in the proper sense, as the drift amounts
to a good many frames; this can be controlled, with
practice, by finger pressure to give a crude framing.
There is, howeirer, also a kind of framing operation
that has to be done on the ball scanner, and this con-
sists of rotating it to various positions on the motor
spindle which carries it, and trying the effect, to find
the setting at which the odd half element of the 67i
comes either within the dark border of the picture at
top and bottom, or else exactly midway between them
in the centre of the picture. It can be recognised on
the picture, as a faint dark line, above and below which
are portions of picture half a frame displaced from
each other horizontally; if it falls exactly midway be-
tween the top and bottom, the motor can be slipped
half a cycle, by momentarily switching off and on
again, to bring it into the dark border.

It is regretted that owing to haste in completing last
month's instalment, some omissions occurred in the
details of the lens mounts, etc. The drawing of the
light relay mount is therefore repeated here, showing
the exact positioning of the fixing hole relative to the

Amplified drawings of lens, mount and
light relay with associated lenses.

ball scanner. If desired, this adjustment can be made
with a card in place of the scanner, as was the preced-
ing one, and this facilitates it; moreover no very exact
placing of the card is now necessary.

When an effect is found, the light relay is turned
slightly till the setting is found giving the most sym-
metrical and maximum effect, and its fixing screw is
tightened up securely. The adjustment is most easily
completed with satisfaction if, after getting it about
right, the oscillator is detuned until the central image
of the fringe pattern is only reduced to brown, and
about two or three fringes only are produced on either
side; if too strong an excitation is used it is some-
times difficult to identify the true central image.
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lenses. The hole is I in. from the wall of the cell
nearest to the scanner, and under the lens centres,
not, as would have been gathered from last month's
sketch, under the centre of the container.

The best cement for sticking crystals to the cell, in
the writer's opinion, is a mixture of about five parts
of glue to one of treacle. In the case of leaks occur-
ring, it should be emphasised that this cement .is the
one to use.

The pictures of the second lens mount omitted to
show the fixing piece that goes above its base, making
it possible to fix it with one screw only, in a way con-
venient for focusing. This is, therefore, also shown
again.
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RECENT
TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS

A RECORD
OF

PATENTS AND PROGRESS
Specially Compiled for this Journal

Fernseh Akt Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., and L. M. Myers
H. Miller :: Zeiss Ikon Akt The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

E. P. Rudkin
Projection Systems
(Patent No. 494,967.)

THE electron stream of a cathode-
ray tube is used to alter the
transparency of a special screen

S, which takes the place of the
ordinary fluorescent screen, and is
" capped " by a projector lens L. As
a result of the scanning process, the
transparency of the screen is con-
trolled in accordance with the light -
and -shade values of the received
picture. It can therefore be used to
project an image' of that picture on
to a large viewing -screen mounted
outside the tube.

As shown in the drawing, the light

Cathode-ray tube light relay. Patent No. 
494,967.

from an external lamp P is projected
on to a small mirror M, which is fixed
to one of the deflecting plates D and
reflects the light on to the side of the
screen S which is being scanned, by
the electrons from the gun G of the
tube. A second lens, mounted some
distance away from the objective lens

then collects the light passing
through and focuses it on to an ex-
ternal viewing -screen.

The special screen S consists of a
thin hollow casing containing smoke,
or other fine particles, which are
deposited on the glass according to
the varying intensity of the scanning
stream from the gun, so as to pro-
duce the required differences of
transparency.-Fernseh Akt.

Producing Incandescent Pictures
(Patent No. 495,646.)

The figure shows a cathode-ray
tube in which the received picture is

reproduced by incandescent instead
of fluorescent light. In order to in-
crease the heating effect of the elec-
tron stream, the latter is first made
to impact upon a " relay " screen,
which is coated with a highly -
emissive substance so as to produce a
copious supply of secondary electrons.
These are then focused on to th9 final
or incandescent. screen.

The electron stream from the
cathode C is controlled by the in-
coming signals, and by a focusing coil
M and deflecting plates D, in the
usual way. As it enters the bulb of
the tube, the stream is deflected by an
external magnetic coil W, and is
made to strike against a screen S,
which is coated with a film of caesium
and heated by a battery B to a tem-
perature at which it is particularly
sensitive. The impact of the stream
causes secondary electrons to be
emitted at an intensity which varies
from point-to-point with the details
of the original picture. In other
words an " emission image " is pro-
duced on the screen S.

M

D

L

Cathode-ray tube f or produc'ng incandescent
pictures. Patent No 495,646.

The liberated electrons are drawn
off by a positively -charged anode A
and are focused by the winding W
on to an incandescent screen Si,
which is thinly coated with lamp-
black and finely -powdered tungsten.
Here the impact of the stream raises
the temperature of the screen St, so
that points which correspond to
"bright " picture details become
white-hot. The carbon -and -tungsten
coating of the screen prevents the
heat from spreading and so keeps the
details clear-cut. The incandescent
picture is viewed through an external
lens L.-Marconi's Wireless Tele-
graph Co., Ltd., and L. M. Myers.

Electron Multipliers
(Patent No. 496,564.)

The primary stream of electrons
produced by directing a ray of light
against a photo -electric cathode is
made to pass through a series of grid -
like electrodes each carrying a more -
positive biasing voltage than the last.
Secondary emission takes place at
each stage, until the stream reaches
the collector or output stage which
carries the highest voltage of all.

Lying just beyond the output elec-
trode is another perforated electrode,
which carries a lower positive voltage
and therefore acts to retard any elec-
trons that pass through the collecting
electrode. Last of all comes a solid
electrode carrying a voltage which,
although less than the preceding one,
is still sufficient to attract the on-
coming electrons and cause them to
produce further secondary electrons.
These are drawn back towards the
output electrode, where they are
finally collected.

The arrangement allows the over-
all amplification of the device to be
controlled according to the critical
voltage applied to the last or solid
electrode.-Fernseh Akt.

Projecting " Close -Ups "
(Patent No. 496,751.)

When televising a studio scene, or
an out-of-doors event, it is occa-

The information and illustrations on this page are given with permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Offiee.
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sionally desirable to be able to
change -over from a long -shot picture
to a " close-up." This usually re-
quires two separate transmitting
cameras, or else the use of a special
turret containing separate lenses for
the normal and large -sized projec-
tions.

According to the invention, ate
required change in picture size is
secured by an electron -optical, con-
trol of the electron stream flowing
inside the cathode-ray tube of the
transmitter. In the tube the picture
is first projected on to a photo-
electric cathode, the resulting stream
of electrons being passed through
the field of a magnetic winding. The
latter focuses the stream or( to a
second screen, where it is scanned
in the ordinary way. But instead of
keeping the magnetic field at con-
stant strength, the field current is
varied by means of a control
rheostat, which can be calibrated to
produce any desired degree of mag-
nification before the electron stream
reaches the scanning screen.-H.
Miller.

Television Systems
(Patent No. 496,756.)

The picture to be televised is first
focused on to the front face of a
translucent screen, which is coated
at the back with a light-sensitive
layer. The electrons set free from
the rear face of the screen pass
through a series of fine -wire
"grids," where they liberate an in-
creased supply of secondary elec-
trons, so as to produce a strengthened
" charge image " on a mosaic
screen of small caesium -oxide cells.

The emission stream from the
mosaic cells is then traversed across
a scanning aperture, in the usual
manner of the image -dissector type
of transmitting tube, and produces
intensified picture -signal currents.-
Zeiss Ikon Akt.

" Multiple " C.R. Tubes
(Patent No. 497,160.)

A " multiple " cathode-ray tube is
designed to intensify the primary
stream of electrons by causing the
latter to strike in succession against
a series of " target " electrodes,
each of which adds its quota of
secondary electrons. The main
stream of electrons is forced to take
the proper path, from target to tar-
get, by the magnetic field from a
single winding surrounding the bulb
of the tube.

The figure shows a section through
The information and illustrate

the centre of the tube, and through
the centre of the magnetic field
(which is at right -angles to the plane
of the paper).

Light rays R from the picture to
be televised are projected on to a
photo -sensitive cathode C, and the
primary stream of electrons, as soon
as it enters the magnetic " control "
field) is deflected on to the first tar-
get electrode S. The resulting
stream of primary and secondary
electrons is attracted outwards by
the anode voltage, and is then de-
flected on to the second target S 1.

KR

Multiple cathode-ray tube employing secondary
emission. Patent No. 497,160.

The next impact is against the tar-
gets S2, S3, as shown by the arrows,
and the process can be continued
with other targets if required.-
The British Thomson -Houston Co.,
Ltd.

Time -Base Circuits
(Patent No. 497,371.)

In a television system of the kind
in which the synchronising impulses
are transmitted as interruptions of
the carrier -wave frequency, the line
and frame impulses are separated
from the picture signals in the time -
base circuit by a double -diode recti-
fier. One of the diodes is biased by
a delay voltage, whilst the other is
not. The " delayed " diode serves
to pass the picture signals alone, to
an appropriate pair of terminals.

Both the synchronising impulses
and the picture signals are, however,

Ensure obtaining " Television and

Short-wave World " regularly by placing

an order with your newsagent.

passed by the undelayed diode.
Therefore by combining the outputs
from both diodes in phase -opposi-
tion, the picture signals (which are
common to both) will cancel out,
leaving the synchronising impulses
to appear alone at a second pair of
terminals.-E. P. Rudkin.

Summary of Other Television
Patents

(Patent No. 494,520.)
Safety arrangement for preventing

the scanning spot from burning the
fluorescent screen of a cathode-ray
receiver.-Ferranti, Ltd., and M. K.
Taylor.

(Patent No. 494,620.)
Arrangement of the collecting

anode in a discharge tube of the
" image -dissecting " type.-Farns-
worth Television Inc.

(Patent No. 495,822.)
Distributing or relay system for

television programmes, controlled
by a single set of time -base oscilla-
tors.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
L. R. Merdler.

(Patent No. 496,018.)
Iconoscope tube in which the

mosaic -cell electrode is provided with
a " braking " layer of Vorw emis-
sivity.-N. V. Philips Gloeilampen-
fabrieken.

(Patent No. 496,119.)
" Master " timing system and

control for synchronising signals.-
E. L. C. White.

(Patent No. 496,213.)
Rectifying circuit for television

signals in which the highest molu-
lation frequencies approach the
lower side -band frequencies.-Radio-
Akt. D. S. Loewe.

(Patent No. 496,756.)
Discharge tube in which the

photo -electric image to be trans-
mitted is strengthened by secondary
emission.

(Patent No. 496,964.)
Television] receiver in whirl the

scanning system comprises a light -
cell with supersonic waves, and
cylindrical focusing lenses.-Sco-
phony, Ltd., and J. H. Jeffree.

(Patent No. 497,069.)
Light cell through which waves

of supersonic frequency travel with
repeated reflections.-Scophony,
Ltd., and G. W. Walton.

ons on this page are given with ermissio f th C t 11 of H M St tion r Offt :
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TRANSMISSION FROM THE
COLISEUM

THE fact that the London Coli-
seum is now being wired for
television and that regular

monthly shows are to be given, is
good news for viewers. The pro-
grammes will consist of the first half
of the regular show in the second
house, starting at 9 o'clock and last-
ing for an hour. The cameras have
been arranged so that they do not
interfere with the normal show as in
the case of " Twelfth Night," in
which a considerable part of the
theatre was taken up with the tele-
vision apparatus. It is transmissions
of this kind which will do so much to
further the sales of television
receivers.

TELEVISION IN THE U.S.A.
Now that television has really got

going in the U.S.A. it is expected
that it will advance very quickly.
American engineers feel quite sure
that they will rapidly overtake tele-
vision developments in this country,
and that before long they will have a
really large number of sets in com-
mission. While we have the only
regular television service in the world
with a range of about so miles, it is
expected that this range may be ex-
ceeded in America. It is also claimed
-that a coast -to -coast hook-up with
television in the same way as with
-ordinary radio will not be very long
in following the inauguration of the
first public television service.

SHORT WAVES IN FINLAND
British commercial short-wave

-equipment is being supplied to most
countries of the world, and the latest
to install British gear is Finland,
which country has just purchased a
50 -kilowatt station from the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., to be
installed at Pori. The station is to be
-completed in time for the Olympic
Games which are being held in Fin-
land in 1940.

AN IMPORTANT TELEVISION
EVENT

When the French President arrives
at Victoria on March 21 he will be

televised when he steps from the train
to be greeted by the King. The
television cameras are being mounted
on a high platform inside the station
while other cameras will pick up the
arrival of the King, and later the de-
parture of the procession. It is hoped
that this transmission will be more
successful than the previous one when
King Carol of Rumania was televised
as this was rather spoilt by fog.

THE BOAT RACE
Viewers this year will be able to

see both the start and finish of the
Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race.
It will be remembered that last year
only one mobile unit was in operation
to televise the finish. This year,
cameras on a balcony on the Surrey
side of Putney will show the crews
paddling to the starting point just
before 10.3o a.m. It is hoped by
means of tele-photo lenses to follow
the crews until they round the bend
at Craven Steps. From thence until
the boats reach Barnes Bridge, John
Snagge's running commentary on the
National wavelength will keep
viewers in touch, after which the
cameras will show the final three or
four minutes until the boats pass
Mortlake Brewery on which the
cameras are mounted.

USING THE TELEVISION CABLE
It is interesting to note that the

transmissions from the London Coli-
seum will be conveyed by cable to
Alexandra Palace for radiation. This
shows that the cable is satisfactory as
regards transference of the wide tele-
vision band required even though it
has still not been used for very long
distances. The transmissions from
the Coliseum should be technically
very good for the cameras are being
placed at the side of the dress circle
to give comprehensive long shots and
also close-ups of any portion of the
stage. The transmissions from the
Coliseum are scheduled for March 14,
April 18, May 23, June 20, and a date
in July to be announced later.

TELEVISION IN CINEMAS
The general public in London will

soon become television minded should
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the Gaumont British Picture Corpora-
tion be successful in their negotia-
tions with the British Broadcasting
Corporation for permission to pub-
licly show televised events. Both the
Tatler Theatre and the Marble Arch
Pavilion are wired for television with
screens measuring 15 feet by 12 feet.
It is not expected that this public tele-
vision will counteract sales of home
receivers or cause any loss of attend-
ance when events such as boxing
matches, are being televised.

AMERICAN AND BRITISH
TELEVISION SALES

A friendly wager has been made
between the British and American
television manufacturers to see which
can sell the biggest number of re-
ceivers during 1939. The wager is
for a dinner, in either London or New
York, to the Television Development
Committees of the Radio Manufac-
turers' Associations of the two coun-
tries, the dinner to be paid for by the
losers. Television sets are not as
yet on sale in large numbers in
America, so that there will have to be
a very big increase to win. The
weekly rate of sale, however, is in-
creasing very rapidly.

TELEVISION ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

The Postmaster -General recently
announced that Lord Cadman has
accepted the chairmanship of the
Television Advisory Committee which
became vacant through the death of
Lord Selsdon. This Committee in-
cludes representatives of the Depart-
ments of Industrial and Scientific
Research, the British Broadcasting
Corporation and the Post Office. Its
function is to advise the P.M.G. on
the development of the television
service. Lord Cadman was formerly
the chairman of the committee of
enquiry into civil aviation.

" THE UNQUIET SPIRIT "
Catherine Lacey has been booked

to appear in Jean Jacques Bernard's
brilliantly original play " The Un-
quiet Spirit," which is to be televised
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MORE SCANNINGS
in the evening programme on March
3. The English translation is by
J . Leslie Frith.

This is a play with an interesting
idea subtly communicated to the audi-
ence less by what the characters say
than what they withhold. With com-
pelling suggestion, the author builds
upon the theme that every one has
one, and only one, completely sym-
pathetic "mate" ; that proximity to
this twin soul, whether there be re-
cognition or not, leads to profound
emotional disturbance and, possibly,
disaster.

Marceline, played by Catherine
Lacey, is the supposedly happy wife
who becomes the tragic figure in this
play of unusual imagination.

" HARLEM IN MAYFAIR "
Harlem will come to Alexandra

Palace via Mayfair on March 6 when
the all -coloured cabaret from the Old
Florida Club will give a half-hour
television programme. Topping the
bill is Adelaide Hall, the coloured
vocalist who has won a great reputa-
tion on both sides of the Atlantic.
With her in this lively programme
will be Marko Hlubi and his Tom -
Toms ; Esther and Louise ; Eddie
Lewis; and Felix Sowande with his
Negro Choir and Orchestra.

" ROPE "
Ernest Milton takes his original

part of Rupert Cadell in " Rope," the
thriller by Patrick Hamilton, which
is to be televised in the evening pro-
gramme on March 8 and repeated in
the afternoon of March 13.

The story of this powerful play,
which has several times been broad-
cast, is based on a murder of some
years ago, when two undergraduates
murdered a boy of fifteen. Legally,
the crime was without motive, but it
provides a fascinating psychological
study not only of the murderers but
of the man who unmasked them.

N.B.C. TELEVISION 'NETWORK
Danton Walker, New York colum-

nist, has stated that a .12,000,000
network is being formed for the
broadcasting of television and radio
programmes. When it was first an-
nounced, it seemed rather unlikely or
at any rate very premature. How-
ever, this statement has received
more backing from Edward Sullivan,
the Hollywood columnist, who defi-
nitely states that the National
Broadcasting Company will announce

that " trans -continental television is
an assured engineering accomplish-
ment" by the beginning of March.

AMERICAN RECEIVER SALES
The interest in television in New

York is apparently booming for the
Allan B. DuMont Company claims to
have sold over ioo receivers in that
area. These receivers are similar to
those sold in this country. They
have 21 valves and a 14 -in. tube pro-
viding a io by 8 in. picture. The
approximate cost is £80.

The General Electric Company of
America plans to produce console and
table model receivers and to provide
demonstrations at the New York
World's Fair. There is apparently
already a sale for television sets in
America despite the absence of regu-
lar programmes; it is claimed that
dealers are using the apparatus as
"crowd catchers."

ITALY AND INTERFERENCE
It is interesting to learn that the

Italian authorities have issued a
decree that users of apparatus that
can cause interference to radio or tele-
vision are liable to heavy penalties.
A large number of viewers in this
country wish that this law could apply
here.

SPONSORED PROGRAMMES
American newspapers are rather in-

clined to deprecate the value of tele-
vision as an advertising medium and
devote little space in their columns
to the advances that are being made.
The reason for the lack of enthusiasm
is that newspapers look upon tele-
vision as a bigger competitor for ad-
vertising revenue than radio. Adver-
tisers claim that one picture is worth
io,000 words and although broadcast
words can describe, television can and
will show the goods.

TELEVISION KITS
American manufacturers are now

providing small television kit re-
ceivers for home constructors. They
are publicising these with full page
advertisements in well-known radio
constructor journals, and it is felt
that a new home constructor market
will be made. The prices are low
and, generally speaking, the receivers
are fitted with 3 -in. or 5 -in. tubes. A
fair amount of the construction is
already done for the home builder,
and the nature of the work is chiefly
assembly.
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TELEVISION QUESTIONNAIRE
The B.B.C. want to know how

viewers like the programmes, which
they prefer most, and all sorts of little
things about length of programmes,
timing and also whether they would
prefer male announcers. The B.B.C.
are having a big check up to make
quite sure their service is a satisfac-
tory one to all concerned. Who
knows that before long the radio side
of the British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion may also take an interest in how
their programmes are received.

WHAT VIEWERS SEE

B.B.C. records show that during
1938 there were no less than 957
hours of entertainment excluding 300
hours of film transmission for trade
demonstration purposes. About 25
per cent. of this time was devoted to
drama with 18 per cent. to films, in-
cluding news reels and cartoons. The
balance was taken up by light enter-
tainment, topical programmes and a
little over 6 per cent, consisted of
talks.

CHEAP TELEVISION

Now that television receivers of the
"add-on" type are available for a
little over £20, before very long lis-
teners will begin to realise that a tele-
vision set with 15 or 16 valves and an
expensive tube is very good value for
money and, in fact, is cheaper than
many multi -valve radios. Alterna-
tively, they may begin to wonder why
radios are not even cheaper than they
are.

A LONDON EXHIBITION

A mammoth television exhibition
is being held at Selfridges where over
£20,000 worth of modern equipment
is being displayed. A Marconi
E.M.I. television transmitter has
been installed, complete with a glass -
fronted sound -proof studio equipped
with scenery, lighting and television
camera. Visitors will be able to see
practically every make of television
receiver on the market working simul-
taneously, and it will be possible to
compare each receiver under identical
conditions. Also viewers will be
able to see 'some of the artists being
televised and also watch them on the
screen at the same time.

There are also several historical
items on show such as Baird's
original gear which has been loaned
by the Science Museum, South Ken-
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BAIRD RECEIVERS SET A PERFORMANCE
STANDARD BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED
Model T.18 is a complete Television Receiver combined with a very
selective and high quality All -wave Radio, yet the compact cabinet
housing the complete equipment is little larger than the usual Table
Radio. The most recent developments in Television design are included,
yet the price is below that of many modern Radio -gramophones. The
set is easy to operate-and without any technical knowledge you can be
confident of good results.

TELEVISION CONTROLS : These have been reduced to one which
operates the Picture Contrast, and this will only need very occasional
adjustment.

TELEVISION SOUND AND RADIO : The sound receiver is a super-
heterodyne covering the Television sound waveband, and three bands
for Radio programmes (Short : 16.5-5r metres ; Medium : 198-550
metres ; and Long : 850-2,000 metres). It is possible to receive the
sound on the Television waveband either with or without the
Picture by means of a switch integral with the Picture Contrast control.
For Radio, stations are calibrated by name, and each waveband is
individually illuminated. The reproduction is exceptionally fine since
the set is capable of delivering an 8 watt quality output.

PICTURE SIZE : xo in. wide by 8 in. high. Viewed direct.

POWER CONSUMPTION : 15o watts.

CABINET : The cabinet measures approximately 25 in. high, 18 in.
wide and i6 in. from back to front. It is attractively designed as
illustrated and is standard in walnut.

PRICE 44 GNS.

DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

PRICE 35 GNS.

Model T.2o proves that Television for home installation need be neither
a complicated nor a costly business, for here is a complete receiver no
larger than a Radio set, yet capable of giving an excellent picture with
all that wealth of detail for which Baird receivers are known, together
with quality sound reproduction. Controls have been reduced to a
minimum and no skilled technical knowledge is needed to operate the
set and get the best out of it.
The very attractive price should make this model the means of bringing
Television into many homes where the interest of this most modern
source of entertainment has as yet not been enjoyed.

CONTROLS : The T.2o has two main controls on the front of the
cabinet. Picture Contrast and Sound Volume.

POWER CONSUMPTION : 15o watts.

SOUND : A superhet radio receiver is fitted and this is pre-set to receive
Television sound.

PICTURE SIZE : 7f in. wide by 61 in. high. Viewed direct.

CABINET : The Walnut Cabinet measures approximately 22 in. high,
i8 in. wide and 13 in. from back to front. It is beautifully made and
well finished.

Send for full descriptive literature.
Post Free.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER
FURNISHED ON REQUEST.

BAIRD TELEVISION LTD.
Lower Sydenham, London, S.E.26

C

Telephone: HITHER GREEN 4600. Telegrams: TELEVISOR, FOREST, LONDON.
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A new output valve
in the Octal Base range
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CHARACTERISTICS
Heater Voltage
Heater Current ...
Anode Voltage ...
Screen Voltage. ...
Anode Current average ...
Screen Current average
Grid Voltage ...
Anode Dissipation (watts)
Bias Resistance ...
Optimum Load Resistance
Mutual Conductance . ... 10.0 mA'volt

(Measured at .E.a=Es=250, la=40 mA)
Estimated Power Output (watts) 4.6

500

6.3
0.95 amp. approx.
250 max.
250 max.
40 mA.
7.5 mA.
-4.4 volts.
10 max.
90 ohms.
6,000 ohms.

The utility of the OSRAM range of
6.3 volt valves with the international
octal base is now extended by the
introduction of a high sensitivity beam
Tetrode Power Valve, type KT6i
The Osram KT6i gives the following
points of advantage :

1. It has a high mutual conductance giving
great sensitivity.

2. It provides a large undistorted power out-
put-over 4i watts.

3. It operates with moderate values of anode
and screen voltage.

4. Its heater voltage of 6.3 volts enables it to
be used in parallel with standard 6.3 volt
valves in previous stages.

5. It is fitted with the " International " self
locating octal base.

LIST PRICE 10/6

Write for descriptive leaflet with characteristic curves and full operating data.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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AND MORE REFLECTIONS
sington. It will be remembered that
J. L. Baird gave his first public de-
monstration at Selfridges in 1935.
THE SCHENECTADY STATIONS

Effective Sunday, February 12,
1939, W2XAD operating on 2,50o
kilocycles or 13.95 metres will broad-
cast daily from 8 a.m. to 10.15 a.m.
E.S.T. W2XAD operating on
15,330 kilocycles or 19.56 metres will
be on the air from 10.30 a.m. to 6
p.m. E.S.T. W2XAD operating on
9,55o kilocycles or 3.41 metres will
be on from 6.15 p.m. to 9 p.m. E.S.T.
The schedule for W2XAF operating
on 9,530 kilocycles or 31.48 metres
remains the same as at present, which
is from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight, E.S.T.

TRANSATLANTIC AIR SERVICE
SHORT-WAVE BROADCAST

Installation of a short-wave relay
broadcasting transmitter and associated
equipment on the Pan American Air-
ways " Yankee Clipper," No. 17, for
use during its initial flight to Europe
has beien completed. The equipment
was built specially for this flight and
will be used to keep the Clipper in con-
tact with the C.B.S. network during
the test flight from Seattle to Washing-
ton as well as during the maiden trip
across the Atlantic.

The transmitter has been assigned
the call letters WCBN, has an input of
zoo watts, and a frequency range of
1,6o0 kilocycles to 23 megacycles. In ad-
dition to the transmitter, short-wave re-
ceivers have been installed to make
possible two-way conversations between
air and ground even from the middle of
the Atlantic.

SHORT WAVES FROM
AUSTRALIA

Regular transmissions from the Aus-
tralian stations, Sydney, Melbourne
and Perth are being received in this
country and in March the transmission
times are as follows :-
VK2ME, Sydney. Wavelength 31.28
metres equal to 9,590 kc.

Sydney Time. G. M. T.
Sundays, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. o6.00 -o8.00.

8 p.m. to midnight. 10.00-14.00.
Mondays,

12.30 to 2.30 a.m. 14.30-16.30.
VK3ME, Melbourne. Wavelength

31.5 metres equal to 9,510 kc.
Nightly, Monday to Saturday (inclu-

sive),
Melbourne Time. G. M. T.

7 p.m. to I 0 p.m. 09.0o-12.00.
VK6ME, Perth. Wavelength 31.28

metres equal to 9,590 kc.
Nightly Monday to Saturday

(inclusive),
Perth Time. G. M. T.

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 11.00-13.00.

Intensifier Cathode-ray Tube
pRIMARILY for larger and

brighter television images, but
also suitable for other applica-

tions, the DuMont intensifier element
is a fundamental improvement affect-
ing sensitivity of cathode-ray tubes.
It is claimed that this development
will be reflected in a reduction in cost
of television sets.

The intensifier electrode takes the
form of one or two metallic deposit

The Du Mont Intensifier Cathode-ray tube.
rings near the screen end of the
cathode-ray tube, and serves to ac-
celerate the electrons after deflec-
tion. A tube so constructed is cap-
able of increased brilliance without
corresponding loss in deflection sen-
sitivity. Previously, attempts at in-
creasing deflection sensitivity while
operating at given anode voltage,
have been along lines of increasing
deflection plate size and decreasing
the space between. However, there

is a definite practical limit as to how
far it is possible to go in this direc-
tion without seriously affecting the
focus characteristics of the tube.

In use, the electron gun is operated
at the same potentials and in the
same manner as other tubes of cor-
responding screen diameter. The in-
tensifier electrode may be connected
to the final anode and the tube
operated in the conventional manner.
If, however, an additional voltage,
equal approximately to the accelerat-
ing electrode potential, be applied be-
tween intensifier and, second anode,
the effect of the former is increased
brightness equivalent to doubling the
accelerating voltage, yet without
causing such sensitivity decrease as
would normally result, and the design
of deflection amplifiers is simplified
considerably.

The positive potential required be-
tween second anode and intensifier
electrode may be taken from existing
cathode-ray tube power supply by the
addition of a single half -wave recti-
fier operating from the same trans-.
former winding and connected in
reverse polarity. Filter requirements
may be satisfied by the use of a filter
condenser and a high resistance
bleeder.
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The B.B.C.'s Local "At
Home "

AS already announced in TELE-
VISION, the B.B.C., conjointly
with the Radio Manufacturers'

Association, are arranging a series of
" At Homes " in towns situated on
the outer edge of greater London.
We (and it is not the editorial "we"
-just the personal "we" invited by
the B.B.C. in our capacity as resi-
dents of the area in which the " At
Home " was to be held) attended.

Mr. Wolfe Murray gave an inter-
esting talk of about thirty-five
minutes on television including a
sketchy account of how electronic tele-
vision is achieved and emphasising
the many advantages offered by the
British television service. The audi-
ence asked many questions showing
a real interest on the part of the pub-
lic and betraying a certain nervous-
ness as to whether it is wise to invest
in a television receiver at the moment.
The point was definitely answered by
the speaker who assured the audience
that the B.B.C. had no intention of
altering its system of transmission
for a long time to come, and thai the
Radio Manufacturers' Association for
their part had reached the limit of
price reduction. He said that if the
public were waiting for something
different and something cheaper they
would have to wait for years and in
the meantime be missing the advan-
tages of a successful and remarkable
service.

At 8.57 p.m. the lights of the hall
went down and ten receivers, each
of different make, were turned on and
made ready for the transmission.
The receivers were Baird, Cossor,
Ekco, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta,
Marconiphone, Murphy, Pye and
Ultra, and most of them gave quite a
good show in spite of the fact that a
fault had developed in some of the
line connections since the test carried

, <through in the afternoon.
.Our individual concern was%14 the

amount of interest taken in the pic-
tures and we were glad to see that
the audience , (largely consisting of
young people) thoroughly enjoyed the
programme and were intent not to.
miss a moment of it. Each receiver
had in attendance a representative of
its manufacturers, and they were kept
busy answering questions.

We congratulate the B.B.C. and
the R.M.A. on this departure from
conservative tradition, and feel sure
that propaganda of this kind deserves
and will certainly achieve success.
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TELEVISION PICTURE FAULTS AND
THEIR REMEDIES IV

By S. West
The fourth article of a short series dealing with faults in television receivers, the effect of which

on the pictures is illustrated by actual photographs.

LAST month we considered the requirements of
synchronism for the horizontal circuits. In the
case of synchronism for the vertical scanning cir-

cuits the effects are somewhat different, though the
causes are the same. With pulses of insufficient ampli-
tude, the frame hold is insecure, the picture will then
travel upwards across the screen or may even assume

Fig. 1.-In this photograph the displacement of the top part
of the picture is clearly rendered. This is due to incorrect line

synchronising pulse application networks.

the form shown in the photograph reproduced in the
January article (Fig. 4). If the frame pulse has too 
great an amplitude or if this pulse is poorly filtered the
picture will tend to blink, or even assume permanently
the form of the photograph also reproduced in the
above article (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2.-Here the effect of poor line synchronism during the
framing period is revealed. Note the instability present at

the top of the picture.
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If there is a substantial hum content in the sync.
pulse output and if there is an appreciable phase differ-
ence between the mains supply of the receiving station
and that of the transmitter, as is highly probable in
districts remote from the transmitter, the picture will
tend to lock at some intermediate position on the
screen, thereby providing two equivalent fractions of
the picture. It is of cardinal importance that there
be no A.C. ripple present in the sync. filter output.
Attainment of correct interlace under such conditions
is impossible, but this will be more fully dealt with
when considering the subject of interlacing.

It is now necessary to deal with a fault peculiar to
the line time base only.

Reference was made earlier to the half-line pulses
maintained during the vertical synchronising. It is
to these we can attribute a very common trouble in
television receivers. Namely, the tendency for the
top part of the picture to be horizontally displaced, the
subject matter therein appearing to lean sideways (see
Fig. t). In some cases this horizontal displacement
will not be maintained stably, the top edge of the pic-
ture flutterin&r.in an irritating manner.

This effect is a little difficult adequately to convey
with photographs but careful study of Figs. 2 and 3
will give some idea of the effect. Note in Fig. 2 the
"B.B.C." is fuzzy, showing that this portion of the
picture has moved during the exposure. The "Tele-
vision Service" suffers in like manner though here
the effect is not so marked. The lower half of the pic-
ture has remained perfectly steady. Comparison with
the same parts in Fig. 3 shows the latter to have re-
mained steady throughout the exposure.

To appreciate the reason for this it should be remem-

Fig. 3. In this photograph the line synchronism is well
' maintained during the framing period as is revealed by the
steadiness of the upper portion of the caption. The slight -off
vertical inclination of the lettering is due to bulb curvature.
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LINE SYNCHRONISM
bered that, during the framing period, the character of
the synchronising pulses is altered, this change being
necessitated by the requirements for vertical synchron-
ising. It is, of course, essential to maintain accurate
line synchronism during the framing period for, other-
wise, the line time base operates freely and must be

4
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Fig. 4. In (a) above the form of the frame synchronising
pulses is shown. These, when applied through a low time
constant network, assume the form in (b). With a high con-
stant the level is substantially maintained, the shape being

similar to the pulses shown on the right above (b).

brought into step during the vertical sweep, thus
causing some top part of the picture to be poorly
synchronised.

This requirement is provided for in the transmitted
signal. (See Fig. 4). It is seen that the framing
impulses are divided into half line intervals; this in-
cidentally is necessitated by the changed conditions
prevailing during the odd and even frames in an inter-
laced system.

The steep front of these rectangular framing pulses
is responsible for maintenance of line synchronism
during the framing period and is applied through a
high pass R.C. network to the blocking oscillator.
This is only one of the many ways in which this func-
tion may be carried out, but it is the most popular.
To deal with all the various arrangements possible
is beyond the scope of the present series.

It will be obvious that, due to the presence of series
capacity in the network, the D.C. level of the pulses
will change. (See Fig. 4b). A corresponding change
in atnplitude of the pulses will occur and line syn-
chronism will be poor during the framing period.
This is the explanation for this displacement of the
top edge of the picture. Whether the displacement
is irregular, i.e., flutters, will depend on the design
of the time base and the manner in which synchronism
is applied.

Presence of this fault indicates a. too low time con-
stant and the value of the sync. application condenser
should be reduced. A capacity of a few micromicro-
farads will ensure that no D.C. change takes place,
and will at the same time ensure adequate transfer of
these steep fronted pulses. A capacity of 5-zo micro-
microfarads will be very  satisfactory. A reduction in
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value for the grid leak also is helpful, for this reduces
the time constant.

Care is necessary, however, in order that the valve
maker's recommendations for the resistance in the
grid circuit be adhered to. In this connection it is
inadvisable to maintain this resistance with a high
value series leak, a slight elaboration of the conven-
tional application network being more satisfactory.
(See Fig. 5). This arrangement, it is seen, retains a
reasonable value of resistance in the grid circuit and
at the same time permits a high time constant for the
network.

This completes the description of faults likely to be
encountered in the scanning circuits, and attention
may now be directed to the picture receiving circuits.

Receiving Circuit
Faults

Two main considerations apply here, namely, the
overall frequency response of the various circuits and
the rather stringent requirements from the point of
view of phase shift at the upper and lower extreme
frequencies. In addition, there are picture distortions
that can be attributed to " ringing " in the I.F. cir-
cuits or, where corrected vision frequency stages are
employed,. to ringing in these circuits. The term
" ringing " embraces those conditions applying when
a transient not accurately reproduced, a damped
oscillation occurring and distorting the applied tran-
sient voltage. This gives rise to effects that are
illustrated and described later.

There are also faults due to the production of
spurious beats which give rise to varying degrees of
superimposed patterns in the picture. In general
these patterns can be attributed to an incorrect choice
of intermediate frequency, harmonics of this I.F. fre-
quency then occurring in the region of the signal
frequency circuit's pass band. Care in the design, of

Fig. 5. A suitable
application network
for the line pulses
is shown above. A
resistance (5,000
ohms) may be
necessary at X to
avoid feed back of
impulses due to grid

current.

the detector filter will largely mitigate these effects, bin
in any case it is almost essential to choose an I.F.
frequency that is inherently immune from such
troubles.

In certain cases where a separate sound receiver is
employed having its own oscillatory circuits interfer-
ence may be experienced from this source. This can
result from a number of causes, but it is necessary only
to switch off the sound receiver to ascertain if this is
the case. In this event it will be found necessary to
re -choose the I.F. frequency for the sound receiver
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VISION RECEIVER FAULTS
having particular regard to the oscillator frequency,
harmonics of which usually extend liberally and can
thus well occur around 45 mcs. For instance taking a
flagrant example. If a sound I.F. of 3.5 mcs. is chosen
and the sum frequency is employed for the oscillator,
i.e., 41.5 plus 3.5 mcs., this will he 45 mcs. and severe

L

Fig. 6. A generally applicable filter is depicted. Data for
the constants appear in the accompanying text.

interference with the vision circuits will almost certainly
be experienced. The only likely remaining external
source of these forms of interference will be that due
to second channel interference from any stations that
may be operating at suitable frequencies. In this event
care in the choice of the oscillator frequency is desirable
unless the selectivity of the signal frequency circuits is
adequate. For example assuming the very suitable,
and for this reason widely employed, I.F. frequency
of 13 mcs. has been chosen, then it is preferable, in-
deed one can say it is essential, to employ the sum
oscillator frequency, that is (45 plus 13 mcs.) second
channel interference then is only possible from a band
approximately 4 mcs. wide centred upon 58 plus 13
that is 71 mcs. Presumably there are no stations opera-
ting in this band.

On the other hand, if the difference frequency had

Fig. 7. This photograph shows the types of pattern resulting
from an incorrect choice of I.F. frequency or to similar effects

that are described in the text.

been chosen, that is 32 mcs. (45 - 13 = 32 mcs.) second
channel interference occurs over a band centred upon
19 mcs. (32 - 13 = 19 mcs.). It is well known there
are a great number of stations located in this band,
consequently interference is almost bound to occur.
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Concerning the choice of the vision I.F. frequency,
an excellent chart rendering it a simple matter to deter-
mine this was prepared by the Cossor staff and pub-
lished in the Cossor Courier some time ago. Subse-
quently this was reproduced in the Journal of the Tele-
vision Society (Match, 1937). From this chart suitable

Fig. 8. An alternative form of detector filter is depicted.
A series inductance is included to sustain the response at the

upper modulation frequencies.

interference -free I.F. frequencies are readily chosen.
For example, it is seen from this chart that suitable
frequencies appear centred on 8.25 mcs., ro mcs., 13
mcs., 18.5 mcs., and so on.

For various reasons 13 mcs., as has already been
mentioned, is an excellent compromise. It must not
be expected that all troubles are avoided by the simple
expedient of correctly choosing the I.F. frequency. In
addition adequate shielding of the I.F. and signal fre-
quency circuits is required, incidentally this shielding
of the I.F. circuits must also be adequate to prevent
direct I.F. pick up of stations operating in the I.F.
pass band.

A considerable improvement is also effected with the
inclusion of a detector filter which also will have a
marked effect in improving the overall stability of the
receiver. Quite a simple type will in most cases suffice
and this can be arranged as shown in Fig. 6. The in-
ductances L are each comprised of 138 turns of 38
D.S.C. instrument wire close wound on it in. formers.
C is to mmfds. and Cr zo mmfds. The resistance R
can have a value of 3,500-5,000 ohms. The induc-
tances are mounted at right angles to each other and
it is convenient to assemble these items in a common
screening can. An alternative filter arrangement can
be employed. In this compensation for losses due to
the circuit and inter -electrode capacity are made by in-
cluding a series peaking inductance in the load. In
addition a filter inductance is included, the complete
arrangement then attenuating rapidly above the highest
desired modulation frequency. Fig. 8 shows one
arrangement on these lines, the constants, however,
depend largely upon the associated circuit conditions
and a full treatment is outside the scope of the present
series.

Actually the above remarks, strictly speaking, are
true for any filter arrangement. That is to say the
various constants ordinarily are assessed in accordance
with conventional filter theory but, the arrangement of
Fig..6 is applicable in most cases and serves its purpose
satisfactorily.

It is somewhat difficult to describe categorically or to
provide photographs which Will adequately convey the
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INTERFERENCE TROUBLES
various forms of these interferences. If, however, in-
terference which can manifest itself as wavy patterns,
as diagonal lines or as small striations or spots in the
picture is experienced then it is safe to assume the effect
is attributable to one of the above causes. The effects
are generally variations in lesser degree of that depicted

Fig. 9. An easily incorporated
form of bass boosting circuit.
This arrangement will also
increase the circuit smoothing.

in Fig. 7. One point requires mention. Interference
due to diathermy apparatus results in somewhat similar
effects, but it is not difficult, because of the intermittent
nature of this form of interference, to determine
whether this actually is so.

With the question of the production of avoidable
interference cleared up attention can be directed to the
requirements of frequency response for the complete
vision unit. In general two main sections of the unit
are involved, namely, the I.F. amplifying stages and
the vision frequency stage or stages. It is the hori-
zontal definition in the picture with which we have to
concern ourselves, for definition in the vertical direc-
tion is governed only by the line frequency (10,125
c.p.s.). With a picture ratio of 5 : 4 it is easily seen
that for equal horizontal definition, frequencies of the

Fig. 10. Above is depicted the uneven picture illumination
resulting from inadequate L.F. response.

order of Da' .x 2 X 1.25 mcs., i.e., 2.5 mcs. are in-
volved. Actually somewhat less, as some portion of the
picture necessarily is taken up for synchronising pur-
poses.

At the extreme low frequencies good response down
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to 5o c.p.s. (i.e., the frame frequency) is adequate,
especially as the response to D.C. level changes can be
artificially invoked. It is apparent, therefore, that the
requirement for first-class picture definition is a sub-
stantially linear response for the vision channel over a
band extending. from 5o c.p.s. to 2.5 mcs.p.s. The
phase shift throughout this band must also be sub-
stantially constant although some degree of lag at the
very high frequencies is permissible and is indeed not
easily avoided. In general, the question of phase shift
is a matter of adequate frequency response.

Dealing first with the low frequency requirements.
The effect in the picture with inadequate response in
this region is an apparent variation of brightness in
the vertical direction. A D.C. correction or a D.C.
restoring device will not necessarily remove this fault,
though this will depend upon the time constant of the
restoring device. The correct procedure is to improve
the L.F. response. Where a coupling condenser and
leak are employed between the V.F. stages or to the
grid of the C.R. tube an increase in their time con-
stant will improve matters, that is to say, the value
of the condenser or of the leak is to be increased.

An alternative and preferable plan is to employ some
form of low frequency correction which may well be
an arrangement on the lines of that shown by Fig. 9.
Here an additional load resistance R2 and its associa-
ted by-pass condenser C increase the response at the
lower frequencies. It is obvious that with C possessing
a fairly high reactance at low frequencies the additional
load resistance R2 increases the anode load at these
frequencies thereby increasing the gain; whereas, at
progressively higher frequencies the reactance of C
decreases, reducing the effect of R2. The circuit con-
stants (i.e., the true load resistance R and the series
peaking inductance L) are chosen without regard to
these additional components (R2 and C) for these are
only operative at the low frequencies, moreover the

Fig. 11. Here, the presence of hum in the receiver output
results in the production of a dark horizontal band across the
picture. The position of this band will depend upon the

relationship existing between the supply mains.

overall stage gain is not affected for there is a boost
at low frequencies, the levelling effect not being ob-
tained with attenuation at high frequencies. Suitable
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values for R2 and C are 3,000 ohms and zo-i6 mfds.
respectively.

It is desirable to interpolate a caution regarding the
diagnosing of this fault. Similar shading effects occur
due to (a) non -linearity of scan in the vertical deflecting
circuits. This point has already received attention in
this series and (b) presence of hum in the modulation
output. This latter effect is usually manifest as a dark
horizontal band across the picture. It is usually pos-
sible to ascertain whether this is the case by operating
the equipment with no signal applied at the aerial ter-
minals when this dark band will be observed passing
vertically across the screen.

The photograph, Fig. Io, shows the shading effect

described above. It is seen that the lower half of the
picture is rendered at a greater illumination intensity
than is that of the upper portion.

Fig. a z depicts the effect obtaining when hum is
present. In this photograph the hum band appears at
the centre of the picture but this is not necessarily
always so. Its actual position is determined by the
relationship existing between the phase of the receiver
and of the transmitter main's supply.

In the concluding article of this series the upper fre-
quency response requirements and phase distortion in
the I.F. and the V.F. circuits will be dealt with.

(To be continued.)

Long -Range Reception
SPENCER-WEST, of Worlingham, Beccles, has

specialised in producing television apparatus for
reception outside the normal service area. This in -

Left : The West
vision chassis for
long range.

Right : A pre-
amplifier that can
be added to any
receiver to in-
crease range.

eludes a range of pre -amplifiers for employment in
conjunction with commercial receivers. Each has its
own power supply arrangements and they are entirely
main's operated. Very real advantages result from the
use of these under adverse conditions, the range being
substantially increased and usually the signal to noise
ratio is appreciably improved. The standard model in
this range of amplifiers sells for 6 guineas, complete
with all valves, and is suitable for attachment to any
commercial receiver.

A high gain unit is also available, which is suitable
for use with most receivers, and the makers will pro-
vide advice relating to this unit. Where unusual
reception conditions exist, design of special models can
be undertaken. For example, a unit is available which
will restore the drop in signal voltage due to attenua-
tion in feeders of exact length where reception is only
possible by placing the aerial at a considerable dis-
tance from the receiver because of intereference. A
typical example of specialised work is the vision unit
and time base unit illustrated in the accompanying
photographs. The vision unit is a super heterodyne
having two R.F. stages, 3 intermediate frequency
stages and a specially designed vision frequency ampli-
fier. The overall response is only -2.5d. at 2.5 mcs.
and the efficient signal frequency circuits result in a
very low inherent noise level.

Book Review
Electron Optics. L. M. Myers.

(Chapman & Hall, 42s.) 584 pp.
24 pp. bibliography. 379 Figs.

Apart from articles in the technical
journals the science of electron optics
has not been dealt with thoroughly in
this country, although a book by
Bruche and Scherzer appeared several
years ago.

Mr. Myers is the first to assemble
the known data on the subject and to
deal with it in a thoroughly compre-
hensive manner. Indeed, it is not too
much to say that this book will be the
standard textbook in English on Elec-
tron Optics for many years to come.

Commencing with a review of the
analogies between light and electrons,
the author deals with the electron tra-
jectory in various fields, together with
methods for plotting the distribution
of potential and the electron paths.
The whole theory of electron lenses
is then given with several original

illustrations of lens systems and the
aberrations due to them.

The remainder of the book is occu-
pied with a detailed description of the
various applications of electron
optics : Electron multipliers, the elec-
tron microscope, electron telescope,
and various special types of cathode-
ray ;tube.

The book is accompanied by a com-
plete bibliography of articles on the
science, and it is here that the first
criticism might be made. References
listed under the name of the author
are seldom of as much value as those
classified under subject matter, and
the arrangement in the book is not
designed to enable the reader to verify
a reference quickly in relation to
others on the same point.

The author in his preface hints that

Indexes and binding eases for 1938
are now available.
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the book will have only a limited cir-
culation. We feel sure that the cir-
culation will only be limited by the
number of students interested in this
important branch of the science of
electronics, as it is indispensible for
the true understanding of its theory
and practice.

Lenses for Picture Magnification
Readers who own television re-

ceivers employing small tubes of sizes
up to 4 inches will be interested to
know that H. G. Sanders & Co., of
4 Gray's Inn Road, London, have
available a series of miniscus lenses
of various sizes which can be used to
increase the image size. Tests have
shown that these are effective for
small magnification, as for instance
by employing a 5 -in. diameter lens
with a 3 -in. tube. If too great a
magnification is attempted distortion
is inevitable and the viewing angle is
restricted.
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Telegossip
ISHOULD find the reports of suc-

cessful results in the " television
drive " more convincing if the

organisers substantiated them with
sales figures. Concealment is serv-
ing no purpose save to foster in the
public mind the false impression that
sales are so negligible as to be not
worth mentioning.

As a fact the sales continue to be
encouraging but there is nothing like
a boom. Mr. H. G. Selfridge, junior,
who is helping to crack the whip in
this drive with his enterprising exhi-
bition in Oxford Street, told me the
other day that just over ten per cent.
of his firm's radio sales in the London
area were television purchases. In-
cidentally, I tackled him about a
report that he had offered a large sum
of money to sponsor a series of tele-
vision programmes.

This story, it seems, is entirely
without foundation. It probably
arose because he is both a television
" fan " himself and a believer in
sponsored programmes. But Mr.
Selfridge is of opinion that there is
no possibility of programmes financed
by advertising here. Even financial
difficulties will not drive the Govern-
ment and the B.B.C. into it. Yet the
decision to allow reproduction of the
Boon-Danahar fight on Baird big
screens to paying cinema audiences is
most significant as a move towards
commercialisation of a kind.

Public Cinema
Television

There have been long negotiations
and discussions behind the scenes
over this question. The B.B.C. is
making no payment for the privilege
of televising the fight, but the pro -
motor was authorised to make his
own terms with the Gaumont British
Picture Corporation which wanted to
show the contest on the same night at
two of its West End cinemas. There
has been a long struggle behind the
scenes of the B.B.C. over this
question.

A powerful faction wanted to keep
television exclusively as a home en-
tertainment and argued that the big
screen was at present an indifferent
advertisement for television. Others
pointed out, however, that boxing
promotors had already set their faces
against televising except on prohibi-
tive terms and that the big screen,

A Causerie of Fact, Comment
and Criticism

By L. Marsland Gander
with its possibilities for commerciali-
sation, offered a solution of the
difficulty. Eventually the Television
Advisory Committee debated the
matter and the " progressives " won
-for the time being.

But even then the B.B.C. had some
misgivings. When the National
Sporting Club was talking of raising
£35,000 by means of cinema tele-
vision in order to persuade Joe Louis
to fight over here, the B.B.C. issued
a special announcement pointing out
that the arrangement for the " Boon-
Danahar fight " must not be re-
garded as a precedent.

But one thing is certain, that it
would be wanton obstructionism to
stop the forward march of the big
screen on which so much ingenuity,
time and money have been expended.
On the face of it the arrangement
made by the B.B.C. in this case seems
an excellent way out of an impasse.
Personally I do not see any reason to
fear that this is the thin end of the
wedge towards a sponsored system
alien to the normal practice of the
B.B.C. The principle involved is en-
tirely new, without any precedents in
sponsored broadcasting.

The
Questionnaire

Postcards and letters at the rate of
about i,000 a day have been pouring
into Alexandra Palace in response to
the B.B.C. invitation to viewers to
take a hand in constructive criticism
of the programmes. At the time of
writing the grand total of names for
entry into this television " Dooms-
day Book " is about 4,000. This res-
ponse is decidedly more encouraging
than that when the B.B.C. made a
similar request a few months after
the service started. At that time they
had about seventy replies!

What a pampered person the tele-
viewer is by comparison with hii
brother restricted to sound pro-
grammes ! The B.B.C. does every-
thing to encourage and court him,
short of presenting him with a pound
of tea. Every viewer has had about
£150 worth of entertainment in ex-
change for ten shillings, a pretty fair
profit !

" Do you prefer men or women
announcers?" is one of the questions
in this " quiz." The majority have
answered that they are more con -
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cerned with personality than sex.
There is a big demand for a Child-
ren's Hour, and Mr. Gerald Cock
hopes to provide one shortly on
Saturday afternoons.

Other televiewers, myself among
them, would like an earlier start in
the evening.

Test
Transmissions

There is a revolt among dealers
and manufacturers just now against
the morning film which gives snippets
from ancient programmes transmitted
at the start of the service. Protests
have been made to Alexandra Palace,
but so far without result. It is futile
for the B.B.C. to contend that this
film is simply intended to help the
trade with installations.

Whatever the purpose the fact is
that demonstrations are being given
daily, and on it the public will form
an entirely wrong impression of the
programmes of 1939. I myself saw
crowds round the sets at the
Selfridge's exhibition, watching with
that " so this is television," expres-
sion. There must be innumerable old
films which the B.B.C. could use
without recourse to this worn-out
relic. A different film every day
ought to place no great strain on the
A.P. film library.

A great hunt is now in progress for
the ideal " outside commentator "
for television. Applicants have been
on parade at Alexandra Palace like
the girls in a " Miss California "
competition, except that they were
not obliged to wear bathing costumes.
Finally Robin Duff, one of the Empire
announcers, was chosen to broadcast
the auto -gyro demonstration at
Hanworth. He has the round face
and well proportioned features, to
say nothing of the Adonis profile,
which the B.B.C. considers the best
masculine televising material.

The mobile units now have six
super-Emitrons at their disposal, but
lately camera improvement has been
offset by an unfortunate crop of
technical hitches. I give full marks
to producer Dorte for his Sunday
programme ideas and wish him
better luck with his transmissions.

I hear that pressure of rearmament
work on some of the firms concerned
is tending to hold up B.B.C. plans
for converting the old Theatre.
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THE RECEIVERS YOU CAN BUY
-A COMPLETE GUIDE

In presenting this Buyer's Guide to our readers, we believe that it is complete and represents the
latest information regarding all television receivers that are on the market. Upon request, we
shall be pleased to amplify or provide special information in cases where prospective buyers desire

more detailed particulars than it has been possible to give in this review.

PICTURE SIZE :-18 INCHES TO 24 INCHES WIDE
Maker.
Philips.
Scophony.

Type.
Television sound, all -wave radio.
Sound and vision.

Cabinet.
-Console.
Console.

TELEVISION receivers that produce pictures of
sizes larger than approximately 14 in. by i 1 in.,
are of necessity special types. This is because- it

is a difficult matter to make cathode-ray tubes in large
sizes owing to the enormous atmospheric pressure,
which on the screen end alone may amount to more
than half -a -ton. There are two solutions to the prob-
lem of the large picture-one is by the use of a special
cathode-ray' tube upon the screen of which an in-
tensely. bright, though small, picture is produced
which is then projected on to an external screen by
means of a special lens system and the other is by
mechaitical-optical methods in which a beam of
ordinary light is caused to traverse the screen, its in-
tensity being varied in accordance with the received
vision signals. The results obtained with either
system may be said to be equal and both have certain
advantages.

The design of the cathode-ray projection. receiver
follows ordinary cathode-ray receiver practice except
that in order to obtain a picture sufficiently bright for
projection, comparatively high voltages are .used. In
the mechanical -optical receiver quite low voltages are
employed, but there are mechanical moving parts,
Both systems are entirely satisfactory, though there is
necessarily a little more elaboration than there is in
the case of the ordinary type of cathode-ray receiver
such as is used in receivers providing pictures of sizes
less than those mentioned above.

Philips Projection
The projection screen of the Philips receiver auto-

matically rises into its correct position when the lid
of the cabinet is lifted. A slow motion device pre-
vents damage to the glass screen and mirror by too
rapid closing of the lid. The picture size is 18 in. by
14 in., and the brilliance and definition are such that
it can be viewed in comfort and under normal condi-
tions. A Mullard 4 -in. diameter projection type
cathode-ray tube is employed and operates from a
25,000 -volt supply.

Focusing and deflection are entirely magnetic. The
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Price. System.
£126 0 0 Cathode-ray projection.
£231 0 0 Mechanical.

tube is mounted with the projection lens in a metal
case provided with gimbals to facilitate optical
centring of the picture on the projection screen. The
25,000 -volt supply for the operation of the cathode-ray
tube is obtained from a voltage doubling rectifier unit
using two Mullard 1878 H.T. rectifiers. The whole
extra high tension equipment is contained in an
earthed steel case with interlocked switches and an
earthing device on the door. Opening the door breaks
the supply to the rectifier and automatically earths
the extra high tension terminals, thus making the
equipment completely shock proof.

The television and broadcast equipment consists of
five units :--

1. Vision and sound receiver with synchronising
separator.

The Philips projection re-
ceiver giving a picture size

18 ins. by 141 ins.

Scophony mechanical -
optical receiver. The screen
measures 24 ins. by 20 ins.
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2. Frame and line time bases and H.T. supply.
3. E.H.T. equipment.
4. Projection assembly containing the cathode-ray

tube.
5. Broadcast chassis type 753A.
In addition to reception of the television pro-

grammes, normal broadcast reception is afforded by
a high-fidelity all -wave receiving unit.

Scophony Mechanical -optical
The Scophony mechanical -optical receiver gives a

picture 24 in. by 20 in. The colour is bluish -black
and white on a flat screen. Operating voltages are
low, in fact not much in excess of those in an ordi-
nary broadcast receiver. The light source is a super -
pressure mercury lamp. The receiver incorporates
(I) the Scophony supersonic light relay which makes
it possible to employ, in this type of receiver, nearly
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200 elements of the picture simultaneously, and (2)
the special optical invention of focusing in two dis-
tinct focal planes (split focus) which makes it possible
to reduce the size of moving parts whilst retaining
the fullest amount of light.

The total number of valves used is 39 including all
rectifiers, and the mercury -lamp power supply. The
total consumption of the receiver when working is
i,000 watts.

The controls are quite simple. Starting is by means
of a delayed push-button switch. This switches on all
filaments, power supplies and mercury lamp. There
is one control for sound volume and one control for
vision gain ; this knob controls the contrast. Another
control is provided for picture brightness.

On the scanners there is one speed control with syn-
chronising locking switch and one for frame adjust-
ment. A focus control knob is also provided, but this
has to be seldom used.

PICTURE SIZE-I2 INCHES TO 14 INCHES WIDE
Maker. Type.

Baird. Television sound, all -wave radio.
Baird. Television sound.
Cossor. Television sound, all-wavp radio.

Baird
The Baird Console model T23 has been designed

primarily for installation in hotels and clubs, for the
size of the picture (I3i in. by tot in.) enables a large
number of people to view simultaneously. The T23,
of course, is suitable for installation, in the home where
a large picture is desired. There are, three main con-
trols only, mounted on the front of the cabinet :
picture contrast, brightness and sound volume. The
power consumption is 200 watts.

A high-fidelity, sound receiver is fitted and this is
preset to receive television sound. The walnut cabinet
measures approximately 43i in. high (with lid closed),
25 in. wide, and 20 in.., from back to front.

The " Cathovisor " cathode-ray tube is 15 in. in
diameter and is mounted vertically and protected with
a window of safety glass. The vision, sound and
time -base generator chassis are mounted on a remov-
able shelf above the H.T. and power units which are
fitted at the base of the cabinet.

One power pack supplies current to the vision,
sound and time -base generator. The other power pack
feeds the anode voltage to the " Cathovisor "
cathode-ray tube and five special resistor tappings
supply variable bias for controlling picture brightness.

Baird Radiogram T14. An elaborate instrument
designed to receive the television and also the radio
broadcast programmes, and to act when required as
a luxurious radiogramophone. This receiver provides
a picture r3 in. by II in., which is viewed in a hinged,
part -mirrored lid. The gramophone is fitted with an
auto -record changer which plays records of any size in
any order. The superhet radio receiver covers the
television waveband, and on the operation of a single
switch three broadcast bands, as follows: short, 16.5
to 51 metres; medium 198 to 55o metres; long 85o
to 2,000 metres.

The power consumption is 25o watts and the cabinet
measures 58 in. wide; 42 in. high and 20 in. back to
front.

Cabinet.
Auto-rad
Console.
Console.
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iogram.
Price.

£126 0 0
£63 0 0
£50 8 0

System.
Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Cathode-ray directly viewed.

Cossor
This instrument, Model 1210, incorporates the

latest type of Cossor giant tube (glass protected)
giving a direct -vision black and white picture 12 in.
by 9i in. approximately. It, is simple to use, there
being only three television controls. Also included

Below : The Baird combined tele-
vision receiver, radiogram and
broadcast receiver. Picture size is

131 ins. by 11 ins.
Right : The Cossor large pieture
(12i ins. by 91 ins.) console com-
bined television and broadcast

receiver.

in the cabinet (which is 48i in. high, 201 in. wide and
24i in. deep) is a high-fidelity superhet radio receiver
covering three wavebands, viz., 16-52 metres, 195-56o
metres and 810-2,085 metres. This model has
21 valves and gives television reproduction up to
approximately 20 miles from Alexandra Palace. The
price is 48 gns.

Another model, 121oA, of the same type but with
24 valves, to give the extra power necessary for
ranges over 20 miles and for exceptional conditions,
is available for 51 gns.
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101 INCHES BY 81 INCHES
Maker. Type.
Ultra Sound, and vision.

Ultra

Cabinet.
Console.

The Ultra model T24 is a console instrument for
sound and vision only and considering the picture size,
is a remarkably compact instrument. The picture is
directly viewed. A patented circuit reduces the num-
ber of valves required. Eight valves in a super-
heterodyne circuit receive both sound and vision sig-
nals. Double couplings give freedom from distortion
and " cross modulation " troubles. The couplings in

10 INCHES BY 8 INCHES

Price. System.
£39 18 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed

the sound amplifier are designed to give a total band
width of some 4o kilocycles, resulting in high standard
of fidelity.

The power unit comprises two Mazda full -wave rec-
tifiers, transformers, chokes and smoothing conden-
sers. High tension for the cathode-ray tube is derived
from a special transformer feeding a Mazda U21 slow -
heating mercury rectifier, an arrangement which pre-
vents surges and reduces breakdown possibilities. The
cabinet is of particularly neat design.

Maker. Type. Cabinet. Price. System.
Baird. Television sound, all -wave radio. Radiogram. £75 12 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Baird. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £49 7 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Baird. Television sound, all -wave radio. Table. £46 4 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Burndept. Sound and vision. Console. £47 5 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Cossor. Television sound, medium and long. Auto -radiogram. £94 10 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Cossor. Television sound, medium and long. Console. £73 10 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Dynatron. Television sound, all -wave radio. Auto -radiogram. £173 5 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Ekeo. Sound and vision. Console. £51 9 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Ferranti. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £63 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Ferranti. Sound and vision. Console. £52 10 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
G.E.C. Sound and vision. Console. £38 17 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio. Auto -radiogram. £126 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £84 0 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £63 0 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Mareoniphone. Television sound, all -w -eve radio. Console. £84 0 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Pilot. Television sound, medium and long. Radiogram. £68 5 T.65.
R.G.D. Television sound, all -wave radio. Auto -radiogram. £136 10 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
R.G.D. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £94 10 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
R.G.D. Sound and vision. Console. £78 15 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Tannoy. Sound and vision. Auto -radiogram. £89 5 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Vidor. Sound and vision. Console. £42 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

Baird
The Baird Radiogram T21 has, in addition to tele-

vision and all -wave radio, the added attraction of a
high-fidelity radiogramophone. A four waveband
superhet receiver is fitted, covering the ultra -short
television waveband and three additional bands for
radio programmes: short, 16.5 to 51 metres; medium,
198 to 55o metres and long, 85o to 2,000 metres. The
television sound may be received either with or with-
out the picture by operating a switch incorporated
with the picture contrast control. The picture (size
to in. by 8 in.) is viewed in a hinged portion of the
mirrored lid. The power consumption is zoo watts
and the approximate dimensions of the cabinet are 33
in. high, 39 in. wide and 20 in. back to front.

Baird Table Model T18. This is a complete table
television receiver combined with a very selective and
high quality all -wave radio, yet the compact cabinet
housing the complete equipment is little larger than
the usual table radio. The sound receiver is a super-
heterodyne covering the television sound waveband
and three bands for radio programmes (short : 16.5
to 51 metres; medium, '198 to 55o metres and long,
85o to 2,000 metres). It is possible to receive the
sound on the television waveband either with or with-
out the picture by means of a switch integral with the
picture contrast control. The picture size is io in. by
8 in., viewed direct, and the power consumption T so
watts.

The cabinet measures approximately 25 in. high by
i8 in. wide by 16 in. from back to front. It is attrac-
tively designed as illustrated, and is standard in
walnut. The receiver is heavier than a radio set, and
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it may be found convenient to have a suitable stool
to support and raise it to a comfortable height for
viewing. For this purpose a special stool can be sup-
plied at an additional cost.

Baird Console Model. The general specification of
this console is similar to that of table model TI8,
described above. The cabinet is strongly made and
attractively designed in walnut. It is made available

Left :r Baird table model
T20 giving a picture 10 ins.

by 8 ins.

Below : The Burndept con-
sole television receiver. Pic-
ture size 10 ins. by 8 ins.
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in this form for those who prefer to have one complete
cabinet rather than a smaller cabinet with or without
a stool to support it. The size of the console cabinet
as illustrated is approximately 44 in. high, 20 in. wide
and 16 in. from back to front.

Burndept
Burndept Limited have concentrated on one model

of the console type providing vision and the accom-
panying sound. The brilliant black and white picture,
size to in. by 8 in. is viewed directly. There are four
controls in all, three for television and one for volume
control of sound. A high fidelity speaker is incor-
porated, with undistorted output of 5 watts. It is
housed in a handsome walnut cabinet of the console
type, size 40 in. high, 26 in. wide, 22 in. deep.

Twenty-two valves are employed in the complete
receiver. D.C. restoration is incorporated, ensuring
that the general picture illumination follows faithfully
that transmitted. A 12 -in. cathode-ray tube with all -
magnetic focusing and scanning is used, giving excel-
lent definition. The vision receiver is of the super-
heterodyne type embodying H.F., mixer, and oscilla-
tor stages, which are common to both sound and
vision. Two vision I.F. stages are used, diode detec-
tor and video amplifier which are connected to the
cathode-ray tube. On the sound side there is an I.F.
amplifier (too Kc. band width) followed by a double
diode triode with pentode output to the speaker (5
watts output).

Cossor
The Cossor model 137T is a combined television and

high-fidelity radio receiver with a 132 in. diameter
cathode-ray tube. The radio is for use on two wave-
bands: 200 to 55o metres and 800 to 1,980 metres.
The viewing screen-which gives a picture to in. by
8 in.-and controls are protected by doors when not
in use. The cabinet is 442 in. long, 201- in-high and
24 in. wide. Twenty-one valves are used.

Another model is the 237T, as described above, but
with an additional upper section incorporating an
electric gramophone of the latest type with record
changer. The size of the cabinet is 5x in. high, 201
in. wide and 24 in. deep. The price is 90 gns.

Ferranti
Two Ferranti receivers providing a picture to in.

by 8 in. are available. One, the model T3, is designed
for television and accompanying sound, and the other
incorporates a sound broadcast receiver for all -wave
reception in addition to the usual television circuit.
This is known as Model T4. The prices of these
receivers are 5o gns. and 6o gns. respectively. Use
has been made of the new secondary emission type
R.F. pentode for vision amplification. Scanning and
synchronising has been achieved its simplest form, one
valve being used for each deflection circuit and one
valve only for synchronising.

The all -wave radio section in the T4 model is a
sensitive superheterodyne receiver employing the
same I.F. valve as the television sound receiver. This
is effected by having 465 kC. I.F. coils for radio and
7 Mc. I.F. coils for television sound in series in each
coil section.

The sound receiver audio -frequency amplification
has negative feedback for high fidelity. The frequency
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response is almost constant from 40 to 10,000 cycles.
The picture characteristics, television sound and

vision circuits in both models T3 and T4 are identical.
The brilliant black and white picture is viewed directly
on a 12 -in. Emiscope tube which employs magnetic
scanning and electrostatic focusing.

There are six controls, of which four require only
very occasional adjustment, making the operation of
the set very simple. An extra control is provided on
the all -wave model T4. The cabinet in walnut finish
is built so as to permit viewers to see the picture in
comfort and from a wide angle.

G.E.C.
For the present and pending the development of a

new range of models the General Electric Co., Ltd.,
are concentrating on what may be described as a real
utility instrument for television and the accompanying

The G.E.C. console tele-
vision receiver. A line
instrument giving a 10 ins.

by 8 ins, picture.

The Ferranti 10 in. by 8 in.
console television receiver.

sound. This receiver, a console, gives a to -in. by
8 -in. picture at the remarkably low price of 37 gns.

It is a direct -viewing model providing a true black
and white picture with perfect focus and a remark-
able degree of brightness, with every gradation of
half -tone. Only three normal operating controls are
required and the instrument is contained in a hand -
polished figured walnut cabinet. The dimensions are,
height 38 in., width, 20 in., depth 2x in., and the
consumption is 200 watts.

H.M.V.
An H.M.V. model 901, giving a picture to in. by

8 in., is a console television receiver suitable for those
who already possess a modern radio or radiogram and
require a television sight and sound receiver only.

The picture is reflected from the end of the tube on
to a mirror set at an angle of 45 degrees in the lid.
Simplicity of operation is an outstanding feature of
this model. The price is 6o gns.

Marconiphone
Model 902 is a complete home entertainer. Con-

tained in a single cabinet of figured walnut is a tele-
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vision sight and sound receiver, an all -world radio
receiver and an automatic record -changing electrical
gramophone.

The black and white picture is viewed through an
optically corrected lens and 45 -degree mirror. The
6 -valve superhet radio receiver has four wavebands
(16.7 to 53 metres, 46 to 141 metres, 185 to 56o metres
and 75o to 2,250 metres) with an extra waveband for
television sound reception. The electrically-reprodu-

Lett : H.M.V. model 901
indirect 10 ins. by 8 ins.

television receiver.
Below : The R.G.D. tele-
vision receiver, model 382.

cing gramophone will play through eight records auto-.
matically without attention. The price is 120 gns.

Model goo is a combined television and all -world
radio receiver. It has a 6 -valve superhet sound cir-
cuit with four wavebands (16.7 to 53 metres, 46 to
141 metres, 185 to 56o metres, 75o to 2,25o metres)
and an energised moving -coil speaker. A separate
waveband provides for television sound reception. The
black and white picture, io in. by 8 in., is reflected into
a special mirror in the lid, thus enabling a number of
viewers at wide angles from the instrument to watch
they programme comfortably and without distortion.
Simple control for television and radio, sharply de-
fined pictures, true-to-life tone, and a beautifully -
figured walnut cabinet are features.

9 INCHES BY 7 INCHES
Maker. Type.

McMichael. Sound and vision.
Murphy. Sound and vision.

Murphy
Among the three Murphy models is the A42V for

television programmes only, which has certain refine-
ments which it is not possible to include in a cheaper
model. The picture is indirectly viewed. The top of
the cabinet inside the lid is covered with dull leather
to prevent any stray reflections which might inter -

8/ INCHES BY 6 INCHES2
Maker. Type.
Cossor. Sound and vision.

Cossor
Cossor Table Model 437T. This is another table

instrument which has been produced for those who
already have a satisfactory receiver for broadcast
radio reception. It is designed for receiving television
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Marconiphone Model 705. This instrument consists
of a television receiver with the sound accompani-
ment and a four -waveband radio receiver covering the
following wavelength ranges : 16.7 to 53 metres, 46
to 140 metres, x85 to 56o metres and 75o to 2,200
metres. The vision equipment comprises the
Emiscope tube unit which converts the electrical signal
into a picture on the face of the tube. The vision
receiver unit consists of a 6 -valve T.R.F. receiver
fixed -tuned to 45 megacycles (6.67 metres). A mirror
supported in the cabinet lid, which, for television is
held open at 45 degrees, reflects the picture. To
facilitate tuning the lid may be raised into the higher
position of 7o degrees.

The television controls are grouped to the left of
the top board which masks the end of the Emiscope
cathde-ray tube. The picture size is so in. by 8 in.,
and the mains consumption is 26o watts. The sound
receiver unit is a normal broadcast chassis adapted to
deal with the television sound broadcasting on 41.5
megacycles (7.23 metres) as well as the normal long -
wave, medium -wave and two short-wave bands.
R.G.D.

Three entirely different models producing a so in.
by 8 in. picture are made by Radio Gramophone
Development Co., Ltd. These comprise a television
receiver (with sound) only, Model 382, a television
receiver all -wave radio receiver and auto-radiogramo-
phone, Model 382 R.G., and a combined television and
all -wave radio receiver, Model 382 R. The television
features of these instruments are as follows: A t4 -
valve superhet circuit with H.F. stage, triode hexode
frequency changer, two -channel I.F. amplifier, one
having a band width of 4.5 megacycles for vision, the
other having a band width of 20 K/c. for high fidelity
reproduction of sound. Pre-set tuning of sound and
vision. Triode portion of double diode triode valve as
first audio stage, feeding output valve having an un-
distorted output of 34 watts.

An Ediswan type 12H cathode-ray tube, having a
diameter of 12 in., and giving a clear picture to in.
by 8 in. with electrostatic scanning of both frame and
line is employed.

Forty valves are used in the autoradiogram and
press -button tuning is incorporated for the radio
receiver.

Cabinet. PkIce System.
Console. £63 0 0 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.
Console. £65 0 0 Cathode-ray indirectly viewed.

fere with the picture on the screen. The picture size
is larger than on the other Murphy models, being 9 in.
by 7 in., giving a wider angle of vision, which enables
more people to view the programme comfortably.
Opening and closing of the lid automatically switches
the set on and off. The dimensions are 344 in. high
by 314 in. wide by 18 in. deep.

Cabinet.
Table.
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Price. System.
147 5 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

and its accompanying sound only. The picture (84 in.
by 64 in.) is of ample size for home entertainment. The
walnut -finished cabinet is 224 in. high, 14.4 in. wide
and 25 in. deep. 20 valves in all are used and the
price is 45 gns.
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71 INCHES BY 61 INCHES
Maker. Type.
Baird. Sound and vision.
Baird. Sound and vision.
Ultra. Sound and vision.
Beethoven. Television sound, all -wave radio.

Baird
The table and console models T20, have the same

general specification and each consist of two main
units: (t) the 9 -in. diameter " Cathovisor " cathode-
ray tube, time base generator and vision unit ; (2)

Cabinet.
Console.
Table.
Table.
Console.

Left : Baird T20 console
model television receiver. A
fine example of a simple and

low-priced instrument.

Below : R.G.D. television
receiver and auto -radio -
gramophone. Model 382.

power pack and sound unit. The first unit forms a
single compact chassis assembly which is easily acces-
sible and is fitted in the top section of the cabinet. As
in the case of the radio receiver, the vision is pre-set
and requires no further adjustment. Current supplies

7i INCHES BY 6 INCHES

Price. System.
£39 18 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
£36 15 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
£29 8 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
£50 8 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

for both main units, including the high tension volt-
age to the " Cathovisor " cathode-ray tube, are fed
from the power supply unit. The cabinet of the table
model measures approximately 22 in. high, 18 in.
wide and 13 in. from back to front. The size of the
console cabinet is approximately 48 in. high, i8 in.
wide and 13 in. from back to front.

Ultra
The Ultra model T22 is a table receiver for sound

and vision only. The black and white picture, which
is directly viewed, measures 74 in. by 61 in. The price
is £29 8s.

Beethoven
The Beethoven receiver is a combined television

sight and sound plus an all -wave radio receiver. The
cabinet size is 38 in. high by 221 in. wide by i6 in.
deep. The picture is provided on a slight incline for
ease of viewing. There are only three controls for
the television, which includes the on/off switch and
these need only a very occasional adjustment.

The latest type Ediswan magnetic short cathode-ray
tube is used and a total of i6 valves is employed in the
television section. Positive synchronising is employed
controlling both line and frame time bases. Each
time base comprises a gas discharge relay followed by
a single stage of amplification. The All -World Radio
receiver incorporated is a Beethoven type A.C. 740 with
certain switch modifications to meet the television re-
quirements.

There, are three wave ranges; short 16-50 metres,
medium 200-500 metres and long 900-2,000 metres.
The model TR2o is suitable for A.C. mains, 200-250
volts (adjustable) and the consumption is 25o watts.

Maker. Type. Cabinet. Price. System.
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £47 5 0 Cathode-ray directly, viewed.
Marconiphone. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £47 5 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Murphy. Television sound, all -wave radio. Console. £45 0 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Murphy. Sound and vision. Console. £30 0 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

H.M.V.
Model 907 is a combined television receiver and all -

world radio receiver. Operation for both television and
radio reception is extremely simple. A special super -
het circuit is employed for the reception of television
and sound, and a separate high -sensitivity chassis is
incorporated for the reception of sound broadcasts be-
tween 13.5 to 5o, 195 to 58o and 95o to 2,000 metres.
The black and white picture size is 74 in. by 6 in., and
is viewed directly. The price is 45 gns.

The H.M.V. 903 is a console model for television
sight and sound only housed in a figured walnut
cabinet. The picture size is 74 in. by 6 in., clearly
defined in black and white and viewed directly on the
end of the cathode-ray tube. The controls are grouped
together on the front of the cabinet; the price of this
model is X47 5s.
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Marconiphone
Model 709 is a combined television and all -wave

broadcast receiver. It incorporates an all -wave world
broadcast receiver of the most up-to-date design and
the picture is visible over a wide angle. The cabinet
is attractively finished in light-coloured AuStralian
walnut and is fitted with concealed easy -running
castors. The picture size is 74 in. by 6 in.

Murphy
The Murphy A56V for television programmes only

is a very neat and compact receiver. The cabinet is of
walnut with a sloping control panel of opaque plate
glass to avoid reflections. The slope of the panel is
designed to give comfortable viewing from a chair or
when standing, and a wide angle of vision. The four
controls grouped on this panel are volume control for
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The H.M.V. Model 907 in the Home.

(Above) Baird Table Model
T20.

One of the largest receivers
as regards picture size and
at the same time one of the
most compact is this table

model Baird.

Three examples of
directly viewed receivers
by different makers.
The Baird shown on the
right also includes a
normal broadcast

receiver.

Murphy Console Model A56V.

Baird Console Model T20.

Baird Table Model T18.

Scophony Mechanical -optical.

Ferranti Console Model T3.

SOME REPRESENTATIVE

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

G.E.C. Console Model BT9121. Philips C.R. Projection.

H.M.V. Table Model 905.

Table type receivers are made by several
manufacturers. Small stands are gener-
ally supplied at an extra charge in order
to convert the receivers to the console

types.

Baird Console Model T18.

Marconiphone Console Model 709

Two interesting examples of modern console
type television receivers which also include
a radio set for normal broadcast reception.

Ferranti Console T4.

160 161
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The H.M.V. Model 907 in the Home.

(Above) Baird Table Model
T20.

One of the largest receivers
as regards picture size and
at the same time one of the
most compact is this table

model Baird.

Three examples of
directly viewed receivers
by different makers.
The Baird shown on the
right also includes a
normal broadcast

receiver.

Murphy Console Model A56V.

Baird Console Model T20.

Baird Table Model T18.

Scophony Mechanical -optical.

Ferranti Console Model T3.

SOME REPRESENTATIVE

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

G.E.C. Console Model BT9121. Philips C.R. Projection.

H.M.V. Table Model 905.

Table type receivers are made by several
manufacturers. Small stands are gener-
ally supplied at an extra charge in order
to convert the receivers to the console

types.

Baird Console Model T18.

Marconiphone Console Model 709

Two interesting examples of modern console
type television receivers which also include
a radio set for normal broadcast reception.

Ferranti Console T4.

160 161
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sound, combined with on -off switch, and focus, bright-
ness and contrast for the picture.

The picture is a clear black and white, size 74 in. by
6 in. Sound output is ample for all ordinary purposes.
The compactness of the instrument is largely due to
the use of a new short type of cathode-ray tube.
Fifteen valves are used for the sound and vision, and
synchronising with three rectifiers to deliver the high
voltages necessary. By an ingenious design, the
chassis can be lowered in its cabinet and is, therefore,
accessible for service.

The cabinet dimensions are 344 in. high, 18 in. wide,
and 174 in. deep.

Another Murphy model, the A58V, contains the
same television equipment and gives the same size pic-
ture, but also included is an all -wave radio receiver,
and the cabinet is wider. The price of this is '45.

Below : Murphy combined all -
wave radio and televison receiver.
Right : The Ultra T24 console tele-

vision receiver.

72 INCHES BY 54 INCHES

MARCH, 1939

Maker. Type. Cabinet. Price. System.
Invieta. Sound and vision. Table. £32 11 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Pye. Television sound, all -wave radio. Auto -radiogram. £68 5 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Pye. Sound and vision. Table. £31 10 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Pye. Television, sound, all -wave radio. Console. £52 10 0 Dix ectly-viewed .
Pye. Television and sound. Console. £45 3 0 Directly -viewed.

Invicta
A particularly compact table model giving a

directly -viewed picture 74 in. by 51 in. is the Invicta
TL5, the cabinet size being only 19 in. high by 17
in. wide by 14 in. deep and the consumption 15o watts.

One combined chassis carries both sound and vision
circuits, resulting in increased compactness and elec-

Marconiphone console, Pye combined all -wave and
picture size 'If ins. by 6 ins. television receiver.

trical efficiency. It can be tuned with perfect results
by any member of the family, because there are only
two principal controls one for vision brightness and
the other for volume and on/off switch.

6i INCHES BY 5 INCHES
Maker. Type.

Elmo Sound and vision.
Ekco Add-on vision Unit
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio.
Marconiphone. Television sound, all -wave radio.

Ekco
Ekco receivers comprise two models at present, but

Pye
Four receivers giving a picture 74 by 54 in. are

manufactured by Pye, Limited, and these comprise a
combined television receiver broadcast set and auto -
radiogram in one cabinet, model 838, a table model
815, and two consoles, models 4046 and 843, the latter
including all -wave radio with push-button tuning.
The cabinet size of model 838 is 364 in. high by 394 in.
wide by 191 in. deep, and the consumption 200 watts.

In the table model (815), which measures 19 in. high
by 17 in. wide by 14 in. deep, only thirteen valves are
used in a combined circuit. Only two controls are
required.

The television pictures of the console models are

Pye all -wave radio and tele- Invicta table television
vision table type receiver. receiver.

the same, but the cabinet of the one incorporating all -
wave radio is larger. It is interesting to note that a
special model of either of these is available for use out-
side the ordinary accepted service area.

Cabinet.
Table
Table
Table.
Table.
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Price. System.
£27 6 0
£23 2 0
£36 15 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
£36 15 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

two more are in course of development and will be
ready shortly. Model TS7ot is for sound and vision,
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with the following specification. Power pack (3 recti-
fiers), 7 -metre sound and vision receiver (12 valves),
timebase (3 valves, with flat -ended, all -magnetic tube.
Picture size is 61 in. by 5 in., the walnut cabinet 214 in.
by 17 in. by 16 in., and the sound output, 3 watts. The
price is 26 guineas.

Model TA2or is an add-on unit for use in connection
with A.C. radio sets fitted with pick-up sockets. This

Left : Ekco add-on vision unit.
Below : Cossor table model 54

giving a 5 in. by 4 in. picture.

5 INCHES BY 4 INCHES

AND
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model, of course, does not include a sound output cir-
cuit and loudspeaker. The picture is 64 in. by 5 in.,
and the cabinet measures 194 by 17 in. by if. in.
Eighteen valves are used, and the price is 22 guineas.

The models in the course of development are a sound
and vision console model with a 9 -in. tube and a radio
and television table model giving a 61 in. by 5 in.
picture.

H.M.V.
H.M.V. model 905, a combined television and all-

world radio receiver, and is generally similar in appear-
ance to model 904, described later. This instrument
shows a black and white picture 6f in. by 5 in. It also
incorporates a 6 -valve superhet sound receiver. The
3 waveband radio receiver brings in stations between
16.5 to 5o, 200 to 570 and 725 to 2,000 metres. The
The price is 35 guineas.

Marconiphone
Marconiphone model 707 provides a picture 61 in.

by 5 in. It is a combined television and all -wave radio
and the controls are no more complicated than those
normally employed on many ordinary, broadcast re-
ceivers. The equipment consists of a single chassis
carrying (a) the vision receiver with associated equip-
ment; (b) the Emiscope receiving tube; (c) the all -
wave broadcast receiver; and (d) the power supply
units for both sections.

Maker. Type. Cabinet. Price. System.
Cossor. Sound and vision. Table. £27 6 0 Cathode-ray ,directly viewed.
Cossor. Sound and vision. Table. £24 3 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
H.M.V. Television sound, all -wave radio. Table. £30 9 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Marconiphone. Television sound, all -wave. Table. £30 9 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

Cossor
.' picture size 5 in. by 4 in. is provided by the Cossor

table models 54 and 54a. Simplicity of operation is a
great feature, there being only two vision and two
sound controls to operate. The cabinet, walnut
finished, is IA in. high, 13 in. wide; and 204 in. deep.

Model 54a is the same as model 54, but with extra
amplifier (16 valves in all) for ranges over 20 miles and
for exceptional conditions.

H.M.V.
H.M.V. model 904 is a combined television and all -

world radio receiver for 29 guineas. The black and
white picture, 44 in. by 4 in., is seen directly on the end
of the cathode ray tube and gives clear vision over a

4 INCHES BY n INCHES

wide range. All main controls are grouped together
on the front of the cabinet. The 6 -valve radio receiver
has the wavelength scale clearly marked with many
station names and a vernier scale simplifies tuning.
The wave -range cover 16.5 to 5o, 200 to 57o and 725
YO 2,000 metres.

Marconiphone
Marconiphone Model 706 combines an efficient tele-

vision receiver giving a picture 44 by 4 in., with an all -
wave radio receiver of the very latest design. In pic-
ture brilliance and detail it compares favourably with
the more expensive instruments. The Emiscope re-
ceiving tube has a diameter of 5 in., and the picture
colour is black and white.

Type. Cabinet. Price. System._Llaker.
invieta. Vision only. Table. £22 11 6 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Pye. Television sound, medium and long. Table. £80 9 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.
Pye. Vision only. Table £22 1 0 Cathode-ray directly viewed.

Invicta
The Invicta table model TL4 is one of the smallest

television receivers made, and the price is very low. It
is a vision set with an adaptor, and specially designed
for use in conjunction with any existing radio set hav-
ing pick-up terminals and operating from A.C. mains
to provide the sound. The picture, which measures
4 in. by 34 in., and the cabinet size is 16 in. by 13 in.
by 12 in. Consumption is 110 watts.
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Pye
The two Pye table models differ only in that one

incorporates an all -wave push-button broadcast set,
and the cabinet is necessarily larger. The small model
(817) is intended for use in conjunction with an
ordinary broadcast set for the provision of the tele-
vision sound. The large model (819) is, of course,
entirely self-contained. Current consumption is iso
and no watts respectively. Only one vision control is
required in either case.
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Long Skip
G5KA would like reports from any amateur logging new DX Stations.

NCE more the season of DX con-
tests is upon us, and we hope you
are all hearing and working lots

of nice DX without getting too many
headaches ! The Senior B.E.R.U. is
now a pleasant memory, the Junior con-
test is being run as we endeavour to put
these notes into a readable form,and
the high -spot of the year, the A.R.R.L.
DX contest, will soon be upon us. The
dates are March 4 to 12 for the brass -
pounders, and March 18 to z6 for the
'phone men. As these two periods
always bring lots of rare stations on the
air, SWL's are well advised to put the
bands under a microscope if they want
to get hold of some nice unusual DX
QSL's. We are wasting our time, we
know, but we thought we would just
give you all a gentle reminder that the
1.75 and 3.5mc. bands are .not included
in the contest this year.
The B.E.R.U.

We shall be greatly surprised if the
winner in the B.E.R.U. Senior is not
ZC6EC. At 2305 on the closing night
of the ordeal, his number when in QSO
with G6QX was 193. Bob worked him
on both 14 and 7 mc. and tells us that
ZC6EC must have finished up well over
the zoo mark. As far as " G's " were
concerned, conditions were fairly poor,
and only the crack stations got over the
5o mark.

There was quite a rush one week -end
for VU7BR who suddenly sprung up
from the Bahrein Islands. G3BS and
G6QX both worked him, and they list
his frequency as around 14365kc. Other
new ones from 3BS are CT3AB, an
XZ, and VK9XX (14260 kc.) in New
Guinea. Hector is now up to 81 coun-
tries, a fine record for a station only
being licensed for 15 months. He is
lucky in having his XYL (a licensed
operator) to run the station while he is
otherwise engaged. Louis, of G5RV, is
now up to 121 countries worked, his
latest being CT3AB. This station runs
E.C.O. and has been heard anywhere
between 14050 and 1426okcs.

VK7GJ
Tasmania supplied G6QX with an-

other new one. The call was VP7GJ,
and the frequency 14390 Bob noticed
unusual conditions prevailing on the
evening of January 30 when he got
RST589 from W6GHU at 223o. On
7mc. he spent a lot of time calling
VP2AT (7o5okc.) without luck. The
VP was working other G's, but was
complaining of heavy QRM from the
U.S.A. This band is certainly worth
studying after 2300 if you can bear the
strain of European QRM !

G6AY reports having worked a new
one in India. The call is VU2FU, the
frequency 14,220, and the QRA N. A.
Printer, " Fairfield," 204 Cadell Road,
Bombay 16. SWL Mallett reports poor

conditions and puts this down to the
effects of the Northern Lights which
were visible from his QRA on February
6. Between 1300 and 140o G.M.T. he
has been hearing some respectable fone
DX, and during this period on
February 8 he logged W6, ZS, G6 and
ZE.

More DX
PK6XX, the station of the Archbold

Expedition in New Guinea, was heard
on 'phone by Dennis Tyler. They were
up the LF end, but on c.w. they should
he looked for around 14007. Others on
LF end ('phone) from Dennis are
FT4AK, VQ2RE, XZ2BJ, ZK1AA,
VK9WF and HC2EA. On the HF end
there is HRIUG (Honduras), VS8AA
(Bahrain Island), PK3TV and VP4TL.

BSWL 387 corrects us re the QRA of
KA3KK which we gave last month.
This should be Box 212, Baguis, Phil-
lipine Islands, not Box 22. Bob sends
along a nice list of frequencies for use
by the 28mc. boys. There is K7EYM
(28650), K7GCP (28550), KAIER
(28200), XZ2EX (28352), W6oZ, Nevada
(29000-29500) and W6DTB, Utah
(28510). Then there is VU2EU on
28760, who appears daily at 1830
G.M.T. with a 15 minutes' test on auto-
matic at 8-io w.p.m. Other c.w. sta-
tions listed by BSWL 387 are VQ5ELD
and VQ5EJT. Look for them on 14046
and 14140 kcs. Both may be QSL'd at
c/o Entebbe Post Office, Uganda, and
will QSL reports when IRC coupons are
sent.

You must have all heard of G6BW in
Somerset. He is primarily a 'phone
station and has raised 31 zones and 71
countries on voice. Ben Wallich was
the first European station to obtain that
much coveted diploma, " W.A.S." on
'phone. He sends along the following
frequencies : VS7GJ, Ceylon (14050,
14110 and 28236 kcs.), W6FUO
(Nevada), 14224 kcs., W6HCE
(Nevada), 28900 kcs. and 1K5AN,
28748 kcs. If you want some of those
rare States in the 7th U.S.A. district
there is W7EAI, W7FL and W9GBI in
Montana; W7BJS, W7GGG, W7GDE,
in Wyoming; W7ACD, W7FEP,
W7GGH, in Idaho ; W7GPY and
W7GLX in Oregon. If you are still not
satisfied, there is CO7VP on 28168 and
HC 1FG on 28000 kcs. G6BW is
W.A.C. on 14 and 28mc. 'phone,
W.B.E. on 14 and 28mc. 'phone. We
wonder if 6BW ever suffers from a sore
throat?
Now 80 Metres

The report from GI6TK simply oozes
with DX ! He has worked 40 countries
on 8o meters to date and is only await-
ing a South American for W.A.C. on
this band. Frank has a pretty versatile
TX which covers all bands from to to
So meters. He recently contacted
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W9MUX on the four bands over a
period of 8 hours As further proof
that there is DX on 7mc if you look for
it, 6TK has worked all districts of
" W " over the last few weeks. Among
those worked on c.w. are VQ2PL
(1938o), VP4TO (14300) and CR5PC
(1430o). He asks us to broadcast the
fact that the Belfast Y.M.C.A. Radio
Club are now active on 7, 14 and 28 mc,
and would welcome reports. They have
12 operators and the station is on all
day. Frequencies : 7141, 14282 and
28364 kcs.

G4AJ, who has only been on the air a
few weeks, has already worked 4 con-
tinents on 7mc. He hopes to get the
two missing continents, South America
and Oceana, when his 8JK beam is
erected. These new stations are cer-
tainly showing the old timers how to
work DX !

Inexpensive Television
Transformers

HIGH-VOLTAGE mains trans-
formers for use in television re-
ceivers, are available from

Galpins Electrical Stores, 75 Lee
High Road, Lewisham, S.E.i5. A
typical example of these transformers
is one with a 5,000 volt secondary at
3 mA. for 7s. 6d. with an additional
is. for postage. Io,000 10 mA. trans-
formers are prices at 15s. each with
is. 3d. additional for postage and
others giving 5,000 volts and 7,000
volts at 3 to 5 mA. are priced los. 6d.
plus Is. for postage.

There is a considerable amount of
interest in frequency measurements
and amateurs should bear in mind
that Galpins have ex -Navy type
heterodyne wave meters for 7s. 6d.
each, which cover 200 to 24,000
meters. They can be adapted for
other wavelengths if required.

Meters are always an expensive
item for the transmitting amateurs,
so that Galpins new stock of Western
and Turner mA. meters should be
inspected if at all possible. Instru-
ments reading 0-5 mA. are priced at
12S. 6d. There is also another type
reading o -5o mA. at the same price
and both are with 2 -inch dials.

Enamelled wire of 16 gauge is
being sold by Galpins in 7 -lb. reels for
8s. 6d. This is ideal for coils and
certain types of aerial and it is an
undoubted bargain at this price. Send
an additional is. for postage. Galpins
have a new list showing hundreds of
items suitable for the amateur and we
suggest that readers should get in
touch with them at the address given
above.
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This self-contained
transmitter is designed
for those who need sim-
ple equipment and rea-
sonably low power. It
is ready to go on the
air with the addition

This front view gives a good idea of the controls and layout. The
transmitter is designed for C.W. operation and cathode keying.

A 3 -band C.W.
IN the issue dated October, 1938, was

published a single valve exciter
using a 6L6G in a tri-tet circuit. This

transmitter was intended for use as an
exciter to drive either a doubler or a
final amplifier. However, many read-
ers have been using it as a low -power
transmitter, but have now found that
although it gives ample R.F. output
far more satisfactory results could be
obtained if there were two stages so
covering more wavebands with greater
stability.

In any case, it is not recommended
that the beginner use a tri-tet circuit,
for this is a little tricky for those who
have no knowledge of transmitting pro-
cedure. So for those who have asked
for a very simple transmitter, I have
modified this exciter to use two valves
in such a way that three wavebands can
be covered without coil changes. The
fact that provision has been made for
twelve crystals need not deter the be-
ginner, for no modifications to the cir-
cuit need be made merely to use one
crystal in the conventional way.

40 -metre
QRM

However, I do advise the exciter to
be constructed in the manner shown,
and allowances made for more than
one crystal, for on 4o metres it is almost
essential that rapid frequency chang-
ing be possible. In any case, if the
switch is wired, crystals can be included
as they are obtained.

In order to keep cost as low as pos-
sible, and to make the transmitter a
simple one, the coil and condenser
values have been carefully worked out
so that 40, zo and to metres can be
covered with one condenser and coil.
It is agreed that on 4o metres the effi-
ciency will not be as high as if the cor-
rect capacity were used, but as the out-
put tends to drop on the higher -fre-
quency bands, the capacity used be-
comes more or less correct so counter -

of a key and aerial
connection. At a later
date, it can be used as
a medium powered ex-
citer for a high-powered
output stage. The de-

signer is G5ZJ.

Transmitter
acting any tendency for a drop in
output.

Also, the second valve has been de-
liberately over -biased by means of R3 in
order to make sure that the valve is an
efficient doubler and quadrupler. For
this reason, the output on zo metres,
is rather higher than it is on 4o metres,
while on xo metres it is still only slightly
less than 40 metres. This unit, when de-
monstrated at a recent meeting of the
International Short-wave Club, pro-
vided so much R.F. output on the three
bands, that 8 volt flashlamp bulbs could
not be used for indicating purposes.
Tests should be made with a 15 -watt
250 -volt bulb coupled to the tank cir-
cuit by a single -turn link.

This bulb can be lit to full brilliancy
on zo metres, to about 12 watts on 4o
metres, and nearly 4 watts on io metres.
On all three bands, the R.F. output
from the crystal -oscillator is in excess
of the requirements of the 6L6G, for it
will be found that should the grid cur-
rent rise above mA. there is no fur -

ther increase In R.F. output. Conse-
quently, the crystal -oscillator does not
have to be critically adjusted and if
crystals are included covering the ex-
tremes of the 40 -metre band, there is
no need to re -tune when switching from
one end of the band to the other.

Consider the circuit of the transmit-
ter. The crystal -oscillator is a new
valve recently produced by Tungsram,
a 6J5G triode. This is very smooth
and docile in operation and is one of
the best crystal oscillators I have tried.
With approximately 200 volts H.T. the
anode current, under operating condi-
tions, is only 4o mA. while crystal cur-
rent is negligible.

At this point it is also interesting to
note that the 6J5G is one of the few
valves that oscillates satisfactorily with
a io-metre crystal. The values in the
C.O. stage are not particularly critical,
but in order to obtain the maximum
R.F. output without stress the recom-
mended values should be strictly ad-
hered to. Across, the crystal is a resistor,

L"
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in this transmitter, two in the R.F. portion and
rectifier.
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40-20 and Do Metres
RI, which has a value of 50,000
ohms and with this value the cathode-
of the crystal oscillator-can be keyed
without their being any tendency for
the stage to go out of oscillation when
not accurately tuned.

Across the key is a condenser of .00t
mfd. and it appears to prevent clicks

neutralising on 20 and to metres does
not arise, for the valve then acts as a
frequency multiplier not requiring
neutralisation.

However, the fact that NCI is left
in circuit does not affect the valve in
any way. Before completing the crys-
tal oscillator stage, do not in any cir-

Most of the components are mounted underneath the chassis, including the filament transformer
and smoothing choke.

without causing any noticeable "chirp."
However, as a separate H.T. trans-
former is used, primary keying can be
used for those who prefer this method
by merely connecting the key in series
with, or in place of, switch Sz. VC',
tuning the oscillator anode, has the
high capacity of too minfd. and if Li
is of the correct inductance, the 40 -
metre band is tuned to resonance with
about 5o mmfd.

No
Meters

No radio -frequency choke has been
included for it was found quite unneces-
sary providing the top end of Li is by-
passed to earth by a capacity of .002
mfd. In order to limit the total cost of
the transmitter no meters have been in-
cluded, so, for this reason, closed cir-
cuit jacks have been connected in series
with the anode of both the oscillator
and the buffer -doubler. Resistance R2,
having a value of 7,500 ohms, is used
merely to limit the total H.T. voltage
which at the source is 500.

Again, in order to reduce the R.F.
output to prevent over driving the
6L6G, condensers C4 and C5 have been
included, which connected in series in
this way have an effective capacity of
5o mmfd. This also has another bene-
ficial effect in that it almost completely
isolates the buffer from the C.O. and
prevents any possibility of " pull " be-
tween stages. Consequently, when NC
is accurately adjusted, the circuit is
very easy to handle. The question of

cumstances omit C2, a condenser of .01
mfu., which by-passes one side of the
heater.

R.F.
Output

The 6L6G has been arranged so as
to give maximum output on zo and to
metres rather at the expense of the 40 -
metre output, but for guidance, as it
stands, the output is sufficient fully to
drive a T20 or ESW2o valve to full
output, while it will also drive a T40 to
about 3o mA. grid current.

However, if the unit is going to be
used more on 4o than on zo metres, then

Provision has been

resistance, R3, should be reduced from
its present value of ioo,000 ohms down
to 30,000 ohms. There is, of course, no
reason why R3 should not be made up
of two resistors, one of 70,000 ohms and
the other of 30,000 ohms, with a switch
cutting out the higher value resistor on
4o metres.

So that the screen voltage to the
6L6G remains practically constant, a
fixed potential divider is used to main-
tain this voltage. This also has the
advantage that it keeps the D.C. supply
to a reasonably steady voltage, parti-
cularly as choke input is used. R4 and
R5 are actually one resistor of 20 000
ohms with a tapping clip which, when
the valve has been tuned to resonance
and loaded to the aerial, has to be ad-
justed so that the voltage on the screen
is actually 275. During initial tests,
this tap clip should be slightly lower
than mid -way.

By-pass the screen by means of a .005
mfd. condenser and take the earth re-
turn via a short lead to cathode. The
anode coil Lz, is mounted on a 7 -pin
former with the link winding to L3. A
mid tap should be made and H.T. volt-
age fed to the valve at this point
through the choke RF C2. The switch
in the anode circuit of this valve is
merely to cut H.T. voltage forneutral-
ising purposes.
Power
Unit

Next comes the power unit, made up
of two separate transformers, Tx giving
Soo volts at 25o mA., and T2 purely for
filaments giving 6.3 volts and 5 , volts.
The mid tap of the 5 -volt winding is
the H.T. positive connection -and this
is taken -to one side of a heavy duty
smoothing choke. C8 and C9 are con-
densers having a capacity of 2 mfd.
each. It was found that a- certain

made for 12 crystals, and it is suggested that room
crystals even if they are not at present available.
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Current and Voltage
amount of space could be gained by
using two 2 mfd. units rather than a
single 4 mfd. unit.

Across the 6.3 -volt winding is a dial
light to indicate when the heaters are
alight, while across the primary of T

the chassis is taken up with a strip of
trolitol, complete with 24 sockets for
the crystals. Alongside the strip is the
500 -volt H.T. transformer, the connec-
tions from which go through the metal
chassis via two small feed -through in -

It can be seen that the oscillator coil is mounted directly above VCI, so keeping the leads short.
V1 is a 6J5 triode.

is a 250 -volt 15 -watt bulb obtained from
Messrs. A. F. Bulgin, which only lights
when the mains have been connected
to the H.T. transformer. Incidentally,
this bulb is the one used for checking
R.F. output.

A 5Z3 rectifying valve is recom-
mended, and, although this is suitable
for 25o mA. output when operating nor-
mally, Vi and V2 plus R4 and R5, do
not consume anything near this current,
butwhen off -tuned, V2 very often takes
up to 12o mA. This load is, of course,
only momentary, but the choke and rec-
tifying valve have to be particularly
large .to withstand it.

In order that the transmitter be built
in the simplest possible way, the com-
ponents have to be fitted in the correct
manner and order. First of all con-
sider the panel, for the components on
this are those which have to be fitted
first.

On the left-hand side is the oscillator
tuning control with the tank condenser
on the right-hand side. The jack
underneath the oscillator condenser is
in the cathode of Vi and as can be
seen, is used for keying purposes. Next
come two insulated jacks, the first in
the anode of Vi and the second in the
anode of V2.

Of the switches, the first is Si, the
second S2, and the third Sz. In the
centre is the switch which is hand -
drawn on thick cardboard and cali-
brated with the crystals available. Next
look at the plan view. About half of

CABINET.
r-Type 1034 steel with panel (Eddystone).
CHASSIS.
x-Aluminium finished black IS in. by 9 in. by 3 in.

(Peto-Scott).
COIL FORMS.
1 -4 -pin type CT4 (Raymart).
1 -6 -pin type CT6 (Raymart).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
x-.00x mfd. type 69oW (Ca) (Dubilier).
x-.ox mfd. type 69IW (C2) (Dubilier).
I-.002 mfd. type 620 (C3) (Dubilier).
2-.000x mid. type 690W (C4) (Dubilier).
x-.000x mfd. type 690W (C5) (Dubilierl.
1-.002 mfd. type 690W (C6) (Dubilier).
I-.0o5 mfd. type 62o (C7) (Dubilier).
1-2 mfd. type LEG (C8) (Dubilier).
I-2 mfd. type LEG (C9) (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
x-roo mmfd. type 1130 (VC2) (Eddystone).
x-x6o mmfd. type 1x31 (VC2) (Eddystone).
I-Type UTC (NCO) (B.T.S.).
CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY.
1-Type SW69 (RFCI) (Bulgin).
/-Type 1022 (RFC2) (Eddystone).
CHOKE, L.F.
1-15o mA. 4oH. (CHI) (Premier Supply Stores).
DIALS.
2-Small type Johnson Handles (Webbs Radio).
HOLDERS, COIL AND VALVE.
2 -8 -pin ceramic octal (Clix).
I -4 -pin ceramic type 949 (Eddystone).
1 -7 -pin chassis type less terminals (Clix).
x -4 -pin chassis type less terminals (Clix).

sulators. The mid tap of the H.T.
winding is connected directly to chassis.

Along the front edge can be seen on
the left-hand side Li, and underneath
it, VCi. The first valve is a 6J5G, the
second a 6L6G, then L2 and L3 on the

same former, VC2 and finally the 5Z3.
Most of the small components are

mounted underneath the chassis. This
also includes the filament transformer,
smoothing choke, smoothing conden-
sers, special neutralising condenser, all
resistors and by-pass condensers.

As LI is mounted on the panel directly
above VC' the connecting leads are
short. This coil consists of ten com-
pldte turns of '18 -gauge wire spaced
according to the threading on the
former. The connections are termin-
ated to the normal anode and grid pins
on the coil form.

Coil L2 is made up of eight turns of
16 -gauge wire centre tapped and a
single turn of 2 mm. rubber -covered
wire around the centre for L3, the link
winding. The output from the link
winding is fed into a short length of
8o -ohm cable which is, in turn, termin-
ated in another single turn link for
coupling into a buffer or doubler grid
coil if required or into an aerial coil.

Before switching on the supply mains
to the transmitter, check between H.T.
positive and earth for leakage for this
should not exceed 30,000 ohms. Keep
Si open, switch on S3 and allow one
minute before switching on S2. With
a meter in J2, the anode current will
be around 6o mA. anci VC' should be
tuned quickly until this current drops
to under 20 mA.

This shows that the circuit is tuned
to resonance, after which Si should be
made and the meter transferred into J2.

(Continued on page 192)

Components for
A THREE -BAND C.W. TRANSMITTER

r-American 4 -pin chassis type less terminals (Clix)'
JACKS.

P3-InsulLUGS.ated
closed circuit (Premier Supply Stores)

x-Px5 (Bulgin).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
1-5o,000 ohm type WE7 (RI) (Bulgin).
1-7,50o ohm type 8 watt (R2) (Premier Supply

Stores).
2-x00,00o-ohm type 4 watt (R3) (Premier Supply

Stores).
1-30,000 ohm type PR39 (R4 and R5) (Bulgin).
SUNDRIES.
x-Dial light type D7 (Bulgin).
x-Dial light type D35 (Bulgin).
4-Feed-through insulators type ST (Raymart).
4-Stand-off insulators type 1029 (Eddystone.)
I-Sheet trolitol 7 in. by 4 in. (Premier Supply

Stores).
SWITCHES.
3-Toggle type S8oT (Bulgin).
x-x2-point rotary (Peto-Scott).
TRANSFORMERS.
1-High-voltage type SP5oo (Ti) (Premier Supply

Stores).
I-Filament giving 6.3 volts z amperes.

5 volts 3 amperes (T2)
(Premier Supply Stores).

ACCESSORIES
MORSE KEY.
1-McElroy standard (Webbs Radio).
VALES.
x-6 5G (Vx) (Tungsram).
x-6L6G (VI) (Tungsram).
I -5Z3 (V3) (Premier Supply Stores).
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Making the Most
of a

Dummy Antenna
It is difficult accurately to tell the efficiency of a transmitter without special equipment. The

Ohmite dummy antenna is very useful for such checks as explained in this article.

ATRUE dummy antenna is use-
ful, of course, in substitution for
the regular antenna to check the

transmitter before going on the
air. The utility of such a device by no
means ends here. While its use solely
for this purpose was unanimously re-
commended as early as the spring of
1935 by the Board of Directors of the
A.R.R.L. as a means of more effective
employment of amateur frequencies,
its adaptability as a tool in better trans-
mitter adjustment far over -shadows its

calls, most of the power must be get-
ting into the antenna. All admitted,
however, that the difference between 6o
per cent. and 8o per cent. efficiency re-
presented about one-third more useful
power which they might or might not
be getting. If they were not, it was
costing them something on the electric
bill on each and every QSO.

The improvement in efficiency of all
stages of the transmitter would repre-
sent a definite saving on the amateur's
pocket -book. More concrete and

SINGLE ENDED CIRCUIT

-
BALANCED TANK CIRCUIT

BALANCING OUT STRAY
INDUCTANCE &CAPACITY

F

DIRECT DUMMY COUPLING
INTERSTAGE COUPLING

Some of the coupling circuits mentioned in the text.

limited substitution of the regular
antenna.

Technically, a true dummy antenna
is a compact high wattage resistor of
low inductance. It follows, therefore,
that such a device has long been one
of the chief instruments missing from
the long lists of units available to the
amateur, experimenter and manufac-
turer for use in radio frequency power
on transmitters, efficiency of receiving
antennas, diathermy equipment and
like R.F. generating equipment.

The writer, in making a check among
fellow amateurs some of whom had rigs
as modern as the state of the art per-
mitted, found in almost every instance
that the overall efficiency of the final
amplifier as well as the associated
radiating equipment was an unknown
quantity. Each reckoned that in view
of the fact that the " plates of the tubes
did not melt the efficiency must be
pretty good-probably between 6o and
8o per cent." They further thought that
since they worked fair DX and had a
reasonable percentage of answers to

We are indebted to IV9CG the author of this article, who
is on the staff of the Ohmite Manufacturing Co., and to
the American publication " Radio News " in which it first
appeared.

tangible evidence is likely to be noticed
through saving in equipment. How
many of us have purchased a PDQ 15o
for the final which the manufacturers
assure us can be driven to the moon and
back by a single PDW15 ! However,
after hours of fussing and nursing the
driver stage, because we have not had
an accurate means of checking the per-
form -ince of PDQ is stage while making
the various adjustments, we finally
make an unnecessary investment in a
higher voltage plate transformer, as-
sociated rectifier and filter equipment
along with a PDQ5o to get the
necessary drive.

Another angle on the possibility of
direct saving can probably best be
illustrated by a hypothetical case. Sup-
pose a zoo -watt transmitter had a final
efficiency of 6o per cent. (the broadcast
station figure). The useful output would
be 200 x .6o = 12o watts. Improvement
in efficiency to 75 per cent. would re-
sult in a useful output of 200 X .75=15o
watts. How much would additional
equipment cost (power supplies, larger
tubes, larger tuning condensers, insula-
tors, etc., to say nothing of the steady
increased drain on the light bill for
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each hour of operation) for a larger
transmitter at the 60 per cent. figure to
obtain this 50 -watt output ? Simple cal-
culation (15o x .6 = 25o watts) shows
that enough equipment to make over
the transmitter from a zoo -watt job to a
250 -watt job would be necessary.

1 his would undoubtedly include ad-
ditional driving equipment and associa-
ted power supply equipment. There
is little doubt that by brute force and
cramming every watt of the allowable
r000 -watt input into the final, we can
get enough out even under extremely
poor efficiencies to work all the DX we
want to. There is less doubt that the
cost of equipment and power under
such conditions is far out of proportion
to the results obtained.

A simple and direct means of measur-
ing radio -frequency power, therefore,
means to the amateur a simple solution
of heretofore tedious adjustments of
often unknown value in tuning up the
various stages of a transmitter, as well
as linking the transmitter itself to the
antenna.

In connection with an R.F. ammeter
the vacuum type dummy antenna be-
comes this unit and will be found
as indispensable and important an in-
strument in the ham shack as the volt-
meter, the milliammeter, the monitor
and oscilloscope have proved to be.

The dummy antenna becomes an R.F.
watt indicator when used in series with
an R.F. ammeter, and the following
determinations serve as a starting
point to better transmitter operation.
We have to find out how good or how
bad our transmitter really is.

(a) Determination of efficiency and
output of the crystal or oscillator
stage.

(b) Determination of efficiency and
output of intermediate and buffer
stages.

(c) Determination of efficiency and
output of the final amplifier.

A, B and C are in reality the same
problem. They are solved by using the
dummy load in series with an R.F. am-
meter (or R.F. milliammeter in the case
of small watts as in the crystal stage)
and a short length of twisted pair or
concentric line with a loop used to
couple the device to the plate tank of
the stage being measured.

If the quality of the twisted pair and
link is in doubt, the combination can
be coupled directly to the plate tank
remembering, of course, that high volt-
age D.C. is present and should be
treated accordingly. (The technique of
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Examples of Use
the operator is a factor and a short
coupling means may prove to give less
trouble in adjustment. One foot of con-
centric feeder has been found less
critical in adjustment than direct coup-
ling probably because the R.F. ammeter
and dummy are more removed from the
R.F. field of the tank coil).

Where the impedance match for the
maximum transfer of energy occurs is
dependent upon the design of the tank
circuit. Since the resistance of the
dummy is 73 ohms (if it were a different
value, the theory remains the same) it
is necessary to find that point on the
tank where the impedance is likewise
73 ohms, or whatever resistance value
the dummy might have. A true experi-
menter will start with the proposition
that his antenna match point .on the
tank might be wrong, and seek the
proper match to the dummy experi-
mentally.

The optimum coupling for the maxi-
mum transfer of energy is determined
experimentally by clipping across addi-
tional tank turns progressively until
the R.F. meter reads the greatest
amount of current flowing at tank
resonance. For 600 ohm dummies this
may amount to several turns.

In the case of a dummy of 73 ohms,
optimum coupling for the best transfer
of energy will be found very close
(generally a turn or less) from centre of
the coil for each clip in the case of a
balanced tank circuit and a turn or less
from the R.F. ground end in the case
of a single ended circuit.

It should be mentioned here, that the
clips, the connecting wires, etc., can
add stray capacity and some inductance
into the dummy system. With reason-
able care in setting up the test circuit
correction for this should not be neces-
sary for the practical determination of
efficiency, the stray capacity and induct-
ance of the leads can be balanced out by
inserting a small exterior inductance
and variable condenser in series with
the dummy antenna and R.F. ammeter.
The values of the inductance and con-
denser should be such that resonance
can be obtained as is noted by a dip in
the grid circuit meter (high voltage of
plate being off) when turned to such
resonance. In this state all stray
capacities and inductances are balanced
out, and the dummy is the only resist-
ance effective in the circuit.

The stage can now be fired up and
tuned to resonance. CAUTION : The in-
put should be reduced until it is de-
finitely established that leads have not
become shorted either in the series cir-
cuit or to ground. The R.F. current in
a shorted turn can be unbelievably high
even in a low power stage and thermo-
couples can be burned out. After assur-
ance that all is well, the normal input
can be applied.

By multiplying the current reading

of the R.F. ammeter obtained in
amperes by itself and then by the im-
pedance of the device x Ohms=
Watts), the watts being transformed
into heat is the result. This represents
the output of the stage being measured.
The efficiency of the stage is repre-
sented by the ratio of the output figure

Own", 4
td1;05105

A view of the dummy antenna.

just determined to the D.C. watts in;
put to the plate circuit.

For example, suppose an amplifier is
drawing 1/ to ampere at ir,000 voi..s. In-
put = (.1) x (I,000) = too watts. Sup-
pose the dummy is 73 ohms, and the
R.F. ammeter reads 1.02 amps. Output
= (4.02) (hoz (73) = 73 watts. Effi-

76
cieny = - x too per cent. = 76 per

too
cent.

After finding out exactly what output
can be obtained from each stage, all the
regular adjustments should be made in
bias, etc., to obtain the maximum out-
put as measured by the R.F. ammeter,
always referring back to the input and
calculating the efficiency after each ad-
justment. After all, if the plate input
goes up faster than the output nothing
has been gained in efficiency. If the
tube is operating in accordance with
manufacturers' recommendations, as to
bias, drive, plate volts, filament volts,
etc., and the efficiency is still low, the
next step would be to look for circuit
components which are robbing the
dummy of the power it should take.
Remember that the tube can be operat-
ing at maximum efficiency, as evidenced
by normal temperatures and cool plate,
and actually be delivering to the output
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or tank circuit most of the power than
is in turn being delivered to it.

Leaky insulation, high circulating
current losses, and so on, may mean
that the load may not get even an ap-
preciable percentage of this power. Un-
less warm or hot inductances, by-pass
condensers, etc., make this undeniably
apparent, the engineer may overlook
these possible sources of inefficiencies
unless they practically jump right out
at him. The writer remembers only too
well a metal clad plate blocking con-
denser mounted on a metal chassis
without benefit of stand-off insulators.
Without a means of measuring the out-
put, the writer rested snug in the satis-
faction of a job well done because the
tube apparently was doing its stuff,
until a pool of compound dripping to
the stage below indicated that about
half the tube output was melting com-
pound instead of going up the feeders.

Visible proof of losses may not
always be so apparent. There is no
doubt that the difference in the plate
current reading between the loaded and
unloaded conditions gives a fair indica-
tion of the presence of losses, however,
several factors (tube characteristics,
bias behaviour) involved make it prac-
tically impossible to estimate the prob-
able efficiency. It is not intended in
this article to more than border on the
many possible sources of inefficiencies
in R.F. circuits. Practically all
amateurs have handbooks and other
sources of information on the subject
treated with far more thoroughness
than could be employed in an article
of this type.

I have endeavoured to show, how-
ever, that a simple means of measure-
ment of power will enable the amateur
to see some tangible proof of his efforts
to improve his transmitter antenna and
stages. As a matter of fact, even if the
final amplifier had proved to be 8o per
cent. efficient in the first place, there
is a great deal of personal satisfaction
in knowing what the actual figure is.
Then, too, go per cent. efficiency is still
worth trying  for and not at all
unattainable.

Because the dummy load can be used
as an accurate indicator of R.F. power,
additional uses other than the deter-
mination of efficiency, alone become
apparent, for example :

(d) Determination of the optimum
setting of all coupling devices
for maximum transfer at the
nominal impedance (impedance
matching) between stages.

This is solved as follows : Regardless
of what the efficiency of the stage being
measured is, there will he one setting
of the coupling device (link or other-
wise) which will give the maximum
reading of the R.F. ammeter represent-
ing the best impedance match between
the stage and the load. Any other load
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having the same impedance as the
dummy will also be matched perfectly
with this setting. (The chances are that
the grid and plate circuits of the stages
being coupled may have widely dif-
ferent impedances both between them-
selves and made to the actual link cir-
cuit itself which is generally used and
which has short lengths of 6 in. or so).

Generally the output of the driver can
be measured at point BB, although

and less power at point BB may be due
to this reduced plate input rather than
losses. The comparison between plate
input and power output must always be
made before any conclusions can be
made as to losses occurring. Repeating
the power measurement at point CC
will allow calculation of losses occur-
ring in the line from point BB to point
CC, again referring to the plate input
before definite conclusions are made.

The simple equipment used by the author.

the coupling coil itself can be measured
at point AA as described in previous
paragraph and at point BB after the
optimum setting for maximum energy
transfer is made. A decrease in indica-
ted power at point BB with the same
plate input would mean losses in the
coupling system itself. The plate input
would, of course, be referred to again
as it may have been reduced through
wrong adjustment of the coupling coil

The same procedure can be followed
for further information in

(e) Determination of the efficiency of
the transmission line between the
final amplifier and antenna.

After the final stage is adjusted for
maximum output (say, e.g., on a 73 ohm
dummy load) suppose we substitute a
73 ohm concentric line and place the
dummy at the far end which would

normally attach to the antenna. With-
out readjustment of the transmitter the
R.F. current at the transmitter should
be approximately the same as with the
dummy. Likewise, the plate current
and plate voltage. On a poorly regu-
lated plate supply, in the event of a
plate current change, plate voltage will
also be changed.

If there are any appreciable line
losses the current will be progressively
less out to the end of the line where
the dummy is attached. The current
measured at this point is the current in
the dummy and the power is calculated
as before. The difference between this
figure and the previous figure deter-
mined at the transmitter would be the
approximate line losses, providing mis-
matches have not occurred which may
alter the efficiency of the amplifier it-
self due to several reasons. This loss
figure then may not be strictly true
since the line losses are in part due to
insulation resistance.

If the plate current or voltage
changes appreciably, this is due to mis-
matches and/or appreciable distributed
capacity entering into the system. Any
change in plate current or voltage
means that the efficiency of the final
:,mplifier will alter and the figure for
line losses may also include a change in
amplifier efficiency as well. As a matter
of fact, if the match was poor in the
determination of the amplifier efficiency
and should happen to be improved upon
when the line was brought in to the
system, an increase in overall efficiency
might be the result. The above possi-
bilities would also apply to previous
measurements made on the link coupled
stages described in the previous
paragraph under (d).

These aerials are obtainable from
G5NI (Birmingham), Ltd.

56 Megacycle Tests
DURING the past two years G8KD

and the portable station G8KF
have been active on 56 megacycles

covering only a limited area. For these
tests electron -coupled oscillators were
used with an average input of 25 watts.
The equipment has now been changed
to crystal control with an input varying
between 25 and 5o watts. Telephony
is always used unless there should hap-
pen to be special requests for C.W. or
I. C. W.

Reports are being received from the
South of England and in view of this it
has been decided to maintain regular
schedules and to ask for the co-opera-
tion of amateurs in all parts of the
country.

Every Tuesday and Sunday 5 -metre
transmissions will be sent out from
G8KD using the crystal -controlled
transmitter and both vertical and hori-

From Sheffield
zontal polarised waves. The following
schedule will be strictly adhered to,
but as there is a possibility of occa-
sional lapses on Sundays, due notice
will be given during the previous

uesday's transmission.
The transmissions shown for Tues-

days and Sundays will be repeated each
week until further notice, and actually
started on February 14.
TUESDAYS.

The first transmission is at 8 p.m.
until 8.5 p.m. with 5o watts input and
a long-wire horizontal aerial. The fre-
quency used is 58.o68 Mc. Between 8.5
and 8.10 p.m. is a listening period fol-
lowed by a further transmitting period
between 8.10 and 8.15 p.m. with 35

watts input at a frequency of 57.232
Mc. and a vertical di -pole aerial. The
second listening period is between 8.15
and 8.20 p.m., and the sequence will be
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repeated throughout the following 20
minutes with tests concluding at
8.40 p.m.
SUNDAYS.

The first transmitting period is at
r1.3o a.m. and the schedule will follow
the same form as on Tuesdays, but con-
cluding at 8 p.m. During the tests, in-
formation will be given as to the plane
of polarisation and other items of in-
terest. The long-wire aerial is 8o ft.
high, S wavelengths long and is ap-
proximately east and west. This aerial
is used for contacting eastern and wes-
tern parts of England on either side of
Sheffield.

The 5 -metre vertical di -pole uses an
unfed reflector with the whole system
rotatable. During the test transmis-
sions, the aerial and reflector will be
directed on to the south of England.

Reports should be sent to G. W.
Bagshaw, " Newfield House," New-
field Lane, Dore Moor, Sheffield.
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The Hallicrafter model S-21 better known as

WE have been making a series of
tests under all kinds of condi-
tions with a new model 5-21 re-

ceiver recently introduced by Halli-
crafters, of Chicago. This set is de-
signed for serious communication pur-
poses on frequencies of between 27 and
68 megacycles, which is covered in two
bands. On band one, the minimum fre-
quency is 27 megacycles, with a maxi-
mum of 42 megacycles, and on band two
go megacycles, to 68 megacycles. The
main tuning drive is very accurately
calibrated in keeping with this and ap-
pears to hold thi'S accuracy to the
extreme ends of the scale.

The circuit consists of an 1852 low -
noise pentode R.F. amplifier followed
by a 6L7 mixer, 6J5G high -frequency
oscillator, 6K7 first I.F. amplifier with
iron cored transformers, 6P7G second
I.F. amplifier and beat -frequency oscil-
lator, 647E double -diode triode and
6F6G output pentode.

Noise
Limiter

There are also two more valves, one
being an 8o rectifier and the other a
6H6 which is used in a Dickert noise
limiter circuit. The gain of the re-
ceiver can be adjusted both in the R.F.
and audio sections, while there is also a
switch to give two positions of
selectivity.

In the broad position, selectivity is
such that frequency modulated signals
can be read quite comfortably, while
crystal control transmissions are receiv-
able in the sharp position.

The Dickert noise limiting circuit is
extremely satisfactory and when local
conditions are such that motor car igni-
tion noise completely drowns all
signals, the silencer is switched into
circuit and the noise level is reduced
from R9 to R2 leaving the signal in
the clear.

In order to obtain maximum results
with this receiver it is essential that the
aerial be cut to approximately the cor-
rect frequency and to be suitable for
connection to the receiver which has
an input impedance of approximately
400 ohms.

During our tests a vertical dipole
with spaced line was used and this
proved quite satisfactory. Low -loss

the 8 -valve 5-10.
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A New
Iliallicrafter
U.H.F. Receiver

This 8 -valve U.H.F. receiver is a new release.
Tests indicate that it is in the front rank of communi-

cation receivers of its type.

8o ohm cable was also tried without any
apparent decrease in signal length.
For C.W. reception the beat -frequency
oscillator can be switched into circuit
and as this is done the automatic
volume control arrangements are ren-
dered inoperative. The point of interest
is that B.F.O. does not cause any rise
in noise level. There is also a pitch
control which can be varied to give the
required note. Provision has been made
for headphone reception and when
phones are in use the loudspeaker is
automatically disconnected.

During our tests a large number of
stations on 28 megacycles were received
with a signal level in excess of 70 db.
The American police control stations
arid also actual police cars were also
receivable at certain times of the day.
In fact the frequencies above 28 mega-
cycles were extremely interesting as
there were so many unusual stations
that could be heard.

The blind landing equipment at
Croydon, which has a very limited
range, could be picked up quite
strongly on 32 megacycles, while the
television mobile van, operating from
Twickenham slightly above 6o mega-
cycles provided a signal which com-
pletely overloaded the R meter. Inci-
dentally, at this point, it is well worth
mentioning that the R meter is an ac-
cessory which can be plugged into the
receiver, but is not fitted as standard.

On 5 metres, a whole host of London
amateur stations were logged, many of
which had not been heard previously.
By means of the band spread dial it was
possible accurately to log the tuning
positions of 5 -metre stations without
any difficulty which is of particular im-
portance to those who are interested in
DX work on this band.

The sensitivity level is reasonably
constant over all freouencies with per-
haps the best performance around 5

metres. The tuning controls are easy to
handle, there being no trace of back
lash, while frequency shift was abso-
lutely unnoticeable even around 6o
megacycles.

No trouble with selectivity was
noticed even when the io-metre band
was extremely alive and full of DX
stations. We were interested to find
that owing to the high sensitivity a
considerable number of British amateur
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stations up to 6o or 70 miles could be
received, which gives some indication
as to the sensitivity of the instrument.

With maximum sensitivity there is no
trace of microphony despite the fact
that the loudspeaker is built in. No
traces of instability could be found and
generally speaking the receiver is
docile to handle as an ordinary com-
munication set on 7 megacycles.

Owing to the excellent tuning ar-
rangements and the band spreading sys-
tem, the operator does not obtain any
idea of high -frequency reception as the
tuning on 56 megacycle amateur band
appears to be broad.

The receiver as standard is for A.C.
operation, but on the rear of the chassis
is a plug which can be removed so that
the receiver can be operated from a
vibrator unit and an accumulator.

This type of instrument has a big ad-
vantage over the superregenerative
ultra -high frequency receiver insomuch
as it is infinitely more selective and
very quiet in operation. It should be
remembered that in a broad tuning
position the band width is sufficiently
wide to receive transmissions which are
not stable or crystahcontrolled so that
the advantages of the super regenera-
tive receiver are not lost by users of a
superhet such as this 5-1o.

The price complete and ready for
operation with all valves is £20, and it
can be seen and demonstrated by
Messrs. Webb's Radio, 14 Soho Street,
or any of the other Hallicrafter agents,
details of whom can be found in the
advertisement pages of this issue.

The TangsKam 0S-12/500
This new Tungsram valve is a

high efficiency indirectly heated
screened pentode designed in the first
instance as an R.F. power amplifier for
short-wave operation. It is fitted with
a ceramic base and has a suppressor
grid brought out to a separate pin for
modulation purposes.

The heater voltage is 12.6 with a
current of .27 amperes and it is de-
signed to operate with 50o volts on the
anode, 200 volts on the screen and a
dissipation of 12 watts.

A similar valve is the OS -12/501 hav-
ing a 6.3 volt 1.4 amp. heater. The
price of these valves is 22S. 6d.
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The New Garrard
Record Changer

NOW that so many modern radio
receivers include a really worth-
while output stage with a large

moving coil loudspeaker, more and
more gramophone pick-ups are being
sold, for it is practically impossible to
obtain good reproduction from a record
unless a good amplifier and pick-up
are used.

We have found that automatic record
changers now that they have been re -

is controlled by the weight of a record
on the centre spindle which interrupts
the mechanical switch movement.

When there are no records on the
record spindle, it lifts slightly, being
spring loaded, so removing the switch
interrupting lever from the switch
allowing it to cut off the. mains supply.

General Mechanism.-The changing
mechanism is controlled from a cam
driven through a clutch from the motor.

This illustration shows the type RC4 Garrard auto -changer which is of the
bent spindle type. Either magnetic or crystal pick-ups can be fitted

duced in price are a very good invest-.
ment, for, in addition to being quite
foolproof, enable records to be played
for almost three-quarters of an hour
without attention. This once and for
all removes the great difficulty of
record changing, for so few -people can
be bothered to change records every
three minutes or so.

An auto -changer of unusual efficiency
is the new type RC4 manufactured by
The Garrard Engineering & Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., Swindon, Wilts. This
changer uses an induction motor suit-
able for 200 to 240 volts 50/60 cycles,
which consumes 19.5 watts. A similar
motor is the RC5 model which will work
on either A.C. or D.C. mains from too
volts upwards. The records are placed
on a stepped record spindle which leans
at an angle towards the record plat-
form. This ensures that the records
rest on the platform on which are two
studs the same thickness as an average
record. When it is required to drop
the record, the platform moves inward
towards the centre spindle and the studs
catching on the edge of the record push
it off the step on the centre spindle.
The record dropping down the angle
on the record spindle pulls away the
record platform and falls flat on to the
turntable.

When the last record has been played,
the changer automatically stops. This
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The clutch is engaged by the action or
the auto sTip mechanism which oper-
ates on the spiral running at the end
of the record. The motor on the A.C.
model is the induction squirrel cage
type and is governor controlled.. The
universal A.C./D.C. motor is a series
wound commutator type fitted with a
tapped mains resistance. This motor is
governor controlled and it fitted with a
suppressor condenser to eliminate any
chance of electrical interference from
the brushes reaching the amplifier.

These changers are particularly well
finished and can be fitted with either
magnetic or crystal type pick-ups. We
have noticed with some designs that
when a changer is mounted in a cabinet
with an amplifier providing a high -
audio output and the speaker mounted
on the front of the cabinet, that there
is a tendency for mechanical feed -back
to be set up. With this Garrard instru-
ment the changer can be supplied for
mounting springs to eliminate any
such tendency.

The operation of an automatic chan-
ger of this kind is extremely simple.
To play to -in. records, a knob has
merely to be turned to the required
direction after which, once the motor
has been set in motion eight records
will play one after the other automati-
cally. This gives almost a thirty -
minute playing time.

The consumption of the motor is low
and on a 220 -volt A.C. mains will run
for 70 hours for the price of one unit.

An extremely robust motor is included in this auto -changer and there is no trace
of slowing up even on records with predoMinant base. This applies when a

maximum of eight records are in use.

The cam carries out the full changing
cycle in one revolution at the comple-
tion of which the clutch disengages.

Mention of "Television and Short-wave

World " when corresponding with

advertisers will ensure prompt attention.
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We are at present designing a quality
amplifier with a built-in loudspeaker
and record changer which will be
published in a forthcoming issue,
and we are embodying the Garrard
type RC4 unit. We strongly advise
readers who are interested in automatic
record changers to get in touch with
theGarrard Engineering and Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., regarding this unit,
which is priced at Z7 los.
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IT is anticipated that during the next
few months and particularly during
the summer there will be a big rise

in interest on the ultra -high frequency
bands. It has been proved in other parts
of the world that quite long distances
can be covered on 5 metres and there
still remains one important contact to
be made and that is two-way com-
munication across the Atlantic on
5 metres.

There have been numerous reports
from both sides of the Atlantic claiming
reception, but so far no proof of a two-
way contact. In order to work long dis-
tances on 5 metres, a fairly good loca-
tion has to be chosen, but amateurs
should bear in mind that at the present
time in this country experimenters such
as G6DH, G6VA, G6F0, G5BY, G5RD
and many others are doing good work
from quite ordinary locations.

During the past few months, labora-
tory tests have shown that although
satisfactory 5 -metre output can be ob-
tained from a io-metre crystal, this ar-
rangement is not ideal for such crystals
are still a little difficult to handle.
Many amateurs use 40 -metre crystals
with a tetrode valve taking 10 metres
and in some cases 5 metres straight out
of the anode circuit. This again is satis-
factory and does not necessarily cause
a high crystal current, but it is not
every amateur who will be able to ob-
tain satisfactory results with ample
R.P. output and freedom from drift
with this arrangement.

There is another angle, to use 'a
Brookes fundamental zo-metre crystal
which gives an output practically equal
to that obtained from a good 4o -metre
crystal. By using a 6J5G with this
crystal, and with a comparatively low
voltage, ample output can be obtained
at fundamental frequency to drive a
6L6G as a frequency multiplier with
20 metres in and 5 metres out. This in
turn fully loads an ESW-2o as a final
neutralised amplifier on 5 metres. The
output with this arrangement is a com-
fortable 12 to 15 watts with 25 to 30
watts input.

Crystal Control
on

5 -metres
Amateur interest during the next few months will
be centred on ultra -high frequency working. This
transmitter which gives up to 15 watts R.F. output on
5 metres and can also be used on 20 and io metres,

has been designed by Kenneth Jowers

On the left-hand
corner can be seen
the compact C.O.
stage with a 20 -
metre crystal and 20 -

metre anode coil.
The circuit of the transmitter is

shown on this page, from which it can
be seen that the arrangement is com-
paratively simple and should not cause
the constructor any difficulties when
building. Also as cost is generally of
primary importance, the transmitter is
not limited to operation merely on the
5 -metre band. The coils are of the
plug-in type so that it can work on
to metres without any modification and
even on zo metres by taking the drive
from the crystal oscillator straight into
the grid of the ESIV-zo and omitting
the buffer. An alternative scheme is to
use the intermediate stage as a
neutralised sub -amplifier. However,
the 6L6G is not easy to neutralise owing
to the very low capacity required.

It will be appreciated that losses in
a transmitter of this kind have to be
kept to an absolute minimum for
even with a circuit oscillating satisfac-
factory it is difficult to obtain a high
R.F. output. The normal easy methods
of construction such as can be tolerated
on the lower -frequency bands, are im-
possible on 5 metres. For this reason
we have had made up specially for the

transmitter a set of coils built by Denco,
of Clacton. Connected with this com-
pany is G6OH, the well known 5 -metre
expert whose ideas have been embodied
in the design of these coils.

First of all, the 2o -metre anode coil.
This is wound on trolitol former and
mounted directly across the 15 mmfd.
tuning condenser. In this way, there
are virtually no connecting leads be-
tween coil and condenser. If the crystal
is also very close to the grid of the
6J5, so that the C.O. stage as a whole
is closely wired, the R.F. output on 7.0
metres is unusually high.

The doubler coil is also mounted on
the tuning condenser; but arranged so
that it can be of the interchangeable
type. From the illustration of the
doubler coil, which consists of 4 turns
only, it can be seen that a trolitol
mounting strip is bolted directly across
the stator plates of the condenser. On
this strip are fixed two sockets into
which plugs the 5 -metre coil. Losses
are again negligible and there is a high
degree of efficiency in this stage, par-
ticularly as the correct L/C ratio has
been obtained, the condenser originally
having a capacity of 15 mmfd. has been
double spaced and now provides a
capacity of between 2 mmfd., and 7
mmfd.

Not quite the same method of
mounting can be adopted in the P.A.

X X

--4VvYVvy

R7

C.3

12

=Ls

There are three stages in this transmitter in which the second and third stages are both
tuned to 5 metres. See the special note in the text regarding inter -stage coupling condensers.

GR,C2

x X

 50.7,
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A 20 -metre Crystal

stage for the coil necessarily has to he
more robustly built. The problem of
condenser is also an awkward one, for
the majority of split -stator condensers

Two wide -gap midget condensers are used as a
stage.

are either too small or too large. How-
ever, one of the Eddystone cradles has
been modified and used with a pair of
their new wide -gap midget condensers
which form an excellent split -stator
condenser. The coil as can be seen
from the illustration is wound with

This is the plug-in 5 -metre coil in the 6L6G
anode circuit.

heavy gauge wire and mounted on an-
other strip of trolitol. There is also
a single turn link for feeding the R.F.
into a remote aerial coil. The trolitol
sub -base fits into a trolitol base which
has been arranged so that the connect-
ing wires come practically parallel
with the end of the two condensers.

Refer again to the theoretical circuit
of the R.F. unit. Between stages are
two coupling condensers which are
rather a variable quantity. If the
transmitter is to be used on 5 metres
only, then VC can actually be a fixed
condenser of the .mica type" having a
capacity of loo mmfd. VC3 can also be

fixed with a capacity of so mmfd. This
condenser is of the Dubilier ceramic
type. However, if the experimenter
wishes to use this transmitter on

split stator in the final Make a particular point

bands other than 5 metres, then it is a
good plan to be able to vary the amount
of drive and in such circumstances,
VC2 and VC3 should both be of the
pre-set type having a maximum capac-
ity of 56 mmfd. Then on io metres
for example, VC2 can be reduced in
capacity so as to prevent over -drive of
the following stage. The 6L6G re-
quires so little drive and only ri mA. of
grid current that it is very easily over
driven by the 6J5 in 'this circuit.

The crystal -oscillator is extremely
simple, no R.F. chokes in either grid or
anode and no cathode bias resistor.
Merely a resistor of 30,00o ohms across
the crystal and a by-pass condenser of
.0005 mfd. from the top end of the
anode coil to earth.

The jack Ji, is merely for checking
anode current when making initial
tests for it is quite unnecessary to in-
clude a meter. The 500 -volt power pack
is too large for the 6J5 on this fre-
quency, so that R2, having a value of
5,000 ohms, is necessary. Also, the
screen of the frequency multiplier is

An

V4

C9

output of approximately 500 volts D.C. is
obtained from this power unit.
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connected to the low voltage side of
R2, via R7,  having a value of 2,000
ohms. This keeps the voltage on the
screen of the 6L6G to about zoo volts.

of taking all the earthy turns in the final stage
to a common point.

The cathode of the 6J5 can be keyed
if required, and a capacity of .cioI mfd.
should be connected across the key.

Although the 6L6G's are rated for
Soo volts they run extremely hot as a
frequency multiplier on 5 metres with

The 20 -metre anode coil is fixed directly to the
tuning condenser.

this voltage. This is only to be ex-
pected so R4 has been included, which
has a resistance of 4,000 ohms, so re-
ducing the voltage to about 300. The
valve still runs warm at this voltage,
but not sufficiently so to affect its work-
ing life.

In the grid of the 6L6G is a resistor
having a value of 75,000 ohms. This
provides quite a high bias which is re-
quired when frequency multiplying,
and consequently, the output on 5

metres is extremely high. Should at
any time it be necessary to use the
6L6G as a sub -amplifier, then R3
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10 and 20 -metre Use
should be reduced in value about 15,000
ohms.

No R.F. choke is required in the
grid of the 6L6G, but a choke and by-
pass condenser are essential in the
anode circuit. The by-pass condenser

should have a value of .0005 mfd.,
while the choke is a special Denco pro-
duct made specially for this particular
circuit.

So far the circuit is straight forward
and easy to build and the only com-
plication in the final stage as far as an
inexperienced amateur is concerned it
the fact that the ESW-zo has to be
neutralised. This, however, should not
cause any difficulty if the valve is
neutralised as explained later in the
text..

The grid of the ESW-zo is tied down
to earth via an R.F. choke and R5, a
resistor of to,000 ohms. This resistor
has a 15 -watt rating and provides ade-
quate bias to. the ESW-zo. The junction
between the choke and the resistor is
by-passed to earth by C5.

The tank coil, L3 is made up of four
complete turns as can be seen from the
illustrations and if mounted in the man-
ner suggested, allows for reasonably
short leads with the exception to the
anode of the ESW-zo which does not
apparently have any detrimental effect.

In order to prevent losses in the final
stage, L4, a link winding has been in-
cluded so that the transmitter can be
coupled to a remote aerial coil
close to the feeder by means of low im-
pedance cable. It is considered that
this scheme is better than having the
feeder line coming straight to the tank
coil which cannot always be placed in
the best position.

A glance at the plan view of the
transmitter shows just how the com-
ponents have been deliberately bunched

together so as to keep the connections to
each stage as short as possible. If any
variation in layout is made, this point
should be remembered. The underside
view of the chassis shows the quite
simple wiring. Make a particular

keep the voltage comparatively stable a
bleeder of 25,00o ohms is connected
across the total supply.

The switch, Sz, is merely for stand-
by operation with switch, S 1, in the
mains supply leads. If the transmitter

Above is a view of the transmitter showing particularly the
tank coil and link winding while on the left is a plan view

showing the layout of the components.
point of taking all the earth returns in
the final stage to one point as can
quite clearly be seen.

Along the front edge of the chassis
are four insulated jacks. Three for
reading anode current and one for a
key in the cathode of Vt. On the rear
lip are two valve holders, to which are
connected a 6.3 volt winding and a 7.5
volt winding and the second Soo volts
D.C. The circuit of the power unit is
also given, but despite the fact that it
is quite straight forward. The output
is approximately 500 volts D.C. and to

is constructed strictly to specification,
the loaded anode current of V1 is 40
mA. ; on V2, 45 to 50 mA. and V3, 55
to 6o mA. This corresponds in the final
stage to almost 3o -watts input and con-
structors, who are limited to consider-
ably lower power are advised to use a
voltage not exceeding 300, when there
will be a corresponding decrease in in-
put in all three stages.

This transmitter will be on view at
Webb's Radio, Ltd., 14 Soho Street,
London, W., from March 1.

(To be continued in next month's issue)

Components for
 CRYSTAL CONTROL ON 5 METRES

CHASSIS.
I --Aluminium 16 gauge 15 in. by zo in. by 3 ins.

finished black (Peto-Scott).
x --Aluminium 16 gauge to in. by 6 in. by 2 ins.

finished black (Peto-Scott).

COILS.
I-To-metre oscillator (Lx) (Denco).
1 -5 -metre doubler (L2) (Denco).
x-Combined 5 -metre tank and aerial coupler

(L3 and L4) (Denco).

CONDENSERS, FIXED.
x-.00r mfd. type 69oW (Cr) (Dubilier).
1-.0005 mfd. type 69oW (C2) (Dubilier).
I-.00055 mfd. type 69oW (C3) (Dubilier).
z-.or mfd. type 69iW (C4) (Dubilier).

mfd. type 69oW (C5) (Dubilier).
1-.002 mfd. type 69oW (C6) (Dubilier).
x-.00z mfd. type 69oW (C7) (Dubilier).
5-4 raid. type LEG (C8) (Dubilier).
1-4 mfd. type LEG (C9) (Dubilier).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
x-TROI5 (Premier) 575.
1-56 mmfd. type SW57 (VC2) (Bulgin).
x-56 mmfd. type SW57 (VC3) (Bulgin).
x-VCx5X modified (see text) (VC4) (Raymart).
2-Type 1094 with type 1114 cradle (VC5) (Eddy

stone).
x-8 mmfd. type 1o88 (VC6) (Eddystone).

CHOKES, R.F.
3-Ultra-shortwave (Denco).

CHOKE, L.F.
r-Type 25o mA. 4oH. (Premier Supply Stores).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
2 -8 -pin ceramic octal (Eddystone).
x -4 -pin ceramic type Amphrenol (Webbs Radio).
z-American 4 -pin (Premier Supply Stores).
JACKS.
I-Closed circuit jack type J6 (Bulgin).
3-Insulated closed circuit jacks (Premier).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
1 -30,000 -ohm I -watt (Rx) (Bulgin).
I -5,000 -ohm 8 -watt (R2) (Premier).
1 -75,00o -ohm 3 -watt (R3) (Dubilier).
1-4,mo-ohm type 55 -watt (R4) (Premier).
x-to,000-ohm x5 -watt (R5) (Premier).
1 -25,00o -ohm 75 -watt (R6) (Webbs Radio).
x -2,000 -ohm 4 -watt type (R7) (Premier)
SWITCHES.
1-Type S138 (Si) (Bulgin).
1-Type S8oT (S2) (Bulgin).
SUNDRIES.
2-Insulated adjustable brackets type 1007

(Eddystone).
3-Instrument knobs type zo86 (Eddystone).
5 -4 -way terminal block (Bryce).
z-Terminal saddle type 1046 (Eddystone).
VALVES.
1-6J5G (VI) (Tungsram).
1-6L6G (V2) (Tungsram).
I-ESW 20 (V3) (Ediswan).
I -5Z3 (V4) (Premier Supply Stores).
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The Short-wave Radio World
A WIDE BAND CRYSTAL

FILTER
IN the January number of the Ameri-

can magazine, Radio Digest, is a brief
summary of the new 455 kc. quartz

crystal filter designed by D. K. Oram,
of the Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.
This filter has the very big advantage
that it can be used for 'telephony, for
it is variable between the normal
band -width of the I.F. stages and the
crystal maximum. The circuit is

A Review of the Most Impor-
tant Features of the World's

Short-wave Developments

values are as follows : Condenser C too
mmfd., condenser C i 85 mmfd. silvered
mica, L iron -cored I.F. coil with an in-
ductance of 1.14 mh., RI 25 ohms, R2
5o ohms, R3 too ohms, R4 2,000 ohms,
and the switch a 6 -point with extra con-
tact for crystal shorting.

0

A- 6
)61.1

OPp

2"1,

3

Fig. 1. Amateurs
interested in the
reception of tele-
phony will find this
wide band crystal
filter of particular

interest.

shown in Fig. 1, from which it can be
seen that the arrangement can be em-
bodied in almost any superhet receiver
of conventional design, and as the
switches are ganged, there is virtually
one -knot control for continuously vari-
able selectivity.

Transformer T is a permeability
tuned step-down transformer with a
high impedance primary providing
correct loading in the first I.F. anode
circuit. The secondary is of low im-
pedance so that a reasonably constant
voltage is delivered to the quartz
crystal.

The secondary is mid -tapped by
means of the two fixed capacity, C, so
providing a neutralising voltage which
is 18o degrees Out of phase with the
voltage fed to the crystal. Particular
interest is displayed to the neutralising
condenser N which is of the opposed
stator type with which the capacity of
rotor to each stator varies in the normal
manner as the rotor is turned while the
capacity between rotor and both stators
in parallel remains constant no matter
the position of the rotor plate.

The designer also points out that the
crystal holder H is of unusual design
in order to reduce capacity to a mini-
mum the crystal itself. is also of special
cut having a high Q and a complete
absence of harmonics, plus and minus
4o kc., of the fundamental frequency.

In the output circuit of the crystal is
a permeability tuned coil L and its asso-
ciated fixed condenser Ct. Circuit

We are of the opinion that this type
of circuit will be of distinct value to
amateurs interested in the- reception of
telephony particularly on the higher
frequency bands. The attenuation even
at the maximum selectivity position is
reasonably low while with the crystal in
circuit, in the broad position, reason-
ably good quality can be obtained on
music transmissions.

In the third edition of the Radio
Manuel is the circuit and description
of a direct reading double rectifier
modulation meter, which uses straight-
forward components and meters.

The circuit is shown in Fig. z from
which it can be seen that there are two
diodes, two 50 -volt meters and a micro-
ampere meter having a full scale of 5o
microamps. The potentiometer, P, is
fixed to the voltage equal to the recti-
fied carried voltage. The voltage
across the terminals A -C is alternated
with the positive half cycles represent-
ing the positive modulation peaks and
negative half cycles representing the
negative peaks.

A diode valve uses either series (de-
pending on the position of the reversing
switch) of half cycles to discharge the
condenser C. The resulting D.C. volt-
age is made up by means of a meter, in
this, case 5o microamperes, in series with
the resistance, R. The condenser can
charge up quite rapidly, the only resis-
tance to charging being the internal,

resistance of the two diodes and a por-
tion of the potentiometer.

On the other hand, the condenser can
only discharge through the resistance,
R. With a capacity of .25 mfds. and a
resistance of one megohm, it takes
roughly .25 of a second for the conden-
ser to discharge. Before this time car
elapse, excessive modulation peaks will
renew the charge so that the condenser
voltage will always stay close' to the
peak value of the rectifiers. The varia-
tion is very small, so that a meter shows
a fairly steady reading rising rapidly
when a new peak is reached, and then

V RFc
) I

-,CH
(i G.J

Po

VI

+NI #7: 111=-1

A DIRECT READING MODU-
LATION METER

American regulations are that ama-
teurs should have some relidable means
of accuratuely measuring the percentage
of modulation. There are numerous
circuits available for meters of this kind
which give a good indication of percen-
tage, but generally, calculations have
to be made which rather upsets the
value.
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Fig. 2. Although
straightforward
meters are included,
this modulation
meter gives a direct
per cent. reading
without additional

calculations.

falling back slowly, which is an ideal
characteristic for modulation monitor-
ing.

With the suggested resistance value
of i megohm and a carrier pickup of
so volts, the microammeter should read
full scale for too per cent. modulation.
The rectified carrier voltage is read
across A -B in the usual way by means
of a D.C. voltmeter which should be
at least t,000 ohms per volt.
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HIS MASTERS VOICE

i WON1LSILON

as in IMAIDIO
and RECOUPS

You don't need to be persuaded as to the
high entertainment value of Television.
You're certain to instal it in your home,
sooner or later !
The old axiom that the best is the cheapest
applies with especial force when you buy
your Television receiver.
Choose an instrument made and guaranteed
by " His Master's Voice," because it is made
by the engineers who were responsible for
the officially adopted transmission system at
Alexandra Palace, and for the wonderful
Emitron camera, the " eye " of Television.
In the " H.M.V." model illustrated, you have
high definition Television incorporated with
an all -world superhet receiver in what must be
the most complete, most efficient, most modern
home entertainment obtainable. See and hear
it demonstrated at your " H.M.V." dealer's.
Other " H.M.V." models from 29 gns.

Model 900
80 GNS.

MADE BY THE ENGINEERS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
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A 30 Mc Tx
PORTABLE 30 Mc. EQUIPMENT

In Fig. 3 is shown the circuit of a
portable crystal -controlled transmitter
of a type that is favoured by American
commercial broadcasting stations for
remote pickups. The full data is des-
cribed in the American publication

high power on remote harmonics has
nothing " touchy " about it both in
operation and adjustment. It is also
suggested that the oscillator be of the
metal type with the shell connected to
the cathode. All R.F. chokes are of
the small' pi -wound 2.5 millihenry type

a
g
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Fig. 3. The designer claims that the 6LG as a harmon'e oscillator provides more than sufficient
power to drive the final stage on 31 megacycles from a 3.8 megacycle crystal. It is also claimed

that the oscillator will function down to 124 mc.

Communications, in the January issue.
The transmitter uses a crystal -con-

trolled oscillator which is capable of
high power harmonic outuput feeding a
final modulated stage. The oscillator
uses a comparatively low frequency
crystal with regeneration which enables
an output of to metres to be obtained
from an 8o -metre crystal.

The crystal actually in this circuit
was cut for 3,884 kc. with the oscillator
tuned to a frequency of 31,10o kc. This
in itself is quite an achievement but our
own tests have shown that a regenera-
tive oscillator using a tetrode valve is
quite satisfactory in this way.

In addition, the crystal is mounted
in a variable gap holder, which allows
of a 5o kc. variation around 31.1 mc.
The 6L6 in the first stage with an ap-
plied voltage of 35o with 25o volts on
the screen, no crystal heating is evident,
but an R.F. milliammeter in series with
the crystal gave a reading of 3o mA.
This is well within the capabilities of
So -metre crystals, but the designer
states this reading is probably on the
high side due to the use of long exter-
nal leads to the meter.

Although the circuit of the oscillator
is reasonably straightforward more im-
portance than usual has to be devoted
in shielding between crystal and final
stage. It is also explained that con-
trary to general belief an oscillator
having sufficient regeneration to obtain

with the exception of RFC2, which has
one pi removed so as to provide an in-
ductance of about z millihenries. This
value, however, is not at all critical,
in fact constructors can build this choke
of 5o turns of 30 gauge wire bank
wound to a diameter of 11 ins.

Heater terminals on both oscillator
and amplifier should be by-passed to
earth by means of condensers having a
capacity of at least .002 mfd. It was
also noticed sthat although L2 is tuned
providing this circuit is made resonant,
C4 can be omitted, for the oscillator is
capable of supplying far more power
than the 6A6 requires.

For those who need telephony two
twin triodes are used in the amplifier,
the first with the electrodes connected

BINDING CASES AND
INDEXES FOR 1938

Binding cases and indexes for the 1938
volume of " Television and Short -
Wave World " are now available. The
cases are full brown cloth with stiff
boards lettered in gold. The price,
including the index, is 2/9 post free.
Indexes may be obtained separately

and the price is 6d. post free.
Orders should be addressed:-
BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS,

LTD.,
CHANSITOR HOUSE, 37.38 CHANCERY

LANE, LONDON, W.C.2
and should be accompanied by the remittance.
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in parallel and the second in straight-
forward zero bias class -B. It has also
been arranged for a high -gain single
button microphone to be used with a
switch on the handle to connect it into
circuit.

The tank coil should be space wound
with a diameter of t in. and be self-
supporting and constructed of number
so gauge soft drawn enamelled wire.
All insulation should be ceramic, other-
wise losses are introduced. Power for
portable use is obtained from a small
generator energised by a 6 -volt accu-
mulator.

The designer claims that so satisfac-
tory is this crystal oscillator that it will
deliver power on all harmonics up to
approximately 124 mc. from an 8o -
metre crystal.

A PORTABLE AERIAL FOR
BROADCAST RECEIVERS

As the average broadcast receiver on
medium and long waves has one R.F.
stage plus a good performance between
at least zo and 5o metres on short waves,
a simple aerial is all that is generally
necessary. In the French publication
Haut Parleur, is the design of a small
tea trolley around which has been
fastened in a decorative manner, suffi-
cient wire to allow a pickup of most of
the more powerful stations.

Fig. 4. This table is fitted with wires along
the edges of the trays so making a compact
portable aerial for the average broadcast

receiver.

The wire is fitted to the edge of the
top and lower deck so that the receiver
can be mounted on the lower deck and
close to the termination of the aerial
wire. Although it is not suggested
that this type of aerial be generally
used, owing to the possibility of noise
increasing on all but local stations, the
idea has possibilities and it is shown
in Fig. 4.
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jPREMIER 1939 RADIO
PREMIER 1938 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

A NEW COMPLETE RANGE OF 7 HIGH FIDELITY PA AMPLIFIERS FOR A.C. or A.C./D.0 MAINS OPERATION.
With the exception of the 3 -watt models, all Premier Amplifiers incorporate the new Premier Matchmaker Output Transformer, enabling any
single or combination of speakers to be used. 6,3/10, and 15 -watt systems are provided with two separate input channels which can be mixed
to any level. The 30- and 60 -watt systems have 3 input channels The built-in Pre -Amplifiers ensure that the gain is sufficient for any low level
crystal or velocity microphone. The actual gain of the 6-, 15-, 30- and 60 -watt amplifiers is over 100 decibels. Tone controls are also incorporated.
Matchmaker Modulation Transformer can be substituted for Output Transformer at no extra cost.

Kit of Parts Completely Kit of Parts Completely
with Valves. Wired & Tested. with Valves. Wired & Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... L2 : 0 : 0 E2 : 15 : 0 8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C. Amplifier ... E4 : 10 : 0 E5 : 5 : 0
: 15: 0.. E5 : IS : 0 L7 : 0 : 03 -watt A.C./D.C. Amplifier ... L2 : 0 : 0

.L6 : 0 : 0
15 -watt A.C.A.CBI..AckmCrackle

Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.6 -watt A.C. Amplifier ... f5 : 5 : 0
30 -60 -watt A.C. Amplifiers or Modulators, completely wired and tested, in Black Crackle steel case. Power Pack in separate case to match.

30 -watt LI2 : 12 : 0 complete. 60 -watt E15 : 15 : 0 complete.

NEW SELF -POWERED R.F. TUNING UNIT.
Band -Pass circuit, Var. Mu. Pentode Amplifier and
Power Grid Detector, 200-560 and 800-2,000
metres. Designed for High Fidelity reception.
f4 : 9 : 6, complete with valves.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. Westing-
house Rectification. Complete. Ready for use.
to charge 2 volts at amp., 10/- ; 6 volts at # amp.,
16/6 ; 6 volts at I amp., 19/6 ; 12 volts at I amp.,
21/- ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down
A.C. mains between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- :
100 watts I Ij6.
PREMIER TRANSVERSE CURRENT MICRO-
PHONE, 20-. Microphone Transformer, 6/..
Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes,
pick-ups, etc. Single, 4d. yd. ; Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING
CRYSTALS, 7-mc., 10/. each. Enclosed holder and
base, 3/,
BIAS CONDENSERS, 6 mf. 50 v., 6d. ;- 50 mf.
12 v., 1/- ; 25 mf. 25 v., 1/- ; 50 mf. 50 v., 1/9.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from
.0001 to .5 mf., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 6 and 7 -pin, 6d.
each. Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all
fittings, 1/- each.

PREMIER
SMOOTHING CHOKES

60 m/A. 40 hy. 6/6 150 m/A. 40 hy. 11/6
80 m/A. 30 hy. 7/6 250 m/A. 40 hy. 15/ -

PREMIER
SWINGING CHOKES'

150 m/A. 160 ohms, 3,000 v. insul. 10/6
250 mjA. 80 ohms, 2,000 v. insul. ... 15/-
500 mjA. 100 ohms, 4,000 v. insul. 18/ -

Premier Mains Transformers
Screened primaries 200-250 volts.

Fully Guaranteed. Wire end types.
S.P. 250, 250-250 v. 60 m/A. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-4 a., all C.T., 10/-.
S.P. 300. 300-300 v. 60 m/A. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-4 a., all C.T., 10/..
S.P. 351. 350-350 v. 150 m/A., 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v.
2-3 a., 4 v. 4 a., all C.T., 13/-.
S.P. 352 350-350 v. 150 mIA. 5 v. 2 a., 6-3 v. 2 a.,
6-3 v. 2 a., all C.T. 13/6.
The above can be supplied fitted with Panel and
Terminals, at 1/6 extra.
S.P. 500. 500-500 v. ISO m/A., 15/-.
S.P. 501. 500-500 v. 150 m/A. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v.
2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a., all C.T., 21/-.
S.P. 502. 500-500 v. 150 m/A. 5 v. 3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3.5 a., all C.T., 25/-.
S.P. 503. 500-500 v. 200 m/A. 5 a. 3 a., 6.3 v. 3 a.,
7.5 v. 3 a., or 2.5 v. 5 a., all C.T., 25/-.
The above can be supplied fitted with Panels and
Terminals, at 2/- extra. Details of complete range
available.
Special Transformers wound to order.

New Taylor Tubes
T.40. TZ.40. NOW IN STOCK. Price, 24/ -
each. Prices now reduced on 866 Rectifier, now
10/- ; 866 Junior, 7/6 ; T55, 45/- ; 203Z, 52/6 ;
745, 65/. ; T.20 and TZ.20, 17/6 each.

ALL POST ORDERS to: -
Jubilee Works, 167, Lower Clapton
Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723.

PREMIER MOVING COIL
METERS Guaranteed Accuracy

within ± 2 per cent.
Model No. 2 (as illustrated), Bakelite Case,
by 3 in. square, with Zero Adjuster.
0.500 Micro -amps. 31/ -
0-1 m/A.... 25/ -
0-10 m/A. 22/6
0-50 m/A. 22/6
0-100 m/A. ... 22/6

... 22/6
0-I m/A., movements with calibrated_ scale.

volts-ohms-m/A.
Send for complete list.

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS
Trolitul insulation. Certified superior to ceramic.
All -brass construction. Easily ganged.

15 m.mfd.
25 m.mfd.
40 m.mfd.

... 1/6

... 1/9
... 1/9

100 m.mfd.
160 m.mfd.
250 m.mfd.

... 2/ -

... 2/3

... 2/6

All -brass slow-motion Condensers, 150 m.mfd ,
Tuning, 4/3 ; Reaction. 3/9.

Double -Spaced Transmitting Types.
15 m.mfd., 2/9. 40 m.mfd. 3/6.

160 m.mfd 4/6.

PREMIER RADIO

VALVES
American Valves.

We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
country and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD
High -Grade American Valves. All types in stock.
Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new Octal Base
tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250, 816 each. 2A3 tubes
now reduced to 5/6.

EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types,
A.C./HI., A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S G., A.C./
H.P., A.C./V.H.P., A.C./P., and I watt D.H. Pen-
todes, all 4/6 each. A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./
P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq. changers, 8/6 ; Double
Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode Hex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ;

Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6; 3) watt D.H .Triode, 7/6.
UNIVERSAL TYPES, 20 v. .18 amps. S.G.,
Var.-Mu., S.G., Power, H.F. Pen., Var.-Mu. H.F.
Pen., 4/6 each.
13 v..2 amps. gen. purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes,
Oct. Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -Wave and
Half -Wave Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

3 in* PREMIER L.T. TRANSFORMERS
All Primaries tapped 200-250 volts. Between
winding insulation 1,000 volts.
2.5 v., 8 amps. CT., 8'6 10 v., 3-4 CT. 11/6

4 v., 5 CT. 9/6 12 v., 4-5 CT. 11/6
5 v., 3 CT. 8/6 14 v., 4 CT. 11/6
6 v., 2 CT. 8/6 22 v., I CT. 7/6

6.3 v., 3 CT. 8/6 5v., 3a. + 6.3v., 3a. 10/-
7.5 v., 3 CT. 8/6 5v., 3.2a. ±5v., 6a. 14/6

3,000 volt Test Type
2.5 v., 5 a., CT. ... 11/6
2.5 v., 10 a., CT.... 12/6
10 v., 4 a., CT. ... 14/6

PREMIER MATCHMAKER
UNIVERSAL MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS
Will match any modulator to any R.F. Second-
ary Load. Triodes, Tetrodes, and Pentodes Class
A. Single or Push -Pull Class " ABI " and " B "
in Push -Pull or 500 ohms line input, can easily be
matched to any of the following Radio Frequency
final stages requiring modulation.
Triodes, Tetrodes or Pentodes operating under
Class ' A," " B " " BC " and " C " conditions
either Single or Push -Pull.
Totally enclosed in cast cases with engraved Panel,
and full instructions. Ratings are based on R.F.
inputs.

50 Watt, 17/6. 150 Watt, 29/6.
300 Watt, 49/6.

A new range of " Matchmaker " Universal Output
Transformers which are designed to match any
output valves to any speaker impedance, are now
ready.
11 ratios, from 13 : I to 80 : I.

5-7 Watt, 13/6. 10-15 Watt, 17/6.
20-30 Watt, 29/6.

Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook
and Valve Manual ? 90 pages of Radio Bargains
and interesting Data. Price 6d.

CALLERS to :-J ubilee Works, or 165
Fleet St., E.C.4. Central 2833 or 50 High

teas.S't. Clapham, S.W.4. Macaulay 2381
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An Efficient
6L6G Frequency Multiplier

The 6L6G in this circuit provides a good R.F. output on 2o, Jo and 5 metres.
specifically for use on io metres.

0 NE of the most popular valves for
use as a frequency doubler or
multiplier is the 6L6G tetrode,

commonly used by most amateurs. It
is not universally appreciated, however,
that not only will this valve work satis-
factorily as doubler, but if carefully

r -
used will provide quite a high R.F. out-
put on other harmonics more widely
removed from the fundamental.

It is claimed that when correctly
built, a 6L6G harmonic oscillator will
provide a certain amount of R.F. out-
put on 112 megacycles from a 3.5 mega-
cycle crystal. Figures have also been
produced that support this claim. How-
ever, this is only possible in the
laboratory at the moment, and when
the equipment is built with the absolute
maximum efficiency. However, with the
6L6G in a tri-tet circuit a comparatively
low voltage can be used to provide R.F.
output on 20, Jo and 5 metres from a
40 -metre crystal.

Admittedly the output on 5 metres is
small and would have to be boosted by
a sub -amplifier to drive the final stage,
but this is a very certain way of starting
off in the construction of a five metre
crystal -control transmitter which would
only require three valves. The three
bands mentioned can be covered by
using a separate tank coil, leaving the
crystal and cathode circuit fixed. In
view of the increasing interest in re -
metre operation, this frequency multi-

plier has been built as a fixed and
almost pre -tuned unit for to -metre out-
put. As such it is foolproof and
thoroughly stable, in fact can be keyed
quite safely.

The output is approximately 21 watts
under normal conditions which can

The 10 -metre coil
should be carefully
made and bolted
directly across the
tuning condenser.
The by-pass con-
denser is also joined
to the circuit by
means of short leads,
while it is essential
that the valve holder
be off the chassis, as

shown.

with good valves and efficient construc-
tion be increased to 4 watts. On C.W.
the beginner will find this output a use-
ful one, for long distances have been
covered with an even lower power. The
circuit as it stands need only be loosely

It has been designed, however,

coupled to a resonant aerial and con-
nected to a supply voltage of 30o to be
ready for operation.

However, its main use is to drive a
final valve on ro metres. A valve such
as the new Osram KT8 when driven by
this simple unit will provide a carrier
power in excess of 30 watts from the
drive available, and this enables a very
simple two -valve transmitter to be made
for ro metres.

On zo metres, by doubling the induc-
tance of the tank coil, approximately
12 watts R.F. output are available if
the D.C. voltage applied is increased to
400. From this it can be seen that the
single valve unit is in itself a complete
low -power transmitter.

For 4o -metre operation there is no
need for the cathode coil, Li, and if
this is short-circuited an output of no
less than 15 watts is obtainable. Con-
structors can see from this that the unit
has many uses and need not be con-
sidered merely as a frequency doubler
or exciter for more powerful succeeding
stages. The beginner who has not had
experience with transmitting equipment
can couple a dummy aerial to the tank
coil, L2, and have a transmitter with
which can be obtained a considerable
amount of experience in the working
of radiating equipment. The cost of
this is also low, while at a later date
when higher power is required, the
existing unit can be left entirely alone
and merely link coupled to an amplifier
of higher input power.

At all times, the cathode condenser is
left pre-set so that the only control is
the small variable condenser, tuning L2.
Provided the constants indicated are

All controls can be
left pre-set for 10 -
metre output and
the circuit oscillates
without any diffi-

culty whatsoever.
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GARRARD
Automatic Record Changers

Select programmes of your own choice
and let your favourite artists entertain
you with a continuous programme on
a " GARRARD " Record Changer.
For quality and performance " GAR-
RARD " products are supreme.
A complete line of " GARRARD "
Record Changers and Radio Gram
Units is available.

Write for descriptive catalogue.

THE GARRARD ENGINEERING & MFG. CO. LTD.
SWINDON, WILTS.

SECOND EDITION !
We know quite well that some
people have never forgiven us for
charging 6d. for our catalogue.
As a matter of fact, we did our
level best to make the first edition
interesting, and it cost us con-
siderably more than 6d. to pro-
duce. Even so, the fact remains
that the first edition has met with
a record demand, and we find it
necessary to proceed with the
second edition of

SOUND SALES -
Catalogue and Technical Bulletin
much earlier than we expected.
The new edition will contain all the latest modifications
and additions to our "Tri Channel Amplifier" special
equipment and components, together with many
items of special interest to the Quality Radio enthu-
siast. We think YOU will find it even more interesting
than ever.

May we have the pleasure to forward you a copy ?

Specified by the Experts

SOUNDr
LTD.

Marlborough Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.I9
Phone : ARCHWAY 1661-2-3. (Contractors to the G.P.O., etc.)

(Nearest Station-Highgate Tube -15 Minutes West End).

SALES

l'HEORY
AND

APPLICATIONS
os

IECTRON
TUBES

REICH

Theory and Applications of
ELECTRON TUBES

By HERBERT J. REICH
(Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois)

670 pages, 9 x 6. illustrated, 30/- net.

THE purpose of this important new book is to give the reader
a sufficiently thorough grounding in the fundamental prin-

ciples of electron tubes and associated circuits to enable him to
apply electron tubes to the solution of new problems. The author
has not attempted to discuss all applications of tubes to special
problems but rather to cover basic principles and typical applica-
tions. At the same time, the book is exceptionally complete,
including a wealth of material assembled and co-ordinated in a
single volume. The table of contents given below indicates the
remarkable scope of the text.

Chapter
Preface
Acknowledgments
Physical Concepts
Thermionic Emission. The High

Vacuum Thermionic Diode
Grid -Controlled High -Vacuum

Tubes
Methods of Analysis of Vacuum

Tubes and Vacuum -Tube Cir-
cuits

Modulation and Detection
Amplifier Definitions. Classifi-

cations, and Circuits
Analysis and Design of Voltage

and Current Amplifiers

Headings
Class A and Class ABr Power

Amplifiers
Class B, Class ABz, and Class C

Amplifiers
Vacuum -Tube Oscillators
Electrical Conduction in Gases
Glow and Arc -Discharge Tubes

and Circuits
Light -Sensitive Tubes and Cells
Power Supplies

Electron -Tube Instruments and
Measurements

Appendix
I radices

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd.
Aldwych House, London, W.C.2
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Output on 5-10 and 20 Metres
adhered to, there is no need for a meter
to indicate the resonant point.

A single turn of wire an inch or so
in diameter connected across a flash
lamp bulb will light up very brilliantly
when the circuit is correctly tuned and
the coil held closely against the end of
Lz. The circuit is straightforward and

utilises the minimum of components.
No power unit has been shown for the
average B.C.L. eliminator will gener-
ally be satisfactory. The maximum
voltage required is 30o at 5o mA.,
although zoo volts at 30 mA. will be
satisfactory provided the full output
is not required.

Even with this low voltage 5 watts of
R.F. can be obtained on 20 metres and
approximately i watt on m metres. In
the case of the 20 -metre output this
should be sufficient for coupling directly
to the aerial, although it is not likely
that one would get very far with i watt
on to metres. It must be remembered,
however, that the i watt of R.F. power
is actual output and not D.C. input, the
latter being in the region of 5-6 watts.

An active 40 -metre crystal is required
such as the Q.C.C. fundamental unit
which is connected between the grid
and cathode of the 6L6G. It can be
mounted either in its own holder or in
two sockets, but the connection between
the grid side of the crystal and the con-
trol grid of the 6L6G must be as short
as possible. Between grid and chassis
there is an R.F. choke in series with
a 5o,000 ohm half -watt resistor, the
junction point being by-passed to earth
by a .00t mica fixed condenser.

In series with cathode and the com-
mon earth point is the cathode coil
Li, made up of 13 turns of 16
gauge enamelled wire spaced th,
gauge of the wire and bound on a
former of i in. diameter. This is
parallel tuned by a 5o mmfd. pre-set
type of padded condenser. The adjust -

Bunch all the com-
ponents together in
this way and if
necessary include a
fuse -bulb in series
with the crystal to
prevent fracture.
The high -frequency
choke in the grid
circuit is mounted
alongside the bulb

holder.

ment for this is is made by means of a
screwdriver, so that the spindle should
be arranged so that it can be adjusted
through the top of the chassis.

It is essential that the screen voltage
be constant and that it be by-passed by
an .01 mfd. condenser from the screen
grid to earth. A resistance network
made up of a io,000 ohm 2 watt resistor
and a 5o,000 ohm 2 watt resistor is con-
nected across the main H.T. supply
with a tapping point from the centre to
the screen.

In the anode circuit is L2 which, if
the unit is to be left on io metres, is
made up of 6 turns of io gauge wire
wound to i in. in diameter again
spaced the diameter of the wire. If, on
the other hand, it is intended to use the
transmitter on several bands, then it is
advisable to make and fix a pair of
sockets on to the condenser so that the
coil can be plugged in and out as
required.

The 20 -metre coil consists of io turns
of i6 gauge wire and the 5 -metre coil
4 turns of to gauge wire, spaced the
gauge of the wire in both instances.
The H.T. side of L2 is by-passed to
earth by a ooi mfd. condenser, again of
the mica type. Output from Lz can

either be taken by means of a single
turn link, or via a small capacity series
condenser. If the unit is being used on
its own, then a link winding is most
satisfactory, but should the output be
taken to the grid of the following stage,
then use the so mmfd. ceramic con-
denser in the manner shown.

The illustration of the top of the
chassis shows how the components
should be mounted, and this must be
followed very accurately if maximum
output is to be obtained on the higher
frequency. It is also important that
the valveholder be raised above the
chassis as indicated. On the under side
all the components are hunched to-
gether, and although this may not look

This is the coil for 10 -metre output, and is
made of 10 gauge wire.

the neatest way of wiring, it is the most
satisfactory in this instance.

As an afterthought a small fuse bulb
has been included in series with the
crystal in order to prevent any possibil-
ity of fracture. This bulb is of the 6o
mA. variety and should barely glow
when the circuit is correctly tuned.

Components for
AN EFFICIENT

6L6(I FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
CHASSIS.
x-Bent strip aluminium, 6 ins. x 6 ins. X

z ins. (Peto-Scott).
CONDENSERS, FIXED AND VARIABLE
2-.oca-mfd. type 69oW (Dubilier).
I-.ox-mfd. type 4601/S (Dubilier).
I-go-mmfd. type CDSx (Dubilier).
I-50-mmfd. trimmer type 2144

Bros.).
x-type UTC (Peto-Scott)
HOLDER, VALVE.
I-Ceramic octal American type (Clix).
CRYSTAL.
1 -4.0 -metre, type U (Q.C.C.).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
2 -50,00o -ohm type i-watt (Erie).
I-io,000-ohm type z watt (Erie).
I -5o,000 -ohm type 2 -watt (Erie).
VALVE.
1-6L6G (Tungsram).

( Jackson
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MULLARD DOUBLE TRIODE 1103-1 0

Price
25/-

N ett

This new valve has been produced to satisfy the demand
for a British Valve to fulfil the same purposes
RK.34, and we can confidently
replacement in all cases.

recommend

TECHNICAL DATA
Heater 6.3 v., 0.85 a.
Amplification factor
Mutual Conductance
Anode Impedance
Anode Dissipation
Base

Anode Volts 300 v. max.
12.5

} Each 3.2 mA./V.
Section 3,900 0

5 watts max.
Standard British 4 -pin

as the
it as a

The max. Anode Voltage may be used at 2 metres.

For a free copy of the new list of Amateur Transmitting Valves apply to:

TRANSMITTING DIVISION,

The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.
225, Tottenham Court Road, LONDON, W. I.

GS N I Communication
Receivers -

NATIONAL NC -44
This new NC -44 Communication Receiver
combines capable performance with exceedingly
low price. It employs seven tubes in a super-
heterodyne circuit with a 6K8 first detector and
oscillator having exceptional stability and
conversion gain, two 456 KC IF stages. 6K7
second detector, AVC with ON -OFF switch,
CW oscillator and 25L6G beam tube output
(2 watts UPO). A coil switch with silver plated
contacts selects the four ranges from 30 MC to
550 KC. A full vision dial is calibrated directly
in frequency, and a separate electrical band -
spread dial makes accurate tuning easy. There
are separate controls for RF and Audio Gain.
Power supply operates on 110-230 volts A.C.
or D.C. PRICE with tubes

and speaker
I

VP GNS.

RME 70
All the advantages of the 69 plus a Built-in Noise
Silencer, Iron -cored IF's, Illuminated DB-R
Meter, new type Crystal Filter with phasing and
selectivity Controls, Relay and Break-in Control,
new Cabinet with Chro-
mium trim. Lower in PRICE 35 GNS.

SPECIAL OFFER ! ! !

Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer.
While they last.
T7260-400/400 v. 150 m/A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A
T7236-375/375 v. 120 m/A., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A
T7326-350/350 v. 100 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A
T7307-350/350 v. 80 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A
T7000-320/320 v. 80 m/A., 6.3V4A. 5V3A
7464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V.
Chokes interleaved and impregnated : 20 Hy. 500
m/A., 4/11 ; 15 Hy. 250 ohms 60 m/A., I/II.

HAMMARLUND HQ.120 is on its way, early
delivery will be given. Write for folder.

Our New Short-wave Catalogue, lid. Post Free,

i\DIOMART;r4withihi;j7.:;;;
7fd. Post Free.

DIRECTORS: W H. D. NIGHTINGALE L. NIGHTINGALE

... 12/6

... 10/6

... 8/6

... 7/6
... 7/6

5/6
ohms 100

-

HOWARD 430
Six Tubes, four Bands from 54 to 40 Mc.
Iron -cored IF's, Ceramic Coil Forms, Beat
Oscillator, Headphone Jack, Doublet Antenna
Connections, Bandspread, Send -receive Switch,
etc, AND IT COVERS 1
10 METRES. PRICE 9 -2- GNS.
Howard 450A. 12 Tubes, 6 bands, 65 Mc to
540 kc., Dual IF channels with variable selectivity.
1,560 kc on the 5 and 10 metre bands and 465
on the others. Complete with Crystal Filter
and Speaker.

PRICE 30 GNS.
" BLILEY " NEW VFI 40 METRE
CRYSTAL. At lasta variable frequency 40 metre
crystal, allowing 12 kc. shift on fundamental
and giving 24 and 48 kc. on 20 and 10 metres
respectively. Also 80 metre VFI. Price 45/- each

" OH MITE " LATEST 100 -WATT DUMMY
ANTENNA. True 72 -ohm impedance on
all frequencies at any power up to 100 watts
Get to know the true efficiency of your Trans-
mitter. Price 20/- each.

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS. We are the oldest
Distributors for Bliley, Thordarson, Taylor Tubes, RME,
Bassett Concentric Cable, Hoyt Metres, Collins, National,

Telephone : MIDLAND 3254 etc. Send us your enquiries. Large stocks carried.
BIRMINGHAM, I.

411111111111/1111
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Radio Society Activities
Will Hon. Secretaries of Radio Societies who wish for news to appear in this

column please send the information before the 15th of the month.

The Maidstone Amateur Radio
Society

Hon. Secretary, P. M. S. Hedgeland,
Hillview, 8 Hale Road, Maidstone,
Kent.

An 8 -valve superhet communication
receiver designed by GXB is being
built for the use of members. The pro-
gramme for March is as follows :-
March

March

March

March

7.-A demonstration of the
Voigt loudspeaker by Mr.
H. B. Lowther.

14.-A second of two lectures by
Mr. W. H. Allen, GzUJ, on
56 megacycle operation.

z1.-Film Night-the R.S.G.B.
films and others.

28.-Practical evening.
Morse practice will be available to

members before every evening provid-
ing those taking part have their own
headphones. On March 29 at 7 p.m.,
Mr. J. Clarricoates, secretary of the
R.S.G.B., will speak on the " Arnat2ur
Movement To -day and To -morrow."
Admission to this meeting is by ticket
only which can be obtained from the
secretary before March 14.

The Sussex Short-wave and
Television Club

Joint Hon. Secretaries, E. C. Cosh,
Mill Road, Angmering, and C. J.
Rockall, Aubretia, Seafields Road,
Rustington.

Recent activities of this society have
included a lecture by Standard Tele-
phones and Cables, Limited, on modern
short-wave valves and a visit to the
Electrical and Radio Laboratory of the
Portsmouth Technical College. Morse
classes are to be held on March 9 and
23, April 6 and zo, May 4 and 18 and
June 1. Lectures and demonstrations
on the Cathode -Ray Tube are to be
given by Mr. R. F. Hansford, on March
28 and April i 1. Particulars of this so-
ciety can be obtained from the Hon.
Secretary.

The Medway Amateur Trans-
mitter Society

Secretary, S. A. C. Howell, G5FN,
Veronique, Broadway, Gillingham,
Kent.

Meetings of this society are held
every Tuesday, at 8.15 p.m., and an in-
teresting programme has been arrangea

for several months ahead, details of
which can be obtained from the hon.
secretary. Morse code instruction is
being carried on by G6NU, president of
the society, while every effort is made
to help non -licensed amateurs to obtain
a radiating permit.

Eastbourne and District Radio
Society

Hon. Secretary, T. G. R. Dowsett, 48
Grove Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.

During 1938 this society held 16 meet-
ings with an average attendance of 14
per meeting. A full programme for
1939 has been arranged, while the total
membership is now 27, including four
fully licensed transmitters. Every en-
deavour is being made to increase the
interest in amateur radio in the East-
bourne and surrounding districts and
readers in that area are asked to get in
touch with the hon. secretary at the
above address.

Edgware Short-wave Society
Hon. Secretary, F. Bell, The Edg-

ware Constitutional Club.
Although this society is now only one

year old, considerable progress has been
made, until now the number of members
is no less than 42. The president of
the society is G2AI, Leslie Gregory,
who has offered two challenge cups, the
second in view of the fact that he won

(Continued on page 189.)

TELEVISION
ENGINEERING
By J. C. Wilson, F.R.S.A., Fellow of the Television Society,

etc. With a FOREWORD by J. L. Baird.

This well-known textbook deals exhaustively with tele-
vision theory and practice from its earliest days down
to present developments. Comprehensive information
is given on scanning methods and devices, optics, photo-
cells and photo -sensitivity, the cathode tube, and special
branches such as colour -television, and numerous photo-
graphs and diagrams are included. It is an invaluable
book for practical engineers as well as students. 504
pages. 30/- net. (by post 30/6).

" Students will find within the pages of this work a
wealth of accurate information and a host of references
for further study . . . Experts should have the book
at hand to be in constant touch with all the essential
references."-Journal of the Television Society.

" This book is an excellent one."-Electrical Engineer.

Order from a bookseller or direct from

PITMAN
Parker St., Kingsway, London,W.C.2

MECHANICAL -OPTICAL -TELEVISION
We Specialise in all Latest Components

Construct your own receiver at low cost.
We can supply the following apparatus.

Scanners for 67.5 lines. Lens Units. Light
Modulation Cells. Optical Bench

Synchronous Motors. Interlace Gear.
All Components as specification designed by
J. H. Jeffree and described in this Journal.

List available. Send us your requirements.

H. E. SANDERS & CO. 4, GRAYS INN ROAD,
Tele. Chancery 8778 LONDON, W.C.I.

TELEVISION
Any class of Television apparatus constructed to
special order. Reasonable charges and estimates
free upon request. The highest quality material
and workmanship only is employed throughout.

Complete designs prepared in an exceptionally well
equipped laboratory for small manufacturers not
wishing to become involved in development expense.
Enquiries are given prompt and careful consideration.

SPENCER -WEST, WORLINGHAM, Nr. BECCLES, SUFFOLK.
Telephone : Betties 3159.
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It is not Surprising
The scientific interest and radio entertainment derived from listening in on
the short waves has been appreciated for many years by the transmittin,

amateur. Therefore, it is not surprising to us to find that specially designed
TROPHY short-wave receivers for operation on 7/200 metres, are now being
purchased not only by short wave "Hams," but in addition, by a very larre
number of people who have come to realise the high entertainment value of the
illimitable number of short-wave transmission from every corner of the world.
The TROPHY 8 -valve A.C. Communication -type receiver as illustrated has a
wave range of 7/550 metres (continuous) and incorporates all refinements for
efficient short-wave reception ; it is designed for use with a separate P.M.
speaker and is listed at 12 gns. Further TROPHY models are available with
self-contained speaker at prices ran -in' from £5 15s. Od. to £9.; deferred terms
if desired. For everyone the possession of a TROPHY is strongly recommended.
TROPHY receivers are guaranteed Pr 12 m inaludirr valves

are fully described in List " T " sent pose: ree on request.
Tel: Clissold 9875

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd., 77 City Road, London, E.C.I
West End Showrooms : 41, High Holborn, W.C.I.

MANUFACTURERS of ULTRA S'WAVE and TRANSMITTING GEAR
to H.M. GOVERNMENT

WHAT YOU WANT
WHEN YOU

WANT IT!
Like a racing car, the Communication
Receiver gives you that extra per-

formance when you most need it. We are Distributors for the famous National,
Hallicrafters, Hammarlund, R.M.E. and Howard range. If you would like to try

a model out in your own home, write to -day for specifications and price, with particulars

of our attractive APPROVAL SYSTEM. No deal is complete until you are satisfied.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
National N.C. 80X, for A.C. or D.C. with speaker, dem. soiled £21 0 0

National N.C. 100, with Cabinet Speaker, dem. soiled £27 10 0

National N.0 100X, with Cabinet Speaker, dem. soiled £28 10 0

Sky Challenger II, Crystal model, dem. soiled £21 10 0

Sky Chief, used very little ... £7 10 0

Scott XV, 15 valves, 13-2,000 metres, 12 in. speaker, cost £95 £17 10 0

Midwest 18 valves, in Super Console De Luxe, cost £50 ... £17 10 0

McMurdo Silver Masterpiece III, in Cabinet, cost £90 . £15 15 0

Agents for BAIRD, PHILIPS, COSSOR, G.E.C. and INV ICTA TELEVISION.

Agents for HAMRAD and EDDYSTONE Components.

Part Exchanges. Easy Payments. Service.

A

A.CS.RADIOT=G2NKe
i 16 GRAYS INN ROAD, LON DON,W.C.I

Telephone: 98945HOLBORM

f

SENSITIVITY (Frequency response
approx. 25-16,000 c.p.s.)

INSULATION (Headbands and
cases efficiently insulated from
wiring)

MOVEMENT (Dust and damp
proof)

COMFORT (Light in weight with
perfect headband adjustment)

Supplied wound to special resistances
without extra charge

a radio message
THE ACKNOWLEDGED SUPERIORITY OF S. G. BROWN

TYPE "A" HEADPHONES WITH ADJUSTABLE REED
IS ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE EXCELLENCE OF THEIR
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. THEY CAN BE RELIED

UPON FOR PERFECT RECEPTION UNDER THE MOST

SEVERE CONDITIONS OF USE.

n LTD.

VICTORIA ROAD, ACTON, LONDON, W.3. ZolVa:

Engineers' GuidE
Shows how to qualify in Television, Sound
Recording, Radio Engineering and Ser-
vicing, wireless Communications, etc.,
by studying at home with The T.I.G.b.
Write to -day for this Great Guide containing
world's widest choice of engineering courses
and which alone gives the Regulations for
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., etc

THE TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN
160 Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.

(Founded 1917 20,000 Successes)

To Success 200
Courses

D ENCO components specified for
Crystal Controlled 5 -metre Transmitter
20 metre osc. coil, 2/6. 5 metre quadrupler coil
and base, 3/-. 5 metre final coil, plug-in type,
with link coupling for aerial, 6/6. Base, 2/6. S.W.
chokes, 2'- each.

All Denco components use

low loss TROLITUL insulation
Trolitul also available in sheet, rod and tube

Send -id. stamp for lists

DENCO234, Burrs Road, CLACTON,
ESSEX. Tel. Clacton 770.
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YAW HOLDERS

The CLIX valveholder range

covers patterns to accept all

the recognised English and Ameri-
can valves including the Midget
and Acorn types.

As an alternative to the usual
Paxolin Models there is a series

with Frequentite CERAMIC plates
specially suited for Television,

Short-wave and other high -

efficiency work.

All contact -tubes are of the CLIX
RESILIENT type, machined from
the solid (not stampings) and,

by a process involving helical

slotting, are given a stout re-

silience which guarantees perfect
contact irrespective of the valve -
pin construction. Socket -ends

are prepared either for soldering
or screw connection to choice.

Send for CLIX Radio and Elec-
trical Catalogue. Post Free.

CONNECT WITH CLIX

British Mechanical Productions Co., Ltd.

79a Rochester Row, London, S.W.I.

A Directory of British Radio Clubs
(Continued from February issue and compiled from

Charles Letts Wireless Diary)

Morpeth Amateur Radio Society. Hon.
Sec.: C. L. Towers, .2, Edward Street,
Morpeth.

Newbury and District Short -Wave Club.
Hon. Sec.: L. Harden, 1 r, Highfield
Avenue, Newbury, Berks.

Newcastle Radio Society. Hon. Sec., G. C.
Castle, 28, Sandringham Road South,
Gosforth, Newcastle, 3.

New Eltham Ratepayers' Ass. (Radio Seen.).
Hon. Sec.: E. A. Gillborn, 87, Montbelle
Road, New Eltham, S.E.9.

Newtownards Amateur Radio Club (N.
Ireland). Hon. Sec.: T. L. Kirk, Chapel
View, Newtownards, Ulster.

North Manchester Radio Society. Hon. Sec. :
R. Lawton, so, Dalton Avenue, Thatch
Leach Lane, Whitefield.

North Middlesex Radio Society. Sec.: H. A.
Crouch, 27, Middleton Park, Whetstone.

North Shields Radio Society. Hon. Sec.:
G. A. Lee, 9a, Saville Street.

N.W. Ireland Amateur Radio Society. Hon.
Sec. : S. Foster, 2, Florence Street,
Park Street, Derry.

Northampton Radio Society. Hon. Sec.:
D. W. Harries, 99, Ardington Road.

Northern Ireland Radio Society. Hon. Sec. :
F. A. Robb, 46, Victoria Avenue,
Sydenhain, Belfast.

Oxford Short -Wave Radio Club. Hon. Sec. :
E. G. Arthurs (2BHP), 13, Walton Well
Road, Oxford.

Peckham Radio Society. L. J. Orange, 11,
Granard Road, Peckham, S.E.i5.

Perth Radio Society (Proposed). R. Adams,
120, Canal Street, Perth.

Peterborough and District Short -Wave Club.
Jt. Hon. Sec.: W. S. Cornwell (2ACP),
8o, Elmfield Road, Peterborough.

Portsmouth and District Wireless and Tele-
vision Society. Hon. Sec.: F. L. Moore,
78, Laburnum Grove, Portsmouth.

Port Talbot Radio Club (Proposed). W.
Ryan, 47, Margam Terrace, Port Talbot.

Prestatyn Short -Wave Club. Hon. Sec.:
R. J. Stellig, " Romir," Victoria Road.

Radio Physical and Television Society. Hon.
Sec. : V. R. Walker, 49, Fitzjames
Avenue, London, W.14.

Radio Society of Great Britain (Bristol Area).
Sec.: A. J. Webb, 12, Mervyn Road,
Bishopston, Bristol, 7.

Radio Transmitters' Union. C/o. W. H.
Martin, Knockinagh, Cloughfern, White -
abbey, N.x.

Redhill and District Radio Society (Proposed)
Hon. Sec.: H. Cartwright, Radio House,
Victoria Road, Horley, Surrey.

Redhill and District Short -Wave Club. Sec. :
D. Hessenaver, 139, Frenches Road,
Redhill, Surrey.

Robert Blair Radio Society. Hon. Sec.:
A. R. Richardson, 24, Mercers Road.

Sale and District Short -Wave Radio Club.
Hon. Sec.: M. Postles (2CXH), " Nor -
ward," 56, Firs Road, Sale, Cheshire.

Salisbury and District Short -Wave Club.
Hon. Sec.: C. A. Harley, 85, Fisherton
Street, Salisbury, Wilts.

Sheffield Short -Wave Club. Sec.: D. H.
Tomlin, 32, Moorsyde Avenue, Sheffield, to

Sheppey Amateur Radio Club. Hon. Sec. :
F. G. Maynard, 161, Invicta Road.

Short -Wave Radio and Television Society
(Thornton Heath). Hon. Sec. : J. T.
Webber, 368, Brigstock Road; Thornton
Heath.
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Slade Radio Society. Hon. Sec.: G. Game,
40, West Drive, Heathfield Park, Hands -
worth, Birmingham.

Slough and District Short -Wave Club. J. H.
White, 20, Chalvey Road East, Slough.

Smethwick Wireless Society. Hon. Sec.:
E. Fisher, 33, Freeth Street, Oldbury,
Nr. Birmingham.

Southall Radio Society. Hon. Sec.: H. F.
Reeve, 26, Green Drive, Southall.

South Hants Radio Transmitting Society.
Sec.: E. J. Williams, B.Sc., " Rochdale,"
London Road, Purbrook, Portsmouth.

Southend and District Radio and Scientific
Society. Hon. Sec.: J. M. S. Watson,
23, Eastwood Boulevard, Westcliff.

South London and District Transmitters'
Society. Sec. : H. Cullen, 164, West Hill,
Wandsworth, S.W.

Southport Amateur Radio Society. Birch
Villa, Lulworth Road, Southport.

S.T.C. Radio Experimental Society. The
Chief Instructor, Training Battalion,
R. Signals, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

Stoke-on-Trent Radio Society (Proposed).
H. Churton, 26, Victoria Street, Small-
thorne, Stoke-on-Trent.

Surrey Radio Contact Club. Hon. Sec.:
E. C. Taylor, 35, Grant Road, Croydon.

Sutton-in-Ashileld Society. Hon. Sec.:
A. W. Fowler, 78, Kirkby Road, Sutton-
in-Ashfield.

Swansea Radio Club. Hon. Sec.: R. J.
Davies (Messrs. Watson & Davies),
Mansel Lane, Swansea.

Swindon and District Short -Wave Society.
Hon. Sec.: W. G. Barnes (2BWR), 7,
Surrey Road, Swindon.

Thames Estuary Radio Society. F. S. A.
Jenkins, R.N., W.A.R., " Cranleigh,"
Spencer Close, Rochford, Essex.

Torrington and District Short -Wave Club.
Hon. Sec.: A. E. Cornish, 1, Halsdon
Road, Torrington, N. Devon.

Thames Valley Amateur Radio and Tele-
vision Society. Sec.: J. N. Roe, 19a,
The Barons, St. Margarets, Middlesex.

Tottenham Wireless Society. Hon. Sec.:
F. E. R. Neale, 17, Whitely Road,
Tottenham, N.17.

Tottenham Short -Wave Club. Hon. Sec. :
E. Jones, 6o, Walmer Terrace, Firs Lane,
Palmers' Green, N.13.

Tunbridge Wells and District Amateur Trans-
mitting Society. Sec.: W. H. Allen, 32,
Earls Road, Tunbridge Wells.

Wallasey Junior Radio Club. A. M.
Wilding, 2, Wallacre Road, Wallasey.

West London Radio Society. Hon. Sec.:
D. Reid, 15, Tring Avenue, Ealing Com-
mon, S.5.

West Sussex S.W. and Television Club. Hon.
Sec. L. Frost, " Mikado," Station Road,
Bognor Regis, Sussex.

Weymouth S.W. Club (Proposed). W. E. G.
Bartlett, 59a, Franchise Street, Wey-
mouth, Dorset.

Willesden Short -Wave Club (Proposed).
S. A. Reeve, 115, Willesden Lane, Kil-
burn, N.W.6.

Wirral Amateur Transmitting and Short -
Wave Club. Hon. Sec.: J. R. William-
son, 49, Neville Road, Bromborough,
Birkenhead.

Worthing and District S.W. Club. Hon.
Sec.: G. A. Lambourne, x6, Angola
Road, Worthing.
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THE UNIVERSAL RADIO AND ELECTRICAL CO.,
221, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I Tel: Clerk 7030

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER

CHAMPION VALVES No. 01A, 2A5, IA6, 106, 2A6,
2A7, 2137, 6A4. 12A, I2A5, 19, 21 26, 27, 31, 34, 35, 41,
46, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 71 , 71 A 81 89. All at
24 each. ether types at usual prices.

VARIABLE RESISTANCES by Cressall Mang. Co.,
30/0/30, .25 ohms, 20/-.

CLAUDE-GENERAL NEON CO., Transformers,
Input 240 volts,output 3,000 volts at .05 amps, .1k.V A.,

NEW FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS (line) 200,000
ohms and 10 ohms either side, 7'6 each.

"E.D.C." ROTARY CONVERTER 210 volts D.C.
Input 230 A.C. output 50 watts, 37/6.

" B.T.H." SLIDING RESISTANCES 800 ohms
10/- each.

" PAXOLIN FORMERS " very heavy and various
sizes, 2!- dozen lots.

FRACTIONAL D.C. MOTORS from I/30th to h.p.,
from 5 - each.

" ROLA " P.M. SPEAKERS, with Transformers.
12'6 each.

" Crompton " LIFT MOTORS with gearing 100
volts D.C. 11 H.P. 1,600 revs. Price £4 10 0.

" OSRAM " TUBULAR TALKIE LAMPS, 100
volts. 1,000 watts (new), 20/- each.

" ROTAX " G.P.O. ROTARIES 240 d.c. in cases,
17/6 each.

ELECTRIC DRILLS, D.C. 220 volts, approx. 4
capacity, 35/- each.

MORTLEY SPRAGUE & CO., Generator. H.T.
and L.T., nearly new 50 - each.
" HIGGS " GENERATING SET. 440 volts A.C.
3 -phase Input, 6/8 volts, 14 amps output, £4 10 0.

" M.L." ROTARY 250 D.C. input, 600 volts 160
m A. output, 40",
" CRYPTO " 240 A.C. ROTARY I phase, D.C. 100
volts 4.5 amps. secondary, £5 10 0.

ELECTRIC FIRES. New, solid metal base, 750 ti
1,000 watts, 6'. each.
ELECTRIC FIRES in various colours with imitation
logs, 25,- each.
ELECTRIC FANS 200 240 D.C. many types, 7 6 each.

METER BY CHRISTY. 0-30 amps. Large with
broken glass, 10
" G.E.C." METER 0-1,000 and 0-30 amps., 15,-.
A.C. & D.C. MOTORS. d and h.p., 5,000 and 6,000

" G.E.C." GENERATING SET. 200/250 D.C. input,
720 D.C. 14 amps., output with controlling resistance,
fixed midway, £4 10 0.

" HUMMEL " SCANNING LENSES, 44 in., 3,6
each.

AMPLIFIER, A.C. 'D.C., 8 watt complete with speaker
and moving coil mike in self-contained carrying case,
£7 10 0.

" G.E.C." AUTOMATIC CUT-OUTS, 6'- each.

" G.E.C." TRANSFORMERS, various tappings 250
watts, 10'. each.

" G.E.C." FILTERS, 5 - each.

STOLL EXPERIMENTAL TALKIE MICRO-
PHONES, 5 - each.
"E.D.C." ROTARY CONVERTER, 400 D.C. input
230 A.C., 10 k.V.A., £15.
" MACKIE " ROTARY CONVERTER for talkie
work, 50'. each.

BANK OF 8 MARCONI DETI VALVES complete
ith resistors, 40 - the lot or 7/6 each.

QUANTITY OF NEW GRAMOPHONE MOTORS
as used in " H.M.V." and " Marconi " sets. Model
No. 330, 7/6 each.
A.C. MOTOR, 240 volts. 15 h.p. single phase, revs.
1,400 complete with Ellison starter, same rating,
£10 0 0.
" CRYPTO " ROTARY CONVERTER, 100 D.C.
input 230 A.C. output 440 watts. Price £6 10 0.

"CRYPTO" GENERATING SET, complete with
rails. 220 D.C. input, 1,000 volts at 21 amps. output,
£15 0 0.
" E.D.C." ROTARY CONVERTER. 24 D.C. input,
230 A.C. output 90 watts. Price £4 10 0.

" G.E.C." & " WESTON " METERS. 0-30 amps.,
15/-. .0-200 m A., 17 6. 0-2,500 volts, 15 -.

NEW AMERICAN MICR OPH ONE,Wes tern Electric
Pattern, 21'. each.
LOCKS 3 LEVER CUPBOARD TYPE, 4 - per
doyen brand new.
" MALLORY " RECTIFIERS 6 volts 2 amps., new,
al each.
" CETRON " PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS, new,

AMATEU R

WAVE T
TUNING

PARTS

RAPS

UNITS

ALIGN-AIRE COILS

R.F. CHOKES

PLUG -I N COILS

CONDENSERS

PUSH-BUTTON
TUNERS

I.F. TRANS-
FORMERS

COMPLETE RE-
CEIVERS

KITS,

ETC., ETC.

"A FAMOUS NAME FOR TWO DECADES"
The Meissner " Signal Shifter " is a variable -frequency electron -coupled exciter unit which
permits the amateur to move instantly to another frequency in the band when his signal is being QRM'd
Exceptional frequency stability superior t, that of many crystals is obtained. The " Signal
Shifter " eliminates one or too stages in the tta ismitter as the power output is ample to drive a medium

PRICE power R.F. amplifier or final stage directly on
COMPLETE WITH VALVES the frequency desired. Every amateur will be

delighted with the ease with which this unique
device permits him to slide into " holes " in the
band, to make his QS0's 100 per cent. It's easily
done with the ME ISSNER "S IGNAL SH IFTER.".

A MARVEL IN RADIO DEVELOPMENT]
MEISSNER REMOTE CONTROL PUSH BUTTON TUNER

Permeability Tuned.
This unit may be used to control your mains receiver from
any distance, and gives you the choice of seven stations by
merely pressing the buttons. Volume control and on -off
s witch incorporated. Stations set by merely rotating one
small knob for each station. Unique permeability tuning
ensures NJN-DRIFT. Connects to A and E terminals of
set. In beautiful two -toned cabinet, 51 x 94 x I I complete
with two valves, instructions, etc.

Price £5 17s. 6d. complete.

MEISSNER has facilities second to none for the development
and production of almost any electronic equipment. The labora-
tories alone cover an area the size of many radio factories. The
staff of engineers works with equipment some of which is found
in no other laboratory in the world!
Every facility of this huge organization is behind every product you
buy bearing the Meissner name. Order any item with the assurance
that no finer quality is available anywhere at any price !

£12 - 10 -0
ALL MEISSNER

PRODUCTS ARE
GUARANTEED

BE MEISSNER MINDED
AND GET BEST

RESULTS

SEND FOR FULLER
TECHNICAL

INFORMATION

(Enclose 2d. Stamps)

Special Terms to Manufacturers

SOLE
AGENTS
FOR

ALBION HOUSE, 59 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.I.
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (& MOTORS) LTD.

Phone: TEMple Bar 3231

Meissner MANUFACTURING CO.
MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
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Trade
News of the Month

A most interesting selection of new components and receivers have been introduced during the
past few weeks. Full information on these can be obtained from the advertisers in this issue.

VERY little attention appears to
lave been paid to battery -operated
ximmunication receivers of the

multi -valve type. Very consistently for
the past year new A.C. and A.C. / D.C.
sets of every type have been produced,
so for this reason we are sure readers

will appreciate the importance of the
new Eddystone battery -operated com-
munication receiver type LPC. This
set employs 8 valves and is comparable
in performance to the best multi -valve
mains operated sets of a similar type.
The circuit is made up of a radio -fre-
quency stage on all wavelengths, a
mixer valve, separate electron coupled
oscillator, two intermediate -frequency
stages at 465 Kc., a double -diode triode,
beam power tetrode in the final stage
and electron coupled beat -frequency
oscillator.

Two aspects have been given careful
consideration-noise level and fre-
quency drift. The manufacturers claim
that noise level is exceptionally loss
with negligible frequency drift.

The chassis and cabinet are of a
special type of aluminium die-casting
with very complete screening between
stages. Coils are in interchangeable
die-cast screened boxes, each block

Components for the exacting amateur are
now being built by Deneo This is one of their

low -loss transmitting coils.

being made up of three tuned circuits.
The frequency coverage is 22,000 Kcs.
to 530 Tics. covered by five blocks of
coils but these frequencies can be in-
creased at both ends if required.

Despite the number of valves, the
total high-tension current is only

The new Eddystone com-
munication receiver type
LPC is one of the few
battery sets of its type
available in this country.

16 mA. at 135 volts with a filament cur-
rent of .9 amp at 2 volts.

Sensitivity figures claim better than
7 microvolts for an output of 5o milli -
watts. Controls include radio -frequency

The TV03-10 is a twin
triode produced by Mul-
lards having character-
istics similar to those

of the RK34.

and audio -frequency gain, beat -fre-
quency, pitch and oscillator vernier,
A.V.C. and beat -frequency oscillator
control switch. The price of this re-
ceiver is ,(,45 and full information can
be obtained from Stratton and Co.,
Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham, 5.
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Components specially made for ser-
ious experimenters interested in ultra-
high frequency working are being de-
signed and manufactured by Denco, of
234 Burrs Road, Clacton, Essex. Asso-
ciated with this company is D. W.
Heightman, G6DH, the well known
U.H.F. research worker who does know
from practical experience just what
amateurs need.

Denco are making four -pin coils of
the plug-in type wound on trolitol
formers to cover wavelengths from 2.5
up to 8o metres. These coils are priced
at 3s. each, while the formers unwound
are available to home constructors for
is. 3d. each. Another interesting com-
ponent we have tried is a short-wave
choke wound on a hollow tube former
which is free from resonance between 4
and ioo metres. It is priced at 2s.

In addition to these ultra -short wave
components, Denco plug-in transmit-
ting coils are particularly suitable for
amateur use and cover 7, 14, 28 or jb
Mc. with a power input of up to 150
watts. There is a minimum of trolitol
insulation, but the coils are perfectly
robust and rigid. These coils can be
made to individual requirements if con-
denser capacities are stated. Denco
issue a considerable amount of informa-
tion on their new short-wave equip-
ment which is well worth obtaining
from the address given above.

At the present rate of progress
amateurs will he able to obtain every
conceivable type of transmitting valve,
formerly obtained from America, in
this country made by British manufac-
turers. The latest addition to the Mul-
lard range is the T vo3-io, a twin -triode
valve having useful characteristics and
suitable for service down to 240 Mc. It
is fitted with a standard British 5 -pin

(Continued on page 190)

This new Johnson coil will shortly be available
in this country. It is for use in tank circuits
and has a variable link winding built in.
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WE KNOW WHERE
We are booksellers, easily stumped

by short-wave queries ; our minds
boggle at television jargon. But we
know where the facts are, with an
authority and in a profusion to be found
nowhere else-in THE RADIO ENGI-
NEERING LIBRARY.

There are six volumes, PRINCIPLES
OF RADIO ENGINEERING by
Glasgow, PHENOMENA IN HIGH
FREQUENCY SYSTEMS by Hund,
THEORY OF THERMIONIC
VACUUM TUBES by Chaffee,
MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGI-
NEERING by Terman, THE RADIO
ENGINEERING HANDBOOK edited
by Henney, and ELECTRON OPTICS
IN TELEVISION by Maloff and Epstein,
in all 3,600 pages packed with 2,400
plates, diagrams, and drawings, advice
data, theory and application.

Technical men call the books " a
conspectus of short-wave radio know-
ledge" ; ambitious professionals and
enthusiastic amateurs, television tech-
nicians and short-wave merchants-all
know them to be as necessary a part of
their equipment as accurate instruments.

If you do not already own THE
RADIO ENGINEERING LIBRARY
you will like to know of a new and
easier way of possessing these six solid
and compact key -books. Thanks to a
fresh arrangement, made for the first
time, they can rest on your shelves
immediately, without outlay. You pay
cash if you wish ; or a fraction of your
smoking -bill, sent along monthly, easily
covers the cost.

Use the coupon below or drop a card.

* To PHOENIX BOOK CO., LTD.
Chandos Place, Strand, London, W.C.
Please send at once fully illustrated descriptive
prospectus of :-
THE RADIO ENGINEERING LIBRARY
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" Radio Society Activities."
(Continued from page 184.)

the first cup. In addition, an electric
clock is to be given to the member in-
troducing the largest number of new
members. An electric clock was also
awarded to Mr. F. Harris, G3LT, the
first member to obtain a full licence.
An extensive, programme of lectures
has been arranged for 1939, and we
strongly advise readers who are in the
Edgware area, or who can attend these
lectures, to obtain full information
from the Hon. Secretary.
The Surrey Radio Contact Club
Hon. Secretary, A. B. Wilsher, 14

Lytton Gardens, Wallington, Surrey.
At the last meeting, the oldest mem-

ber gave a talk on his experiences as a
marine operator before and after the
war. He displayed several Marconi in-
struments of pre-war vintage such as
the magnetic detector. This society is
made up of a large number of active
transmitters and their forthcoming
series of lectures is a particularly
interesting one. A full list of these can
be obtained from the hon. secretary to-
gether with full details of the society's
rules and regulations.

Brentwood and District Radio
Society

Hon. Secretary, B. A. Pettit, G3VD,
" The Laurels," Warrin Rola, Shen -
field, Essex.

At the annual general meeting of this
society, the following officers were
elected, most of whom are well known
to our readers :-

President : J. E. Nickless,
A.M.I.E.E., G2KT.

Chairman : E. D. Hellyer.
Vice-chairman : W. G. Goult, G2WG.
Hon. Secretary : B. A. Pettit, G3VD.
Hon. Treasurer; C. F. Turner, G4AG.
Hon. Publicity Secretary, J. R.

Deane -Sainsbury, 2CYW.
The society's transmitter, with the

call sign G8HV, is operative on 1-6o
metres phone with a frequency of 1806
Kc. On these transmissions, reports
are very welcome and should be sent to
the Hon. Secretary. The society pro-
duces its own journal and holds meet-
ings on the first and third Thursdays of
each month, at the QRA of G8KM.

Learn
Code
at home-

TheCANDLER Way
The Candler System teaches
you the right way to read
code sound just as easily as

you read print by sight.
Courses for beginners and
Radio Operators.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (London Office)
(55B), 121 KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

FREE 48 -page
"BOOK OF

FACTS"
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AT LAST...
THE METER YOU HAVE WANTED -NOW
AT A PRICE YOU REALLY CAN AFFORD-.

THE 70 RANGE UNIVERSAL
TAYLORMETER
is a British Made, fully guaranteed
precision -built instrument. Although
its cost is unusually low for such a com-
prehensive meter, it's sensitivity, accuracy
and reliability leave nothing to be desired.
Fitted with a sturdy in. moving coil
jewelled movement it covers D.C. volts
0.002-2,000.: A.C. output and volts 0.2
2,000: D.C. current 10 µA-20 Amps :
A.C. current 10 µA-5 amps : Resistance
0.1 ohms -5 megohms with internal battery.
Output, -18 to +60 DB: at the touch of
two switches, and an adaptor is available
to increase the voltage range to 5.000-
10,000 A.C. and D.C.
FILL IN & POSTTHIS COUPON NOW

Model 80A

ms
2,000 G
ohper N

S.
volt
A.C. or D.C.

Model BOB
5,000 ohms

12 G NS.

Model 80C
20,000 ohms

14 GNS.

Low Deposit
Easy Terms
Available

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.,
77, 77a Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4

Please send full details of the TAYLORMETER

Name

Address
T.I.

ELECTRADIX PHOTO - CELLS
and other Bargains of interest.

tPHOTO -CELLS, for sound on Film, and
Ray work, R.C.A., 25/, Beck, Angle Prisms,
mounted in carrier, 5/6. Micrometer adjusters
for lens, 1/.. Eyepieces with prism and lenses
fin photo -cell inspection, 12/6. Servi...e Set
Headlamps with Battery Holder, 716.
LIGHT RAY CFI I S, Selenium, 5/,
MORE BOTTLES. NEW VT13B A

0 fine 30 -wetter 6-v. 1} -amp" anode 1,500.v.,
imped. 35 thou., mag 35. Less than half

price, 251-. AT50 5 -guinea line, 7-v., 2k -a., 1,500-v.
mag. 30, as new, 25/-. Big Rectifiers, NU2, 5-v.,
2i -a., 250 watts up to 20,000-v., 45/- ; 100.000 volts
2 m/A., 35/-.
X-RAY VACUUM DISCHARGE TUBES. New
Government Hospital, surplus, 7 -in. die. bulb. Big
solid Tungsten Electrodes. Emission guaranteed.
COST £5. SALE, 15,'.. Packing, 2'6 extra
PORTABLE FIELDTELEPHONES, Army Type
Pigskin case, for speech, key for code. No. X135,
half price, 30/- ; or two with 1 mile D2 unbreakable
war cable, £5.
COME TO US FOR Meters, Mikes, T
Rotaries, Switchgear. Chargers, Dynamos and
Motors, etc.

Send for Illustrated List " T.S.,- Post Free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
2111,UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON,E.C.4

Telephone : Central 4611

The Thorne Amateur Radio
Society

Hon. Secretary, Gerald Beaumont, 15
Marshland Road, Moor Ends, Don-
caster, Yorkshire.

T his society was first formed in
January of this, year and holds meet-
ings every Sunday at 2 p.m., at 51 King
Street, Thorne. A charge of sixpence is
made for each person attending these
meetings.
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New Tx. Coils   A Low C. Neut. Condenser
(Continued from page 188)

base having both anode connections
brought out through the top cap.

Characteristics are almost identical
with those of the RK34 insomuch as the
heater voltage is 6.3 with a current of

This type of potentiometer is
rated up to 20 watts and is
one of the new range marketed

by Reliance.

.8 of an amp. Each anode is rated for
a dissipation of 5 watts down to opera-
tion at less than two metres. The valve
has numerous applications, such as
push-pull crystal oscillator, push -push
doubler, C.O., frequency doubler or
sub -amplifier and even as a two -stage
low -power transmitter.

The input capacity is 4.2 mmfd. and
the rated anode voltage 300. A total
D.C. grid current of 25 mA. is permis-
sible, while our tests show that 20 to 25
watts input can be obtained. The
Mullard Wireless Service Co., now
have these valves available for distribu-
tion and full data is available from
them at 225 Tottenham Court Road,

Shortly available in this country
through many suppliers will be two new
Johnson coils which are of particular
use to the experimenting amateur. The
first of these coils is of the horizontal
plug-in type for tank circuits in which
is included a rotatable coupling coil.
This coupling coil can be adjusted to
provide the exact degree of loading re-
quired) while it is designed to feed into
transmission lines of 75 ohms imped-
ance. Complete coils are available for
all bands from io to 16o metres and are

Supplies of the Radio
Handbook are avail-
able without waiting
from G5KA who also
has a complete stock
of interesting short-
wave manuals and

text books.

suitable in two types for 25o watts or
75o watts input as required. Another
coil in this range is of the plug-in type
wound on high grade porcelain and
designed to fit a five -pin socket. These
coils are fitted with a coupling winding
which can either be in the centre or at
the end of the former as required.

Premier Supply Stores are now issu-
ing a completely revised catalogue of
amateur and other equipment. The high
light of this catalogue is some informa-
tion on their new 5-v-5 communication
receiver which was produced under the
supervision of G5MG.

It is a five -valve receiver covering
from. 12 to 560 metres without gap and
85o to 2,000 metres. Individual coils
are included for each band which are
of the Litz wound high -Q type. Refine-
ments include beat -frequency oscillator,
A.V.C. and send -receive switch, phone
jack and a separate band -spread con-
denser. The loudspeaker is separate in
its own steel case and the price com-
plete 8 gns. on which special hire
purchase terms are available.

A whole series of high -gain amplifiers
has also been designed which include
a 6 -watt A.C. type for £6, an 8-io watt
A.C./D.C. amplifier for 5 gns., 15 -watt
high quality A.C. amplifier for Z7, and
a special unit for modulation purposes
which is available in two outputs of 30
and 6o watts. At 30 watts the cost is
12 gns., and 6o watts, in which are used
g valves, 15 gns. The last three ampli-
fiers are particularly suitable for
amateur work as they are capable of
modulating up to 30, 6o and 120 watts
respectively. All are fitted with
special multi -ratio output transformer.

Reliance Manufacturing Co., of
Sutherland Road, Higham Hill, E.17,
manufacture a very complete range of
potentiometers and variable resistors of
all kinds. The new PIW is available in
ranges of .5 ohms to soo,000 ohms with
a tolerance of 5 per cent. The shaft is
insulated to withstand a D.C. voltage
of i,000.

The more usual type of potentiometer
type T.T. is also wire -wound, and has
a maximum rating of 5 watts and a
range of .5 ohms to ioo,000 ohms. An
interesting feature of this type is that
the ends of the windings are metalised
in order to obtain an extremely low
" zero." Up to 90 ohms, the price of
these potentiometers is 5s. 6d. complete
with knob and from ioo ohms upwards,
4s. 6d. also with knob.

The 1939 copy of " Radio Hand, -
book " is available from stock from
F. L. Postlethwaite, G5KA, of 41 Kin -
fauns Road, Goodemayes, Ilford. This
manual is one of the best of its kind and
is suitable both for the raw amateur
and the experienced experimenter.
G5KA carries a most comprehensive
range of radio journals and text books
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and it is well worth amateurs getting
in touch with him for his new lists.

A special neutralising condenser of
the plunger type with trolitol insula-
tion is being marketed by Messrs.

A standard Reliance wire -
wound potentiometer of this

type is rated at 5 watts.

A. C. S. Radio, of 16 Grays Inn Road.
This neutralising condenser sold under
the trade name of Rex is priced at
4s. 6d. It has a minimum capacity of
1.5 mmfd. and a maximum capacity of
approximately 2o mmfd. It is useful
for inclusion in U.H.F. circuits, while
the approximate capacity in use can
quite easily be determined as each re-
volution of the plunger is equal to
approximately 1.5 mmfd.

A.C.S. Radio have just intro-
duced this low -capacity neu-
tralising condenser. It has a

minimum of 1.5 mmfd.
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New Amateur Equipment at
Webb's Radio

RFADERS who visit Webb's
Radio, at 14 Soho Street, 'W.1,
will find quite an interesting

range of new items which came to
hand just as we were going to press.

Amongst these are a number of
Triplex thermo meters having a range
of o -I, o -ii and o -2i- amperes with a
separate thermo couple which can be re-
placed if required. These are priced at
45s. each. There is also an D.C.
mA. meter for 27s. 6d. which is very
useful for inclusion in universal test
sets. These instruments all have a
diameter of 2 in.

The Taylor valve manual for two is
now available for 6d. post free and in-
cludes all the recent Taylor releases
such as the T21 and TZ4o with full
operating data. In the constructional
section are details of an all -band trans-
mitter and a transmitter for quick band
change over with an input of 125 watts.

A New British Communication
Receiver

Messrs. Stratton & Co., of Birm-
ingham, the well-known manufac-
turers of Eddystone short-wave com-
ponents and receivers have produced a
multi -valve communication receiver
for amateur use. This set, which in-
cludes all refinements such as crystal
filter, beat -frequency oscillator, band
spreading, etc., is extremely well
finished in the typically British manner
and in this respect is better than the
majority of American communication
receivers. We feel that this should be
of particular interest to keen amateurs
and also short-wave listeners who need
world-wide coverage. A wealth of in-
teresting information regarding this
set is available from the manufacturers
and elsewhere in this issue will be
found an advertisement giving the ad-
dress from whom data can be obtained.
If readers use the coupon in the adver-
tisement mentioning this journal, the
information regarding the E.C.R. re-
ceiver will be sent free of charge.

The Candler Book of Facts
Owing to the unusual amount of

interest taken in the Candler system
of morse code training, the Candler
Book of Facts which is sent to all in-
terested is at present out of print. A
new edition, however, is at the
moment at Press and any applications
made before supplies are available will
be recorded and despatched in rotation.

The Candler system enables morse
code operators to reach high speeds
very quickly, and it is recommended
by American services and also by T. R.
McElroy, the Candler trained world's
champion telegraphist. Obtain your
copy of the Candler Book of Facts from
H. Freeman, 121 Kingsway, London,
W.C.2 Room 55b.

GALPINS ELECTRICAL STORES
75, LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.I3
Telephone: LEE GREEN 5240. Terms: Cash with order or C.O.D. charges extra

BARGAINS FOR ALL

HIGH VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS for
Television, etc. All as new and guaranteed. Primary
200/240 volts 50 cycles I phase. Secondary 10,000 volts
10 mIA. 15/- each, post 1/3. Another with 5,000 and
7,000volts at 3/5 m/A output at 10/6, post 1/-. Another
5,000 volts 3 m/A. output, 7/6 each, post 1/-.

EX -NAVAL 1 VALVE BUZZER HETRADYNE
WAVEMETERS. 200/24,000 metres. A really first
grade job enclosed in solid teak case 9 x 10 x IS. Tune
encased in copper tank. Price 7/6_each. C.F. (not sent
C.O.D.)

DIATHERMY TREATMENT SET in white enamel
cabinet output 6 amps complete with condenser chair
and other accessories in new condition. Can be seen and
demonstrated by appointment. Price £35.

ELECTRO DYNAMIC ROTARY CONVERTOR.
200 volts input D.C. 150 volts 50 cycles I phase output
at 400 watts in good condition, 70/-. C.F. Transformer
to step up output voltage 20/- extra.

ZENITH WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCES, 2,500
ohms. 245 m/A., 255 ohms 500 m /A., 750 ohms 350
m/A., 10,000 ohms 50 m/A., 15,000 ohms 100 m/A.,
5,000 170 m/A., all at 1/- each, post 4d.

BELL WIRE TWIN ENAMELLED TINNED
COPPER, 22 S.W.G., all new, 150 -yard coil, 5/-, post
free. Approx. 100 -yard coils of 22 S.W.G. Single
Enamelled Tinned Copper, Copper Screened and
Braided, 5/- per coil, post free.

VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS, 100/
120 volt to 200/240 volt or vice versa, 250 -watt, 17/6 ;
500 -watt, 25/- ; 1,000 -watt, 35/. ; 2,000 -watt, 52/6 ;
4,000 -watt, 85/-. All fully guaranteed.

MOVING COIL and A.C. MOVEMENTS, 2/2. and
3 -in, dial, need slight repair, 2/6 each.

27/36 RUBBERED COVERED FLEX AS NEW
100 -YD. COIL. 3/6, post 6d. Microphone Buttons,
9d. each. Mains Power Packs, consisting of 2 x 30henry
chokes and 2 x 2 mf. Condensers, 3/- each. 4,000 -ohm
wire -wound Resistances wound on mica, 1/- each. In-
strument Wire, 35 gauge enamel, approx. I -lb. reels, 2/6.
Quartz Tubes, 10 in. x in., 2/6 per dozen.

DUBII.IER TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS
(Mica) .25 mf. 8,000 volts, 71. .015 mf. 10,000 volts,
5/-. .002 mf. 20,000 volts, 7/6. .005 mf. (in oil) 30,000
volts, 10/6. C.F.

CHARGING DYNAMOS ALL SHUNT WOUND
and fully guaranteed. 220 volt 15 amp. ball bearing
1,750 r.p.m., £5 10 0. Another 70 volt 30 amp 1,750
r.p.m., ball bearing, 70/-. Another 200 volts 10 amps
1,750 r.p.m., 70/-. Another 110 volt 15 amp, 75/-.

ROTARY CONVERTORS, 11 kilowatts 220 volts.
DC. input 150volt 50 cycles I phase output, 75/-. Trans-
former to amp up, 37/6. Another 100 volt input, 70 volts
output, 300 watts, 401-. Transformer to step up, 20/-.

EX-G.P.O. TELEPHONES, Pedestal Type, with
automatic dial, 5/- each, post 6d. Ditto, without dial,
make good home broadcasting Mike," 3/6, post free.
Wall pattern, with auto, dial, 6/- each, post 9d. Tele-
phone Wall Boxes, consisting of A.C. Bell and Mike
Transformer, 2/- P.F.

EX-G.P.O. MAGNETIC RELAYS, useful for keying,
etc. Approx. I m/A. working current, Types A and B,
5/- each. Also a few which need points which are easily
fitted, 2/6 each.

MOVING -COIL METER MOVEMENTS, 4 in. and
6 in. dial, useful for recalibrating into multi -range
meters, low m/A. scale, 6/- each, post 1/-. Ditto, 21 in.
dial, 5/- each.

WESTON and ERNEST TURNER MILLIAMP
METERS. 2 in. dial, 0 to 5 m/A., 12/6 and 0 to 50 m/A
12/6. Weston 0 to 250 volt A.C. meters, 15,/-. Weston
Moving Coil, 0 to 50 amps, 8/6 each.

SILVERTOWN HIGHLY SENSITIVE GALVANO-
METERS, 5/- each. Sullivan Transmitting Variable
Condensers, heavy brass vanes, mounted in glass tank.
capacity .001 mf. and .0005 mf., 7/6 each, post 1/-.

X-RAY TUBES, Tungsten Target, 7 in. diameter, in
new condition, 12/6 each, packing free C.F. Ditto in
S.H. condition, 7/6, C.F.

JOHNSON & PHILLIPS 4 in. DIAL HOT-WIRE
AMPMETERS, 0 to 1.2 amps. and 0 to 2 amps., 12/6
each. Also a large range of Switchboard type volt and
ampmeters in stock.

EX-R.A.F. ROTARYCONVERTERS, D.C. to D.C.,
12 volts input, 500 volts 100 m/A. output, 20/ ; ditto,
750 volts output, 25/-. A few of each that need slight
repair to brush holder, etc., windings O.K., 10/. each.
Post 1/-.

STANDARD TELEPHONE CONDENSERS, all
new, I mf. 400 volt working, 4d. each or 4 for 1/-, post
3d. Philips I mf. 4,000 volt working, 4/- each. Muir -
head I mf. 1,000 volt working, 1/- each, post 6d.

SHILLING SLOT ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK
METERS, 200/250 volts,

I

phase 50 cycles, in good
condition, 15/. each, CF. Quarterly type ditto fro
amps., useful for subletting, etc., 6/- each, C.P.

LARGE POWER TRANSFORMERS by well known
makers. All double wound and fully guaranteed.
200/240 volt 50 cycle I phase input outputs from 10 to
220 volts in steps of 10 volts at 31 kW., 75/-. Another
3, 44 and 7 volts at 500 watts, 17/6. Another 1, 2i-, 4 and
5 volts at If kW., 45/-. Another 3, 5 and 8 volts at 2,000
watts, 55/-. Another 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 volts at
200 watts, 20/-. Another 1,000 and 2,000 volts at 2 kW.,
55/-. Another 2,000/0/2,000 volts 150 m/A. 2 L.T.
Tappings, 22/6. Another 380 volts input 0 to 160 and
0 to 300 volts Twice at 4 kW., 70/-. Another same input
with 320, 520 and 800 volts all centre tapped at 6 kW.
output, 85/-. Another 200 volts I phase 500 cycle input
5,000 volts 2 kW. output, 30/-. All carriage forward.

EX-R.A.F. VISUAL TYPE WAVEMETER, 300 to
2,500 metres, 3/6 each. Ditto, 1,000 to 9,000 metres,
3/6. Sullivan, .002 mf. Mica Condenser, 7,500 volts,
will separate into 5 x .01 mfs., 2/- each. Westinghouse
Metal Rectifiers, 500 volt 250 m/A., in voltage doubler
circuit, 17/6 each. Ditto, 100 volt amp., 15/- each.
Ditto, 100 volt 20 m/A., 2/- each.

TRANSFORMER CORES FOR REWINDING 750
watt, 8/6. 1,500 watts, 15/-. 6 kW., 50/-. Primaries in
most cases O.K.

INSTRUMENT WIRE 16 GAUGE ENAMEL.
Approx. 7 lbs. reels, 8/6, post Approx. 4 lb. reels of
20 gauge enamel, 6/-, post free.

SPEAKER BAFFLES BOARDS. 5 -Ply Black
Rexine covered 18 x 18 in. nice fret, 2/6 each, post free.
L.T. Rectifiers 6 volts 4 amps output, 12/6 each.

X-RAY SPARK COILS 100/200 volts A.C./D.C.
10 -inch Spark Ebonite slightly broken windings,
guaranteed, 20/- each. Condensers for Primary to suit,
5/-, C.F. A few only brand new in teak case, 12 inch,
45/-. 14 inch, 55/-. C.F.
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A 3 -band C.W.Tx.
(Continued from page 167)

On 4o metres, that is with VC2 at almost
maximum capacity, resonant current
should be around 25 mA. On zo metres,
with a little under half capacity, the
current is 25 mA. and on to metres with
minimum capacity, 30 mA. It must be
remembered that these are the resonant
currents, not to be confused with the
off -tuned current which is in excess of
too mA.

When the two circuits are in tune,
it may be found that by taking out the
crystal, an R.F. output can still be ob-
tained from L3. This will occur only
on 4o metres, as it is due to the fact

that the 6L6G is not properly neutral-
ised.

Neutralising, however, is quite sim-
ple. A special condenser, type UTC,
is mounted on the chassis. This con-
denser has been modified and all the
plates except one variable and one fixed
are removed. This is set at minimum
capacity and the H.T. to V2 switched
off. A looped lamp should be kept
close to L2, as it will be found that this
lamp lights up even though St is open.
NCI must then be very carefully ad-
justed until the looped lamp fails to
light. This should be checked by
rotating VC2 to or 15 degrees to either
side of the resonant point and if no
trace of light can be found, it can be

The layout of
the components
can be seen from
this plan view,
also the coils
and their cor-
rect positions.

assumed that the final stage is reason-
ably well neutralised."

It is advisable to use a .3 -amp bulb
for the initial tests for neutralising,
changing over to a 6o mA. bulb, when
it is assumed that the setting of NCI is
correct.

Coil Data for the 50 Watt TX
' The following coil data will be re-
quired by those constructing the 50 -
watt transmitter described in the
February issue :-

20 -metre Operation.
diameter. gauge.

Li 7 turns 14 in. Close spaced 14
L2 8 turns 13 in. Double spaced 18
L3 12 turns s5 in. Double spaced 18
L4 i i turns II in. Double spaced 18
L5 6 turns 21 in. Triple spaced 12

to -metre Operation.
diameter. gauge.

LI 7 turns izin. Close spaced 14
L2 8 turns q in. Double spaced 18
L3 6 turns in. Double spaced 16
L4 5 turns in. Double spaced 18
L5 ii turns 24 in. Triple spaced 12

With the Teo valve operating as a
doubler, the setting the neutralising
condenser need not be touched even
though the valve does not need neutral-
ising when working these conditions.
The grid bias supply, however, must be
doubled. It is also recommended that a
spark gap be connected across the
secondary of the modulation trans-
former.

American Opinion !!!
Read what " Q.S.T." (official organ of the American
Relay League) has to say about this new publication :
"THE AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK"

" Q.S.T." says :- " All in all the G's have definitely got some-
thing. They have a comprehensive handbook in a
style which should be just to their liking, showing
British methods of working with British products,
and the R.S.G.B. should find itself in a very short
time with an outstanding success on its hands."

FROM THE OHM TO THE RHOMBIC.

Fundamental principles no less than the theory of
beam arrays are dealt with by leading experimenters
in The Amateur Radio Handbook.
In its 25 chapters, every aspect of Amateur Radio is
covered from the British viewpoint.

300 PAGES 250 ILLUSTRATIONS
4,000 copies have been sold in less than 3 months.

"THE G's HAVE CERTAINLY GOT
SOMETHING "

" THE AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK."

Price 2/6
By post 3/ -

Abroad 3/6
post paid

Order your copy NOW. Send your order to :-
BookDept. RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN,
53, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS
Are you keeping abreast of modern television
developments ? Whether amateur or professional
you must be in touch with the latest trend of
research.
The Television Society enables you to meet
fellow workers in the field of television, both in
this country and abroad.
Founded some xo years ago The Television
Society provides a scientific and non-partisan
platform for discussion on all aspects of the subject.
Meetings are held monthly during the session
(October -June) and are reported in full in the
Society's Journal which is sent free to all members.
The Society's activities are shortly being enlarged
to meet the growing interest in the subject and
members will have a unique opportunity of further-
ing their knowledge by contact with well-known
television engineers.

Full particulars of membership qualifications may be had from the Hon.
General Secretary:-J. J. Denton, ty, Anerley Station Road, London,

S.E.2o.

THE TELEVISION SOCIETY
(Founded 5927)

President : Sir AMBROSE FLEMING M.A., D.Sc.. F.R.S.
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OPPORTUNITIES SECTION
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT EMPLOYMENT  MISCELLANEOUS
The charge for miscellaneous advertisements on this page is 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every additional word. Single -column inch rate
displayed, 12/6. All advertisements must be accompanied by remittance. Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Bernard Jones

Publications Ltd., and crossed, and should reach this office not later than the 15th of the month previous to date of issue.

HOUSEWIFE
" And here's to -the

housewife that's thrifty ...."

Housewife is the first pocket-

size magazine dedicated exclu-

sively to the woman of the home.

It caters for every aspect of the

housewife's interest-her house,

her children, her kitchen, her

hobbies, her appearance, her

social activities. No other
monthly magazine of feminine

appeal- includes such a variety2of

subject matter treated from an

essentially practical point of view

and presented in such a highly

condensed, yet readable form.

HANDY, BRIGHT and
SAVES YOU MONEY!
100 PAGES, 33 ARTICLES &

FEATURES

6° MONTHLY

N. 2 NOW ON SALE
AT ALL NEWSAGENTS

Published by the Proprietors
of " Television and Short -Wave World "

MECHANICAL - OPTICAL - TELEVISION

LATEST APPARATUS AVAILABLE
SEE OUR DISPLAYED ADVERT ON PAGE 184

H. E. SANDERS & CO. Tele.
4 Grays Inn Rd., London, W.C.I Chancery 8778

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
PAGE

185
Anglo-American Radio (and Motors), Ltd. 187
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Equipment Co., Ltd. 129
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Belling & Lee, Ltd. ..Cover ii
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Clix 186
Denco 185
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Electradix Radios 189
Fluxite, Ltd., Cover ii
Foyles, Ltd. Cover iii
Galpins . 191
Garrard Engineering & Mfg. Co., Ltd. 181
General Electric Co., Ltd. 146
G5KA Coveriii
His Master Voice 177
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. . 181
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., Cover ii
Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd. 183
Peto-Scott Co., Ltd. 185
Pitman, Sir Isaac, & Sons, Ltd. 184
Phoenix Book Co. 189
Premier Supply Stores 179
Radiomart 183
Radio Society of Great Britain 192
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We can supply at once almost any bo)k I
ywant. Special Radio Department.

MISCELLANEOUS
ALL TYPES of Rotary Converters, electric motors,

battery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc.,
n stock, new and second-hand.

A.C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C_
Receivers from A.C. Mains, too watts output, La. to;
r5o watts output, (3. co.

WARD, 46, Farringdon St., London, E,C.4. Tel.
Holborn 9703.

ANY CLASS of television receiver design and
construction undertaken to special order.

Finest materials and workmanship at reasonable
prices. May we have the pleasure of quoting ?
SPENCER -WEST, Worlinghasn, Nr. Becciss,
SUFFOLK. Telephone : Beetles 3159. See also.
page 184.

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make, 24 -hour service; moderate prices.-Sinclak
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street, N.x.
TELEVISION INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT
for schools, colleges, etc. Electron scanning outfits ;
still picture transmitters ; instructional film scanning
projectors ; C.R. tubes ; amplifiers ; photo -cells, etc.
High vacuum experimental work. Non-standard equip-
ment constructed to order. Inventions developed.
Experimenters' Bargains. Valve makers' bom-
barding-gettering outfit, 150 Mullard G.M.3152
oscillograph, new, £35 (cost Z5o) ; 35
projectors, fro ; sound heads from £5 ; 5,000 v. .

mercury rectifiers, 2/6 each, unusual bargain.
Tuition Students accepted for practical workshop
and laboratory instruction in television and associated
subjects-Radio Transmission, Electronics, Cine-
matography, Sound Recording (film, disc, Blattner -
phone).
Neon Work. Experimental neon work ; special
tubes developed ; complete installations.
CINEVISION LABORATORIES, JO, Thorpe Mews, Ken-
sington, London, W.io.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE

A.C./D.C. MOTORS, Grinders,Fans, Drills, Chargers,
1939 interesting lines, lists free. Easco Electrical
Services, 18 TE, Brixton Rd., S.W.q.

LOUDSPEAKERS

3,000 SPEAKERS from 5s. 6d. each, P.M. and
energised 4" to r4", including several Epoch 18" -
Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street, N.1

PATENT AND TRADE
MARK AGENTS

GEE & CO., patents and trade marks throughout the
world (H. T. P. Gee, Mem.R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.R.,
etc.). Estab. 1905. 51-52 Chancery Lane, Lamina,
W.C.2 (2 doors from Government Patent OffiLe).
'Phone: Holborn 4547 and 4648. Handbook fres.

KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD. (B. T. King,
(2 BKT) Patent Agent) 146a, Queen Victoria Street,

113-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON,W.C.2 London, E.C.4. ADVICE, Handbook and Consulta-
Telephone Gerrard 5660 (14 lines) tions free. 'Phone City 6161.

FOYLES

Radio Amateur's Handbook
1.,
-line radio
amateurs
handbook`

2.00 (COO. Kii

1939 Edition
The sixteenth edition of this famous Handbook
is now on sale, having been thoroughly revised
and re -written. A complete reference work
for any matter connected with short-wave
transmission and reception. ONLY 5,'6d. post
free.

The " RADIO " HANDBOOK-I939 edition
now on sale. 7/- per copy post free. See review in
this issue. Few copies 1938 edition to be cleared
at 4 6d. post free. RADIO AMATEUR CALL -
BOOK. December issue with thousands of
new QRA's 6'. post free.

GSKA, 41 Kinfauns Rd., Goodmayes, Ilford, Essex. (Dept. T3)

TELEVISION.
A NEW COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.

We have pleasure in announcing that our new " Television " Course
has met with remarkable success. The enormous demand for the
Course has shown, beyond any shadow of doubt, that it fills that long -
felt need which we anticipated when we went to such trouble and
expense in its preparation.
We shall be happy to send full details of this special " Television "
Course on request. Particulars are also available of other Courses
in all branches of Wireless, Television, Talking Picture Engineering,
etc., an, of the easiest way in which to prepare for the A.M.I.E.E.,

A.M.I.R.E., etc., Examinations.
We teach by correspondence. and guarantee " NO
PASS-NO FEE." Our Technical Consultant is

Professor A. M. Low.
Send for full particulars to -day. Free and without obligation.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
337, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17/19, STRATFORD PLACE,

LONDON, W.I.
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RADIO TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
Designed & manufactured by T. R. McELROY," World's Champion Telephonist"
TED McELROY, at the International Contest held at the " World of To -morrow Fair " in New York,
on November 19th, 1938, held his title against all corners by receiving at the new record speed of 75
words per minute for a period of five minutes without error. HE should know better than anyone else
in the world, just what the Telegraphist wants . . . and we believe the selection listed below meets the

ideals of beginners and experts.

TRANSMITTING KEYS MAC PRACTICE SET

SEMI AUTOMATIC BUG TYPES
DE LU XE MAC KEY, employs carefully selected
and tested springs, which tend to relieve the strain
on the operator's fingers, and make for fast and per-
fect sending. A" heavy contacts with pigtail con-
nections, all metal parts except base chromium
plated. Shorting switch for CW or 'Phone. Very
heavy one piece cast base with permanent marbleite
finish. ... 45/.

THE STANDARD " BUG," A very popular
Mac Key, same design and construction as the De
Luxe, but with black crackle finish base and nickel
plated parts. Not equipped with the dot stabiliser,
but almost as pleasant to use as the dearer
model. . . 37/6

THE JUNIOR " BUG," employs the same vi-
brator mechanism as the other models, but Is moun-
ted on a sheet base and is generally lighter in all
features. ... 17/6

MAC AUTO
Light from exciter lamp on to photo -cell -is inter-
rupted by inked dots and dashes on ordinary record-
ed slip. Impulse is amplified to actuate the sensitive
relay which delivers keying output to work local
oscillator or transmitter. Not guaranteed for more
than 75 wpm., although tested at 100 wpm. Ideal

for_training operators. ... Price E8. 0. 0.

A 1,000 cycle mechanical oscillator designed for
producing an audible note as the key is pressed. The
" Hummer " is mounted on to a Heavy Based Mac
Straight Key of very popular design. One of the
most ingenious little gadgets in the whole radio
telegraph industry. COMPLETE SET ... 19/6

Heavy Duty Mac Straight Key only 9/6.
HUMMER only (may be added to any other key
or used as an ordinary buzzer).

McELROY'S NEW RANGE
OF STRAIGHT KEYS

Beautifully light in operation and design with a
delightfully balanced lever action. Employing the
latest MAC coiled spring.
DE LUXE STREAMKEY. Excellent design and
beautifully balanced lever, coupled with MAC coil
spring. The action will positively thrill any operator,
Case hardened steel bearing screws, heavily chromed
Carefully machined and very heavily chromium
plated throughout. Heavy A in. contacts ... IS/ -

COMMERCIAL HAND KEY. Same base, lever
and spring that delight the operator and make ex-
cellent sending so easy. Black crackle base, chrome
parts above. Case hardened steel bearing screws.
Heavy -41. in. contacts.... ... 8/6

AMATEUR HAND KEY. As above, perfectly
designed and balanced, but priced within the reach
of the beginner. Black crackle base ; metal parts
cadmium plated.

PROFESSIONAL HAND KEY. Same base and
same case hardened steel bearings as all MAC
Keys. Main lever designed to give everything In
balance that one needs for anything from the lowest
to the extreme high speeds. ... 12/6

MAC RECORDER
Designed for direct coupling to the output of any
popular radio communication receiver. Complete
with input transformer and rectifier. " I consistent-
ly record 100 wpm., from a Hallicrafter receiver
and in tests have recorded perfect slip at 300
words per minute." . . . T. R. McELROY.

Price E8. 0. 0.

MAC AUDIO
OSCILLATOR

An audio oscillator for morse practice or modu-
lation. A new and much improved instrument at a
price within the reach of all. Housed in a beautiful
bakelite case. Binding posts are fitted for 2,000
ohm output for use with 'phones or 200 ohm for
direct connection to the low impedance input of the
modulator. Three position switch gives choice of
three tones at 600, 800 and 1,000 cycles. Used in
conjunction with any of McElroy's Keys, this instru-
ment makes an ideal practice set for the individual
or morse class. Any number of 'phones may be
added. The price includes two glass 6C5 tubes,
ballast tube and line cord for any stated voltage
between 110 and 250 volts. A.C. or D.C. operation.
PRICE COMPLETE ... ... 32'6

TAPE PULLER
An extra heavy A.C. induction type motor
runs silent and creates no interference. Tachoo,crri
type speed governor. Constant speeds as desired
up to 100 wpm. Designed especially for AUTO or
RECORDER, but desirable for any application where
a good variable speed tape pulling arrangement
is needed. A.C. Sockets are provided for neat
connection to mains supply. ... Price El. 7.6.

McElroy's Automatic Equipment
can be hired by local Radio Societies,
etc., at 7/6 per week. NOT hired to
private individuals.

WEBB'S RADIO 14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1.
PHONE : GERRARD 2089.C. WEBB, LTD.) Birmingham Depot: 41 Carrs Lane.
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